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ABSTRACT 
With most terrestrial telecommunication networks experiencing growth the need 
for powerful computer design tools is becoming mandatory. Such tools facilitate 
the quick and accurate quantification of many complex technical and economical 
interactions enabling planners to control the evolution of their networks. 
This thesis focuses on several issues surrounding the computer-aided design of a 
wide area data communications network. Three main topics are addressed: the 
application of interactive computer graphics to network design tools; the inherent 
shortcomings of several contemporary design methods; and the application of the 
tools developed during this study for the evaluation of an existing wide area 
network. 
Network Designers Workshop (NDW), the computer planning tool presented in 
this thesis has been developed to address some of the main inadequacies found 
in current day design tools. NDW utilizes high resolution graphics to provide the 
designer with a highly interactive framework for the rapid prototyping of 
communication networks. 
In addition, NDW's network synthesis methodology emphasises the importance 
of adopting an integrated approach to network design by enabling the planner to 
find a minimum cost solution through a series of iterative designs. 
The architecture and facilities of a modern packet switching network are also 
examined with a special focus on the mechanisms available for the collection of 
the essential performance data needed for the evaluation and design stage. 
The final section of this thesis concentrates on the application of the design tools 
presented in this study for the evaluation and cost driven optimization of a 
multimillion dollar packet switching network. Finally the impact of nodal cost 
and access network tariff structures on the optimum cost topology are illustrated. 
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Can your network accommodate an increased load of twice the present level? -
if so then how much more can it handle? As the load increases which 
components will saturate first? How reliable is the network and what are the 
consequences of this link failing? Is the current network guaranteeing adequate 
performance for its users all the time? Is there a more cost-effective way of 
engineering the network? 
These are but a few of the hundreds of questions network managers must 
concern themselves with today. Surprisingly, many network operators address 
such problems on a "patch as needed" basis resulting in a network simply 
evolving with little attention being given to its global structure. Design decisions 
are often made without any in-depth analysis of the network, since they are 
commonly addressing localized expansions. Such a process seldom results in a 
cost-effective structure. 
With most terrestrial telecommunications networks experiencing growth the need 
for powerful design tools is becoming ever more apparent. Network managers 
must analyze a vast range of technical and economic issues and be able to 
quantify the impacts of the complex interactions between them. Multiple 
tradeoffs must be evaluated for different network expansion or design 
alternatives to guarantee successful migrations to future cost-effective 
configurations. 
OUTLINE OF THE STUDY 
This thesis is concerned primarily with the development and subsequent use of 
computer based tools for the analysis and design of packet based communication 
networks. This study illustrates how a structured design strategy is essential for 
the successful management of any network system and offers the potential to 
provide significant cost savings. 
MOTIVATION 
The NET-X packet switching network is a privately owned system that provides a 
data communications service to a large number of customers within New 
Zealand. NET-X is one of the two main packet switching networks in New 
Zealand and has grown substantially over the last three years. In the light of this 
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rapid expansion, the evaluation of the network's current design and performance 
was of critical importance. 
After an initial two week investigation of the NET -X environment it was 
discovered that there was a complete lack of any analysis or planning tools. The 
network's management system did have comprehensive monitoring facilities that 
collected information on each component, however there were no true analysis 
tools for evaluating and summarising network performance over an extended 
period of time. 
In addition to the development of the data collection and analysis tools some 
form of network design tool was needed. A literature review was conducted to 
gain an understanding of the current state of play in the network design tool 
arena. It was discovered that although there were a tremendous number and 
variety of design packages available, the vast majority were lacking in several key 
areas. 
Thus, the primary motivation for this study was this industry need for improved 
computer-aided design tools that would enable the planning and dimensioning 
of wide area data communication networks. 
OBJECTIVES 
This study was initiated with two primary goals in mind-
• First, to highlight deficiencies in contemporary design tools and to develop a 
"network designer's workshop" of design capabilities that would support the 
planning of complex communication networks. Such a tool would provide a 
visual exploratorium for the rapid evaluation and synthesis of cost-effective 
network designs. This approach can be realised with current computer hardware; 
high speed workstations with large high-resolution displays, dedicated 
processors, and sizable amounts of virtual memory to support the levels of 
interactivity required by such a tool. 
Network Designers Workshop (NDW), the computer-aided planning tool 
presented in this thesis, addresses several shortcomings present in existing tools. 
• The second goal was to illustrate the utility of NDW in the evaluation of 
network designs by assessing the current NET-X structure and to orientate its 
configuration toward a target network optimized with respect to the cost 
tradeoffs and performance goals. 
APPROACH 
In order to achieve these goals the following multi-phased approach was 
adopted: 
• Data collection and analysis- The development of an accurate picture of the 
current network state is a key step in any design evaluation project. Several data 
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collection tools were developed to enable the off-line analysis of the traffic 
statistics maintained by the network management system. These analysis tools 
provided the network operators with a previously unavailable window into the 
operational state of their network. 
• Design tool development- The second and longest phase involved the design 
and development of Network Designers Workshop, a graphically orientated 
network design environment. 
• Network evaluation and design- The third and final phase involved the 
coupling of NDW with the data obtained from the workload characterization step 
to evaluate the current NET-X design. 
THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS 
The primary contributions of this thesis are (1) NDW a network design tool 
prototype; (2) Insight into the current state and design deficiencies of a 
communications network; and (3) the proposal of an alternative NET-X structure 
that exhibits an 18% increase in traffic carrying capacity with an annual cost 
saving of $84,427. 
Secondary contributions of this research include some insight gained into several 
aspects of the network design problem. The optimisation approach adopted by 
NDW illustrates the need for integrated design methodologies; Several inherent 
shortcomings of a classical design heuristic are highlighted and improvements to 
it proposed; Finally the impact of several design parameters on the optimum cost 
topology are illustrated. 
THESIS STRUCTURE 
This thesis is organized as follows -
Chapter Two provides a brief introduction to communication networks. It covers 
the main concepts that arise within this work and includes a brief look at several 
topological structures. 
Chapters Tbree, Four and Five constitute Section II of this thesis and collectively 
provide an overview of communication network design. Chapter Tbree 
introduces the network design problem, including a formal description and 
finally formulates the global design strategy adopted by this study. Chapter Four 
presents the design methodologies used in this study and highlights some of their 
inherent deficiencies. The field of Computer-Aided Network Design (CAND) is 
discussed in Chapter Five. Several 'state-of the-art' tools are presented. 
Section III presents Network Designers Workshop (NDW) the design tool 
developed during the course of this study. Chapter Six introduces NDW and 
provides an overview of the tool- including its design philosophy, architecture 
and functional features. Several implementation issues surrounding NDW are 
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presented in Chapter Seven, including a closer look at its internal design 
algorithms, and verification of the tool based on network measurement data. 
The analysis of the NET-X packet switching network is covered in Section IV. A 
description of the Hughes Integrated Packet Network (IPN) environment is 
provided by Chapter Eight. The current NET-X configuration is examined, 
including its topology, subscribers, and network monitoring facilities. Chapter 
eight concludes with a look at the data collection and analysis tools developed 
during this study. 
Chapter Nine discusses how the measurement tools were employed to evaluate 
several aspects of NET-X's operational state. The results of this analysis are 
presented along with several issues surrounding the workload characterization 
phase. 
Chapter Ten concentrates on the cost driven optimization of the NET-X structure 
using the traffic measurements and NDW. The impact of several design 
parameters on the optimized structure are also illustrated in the latter sections of 
this chapter. 
Chapter Eleven, the final chapter, provides a summation of the contributions 
made by this study, including the network improvements that have occurred as a 
result of this work. 
SECTION I 
COMMUNICATION NETWORKS: AN OVERVIEW 
Let no one enter who does not know geometry 
Inscription on Plato's door 

NETWORKING CONCEPTS 
Whenever two or more entities are connected to exchange information, a 
network is formed. This chapter serves as an introduction to networks and 
discusses the main concepts that arise in this study. 
NETWORK CLASS/FICA TION 
Broadly speaking, networks can be classified by several attributes. These 
attributes can be grouped according to the network classification tree detailed 
in figure 2.1. 
satellite 
local networks 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 
Figure 2.1 Network classification hierarchy 
NETWORK TYPE 
Networks can be divided into two broad types: Physical networks and 
Communication networks. Physical networks are designed for the transport of 
physical items such as water, boxes etc. Communication networks are designed 
for the transport of discrete units of information. 
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The techniques used for the design and modelling of physical and 
communication networks are very similar, however the nomenclature used is 
quite different [27]. 
GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE 
Networks range in size from small Local Area Networks (LAN) which connect 
several computers within a single building, to medium sized systems that 
interconnect computers within a metropolitan area or city (MAN), to large 
geographically distributed Wide Area Networks (WAN) covering entire 
countries and even spanning the globe. 
TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUE 
Data communication networks can also be classified according to the type of 
transmission technique they employ. Two types are in common use -
Switched communication and Broadcast communication networks. 
Switched communication networks 
Networks that provide communication between all users fall into the category 
of switched networks. Three classes of switched networks exist: 
• Circuit switched networks- provide services by establishing a dedicated 
communication path between the two users for the duration of the call (e.g. 
Public Service Telephone Network). 
• Packet relay networks- forward logical units of data from source to 
destination. Packet relay networks discard the need for a dedicated channel 
between the source and destination. Rather, if a subscriber wants to send data, 
it is passed from node to node until the destination is reached. At each node 
the data units are queued along with other data and then forwarded. Message 
switched and packet switched networks represent the two fundamental types of 
packet relay networks in .operation today. Packet switching is very similar to 
message switching, the principle difference being the length of the data units. 
• Cell relay networks- have recently emerged to accommodate the 
requirements for fast, large scale data transfer. One term that describes cell 
relay technologies is Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM). ATM uses small 
packets (known as cells) which are switched through the network. Cells have a 
fixed size of 48 bytes with a 5 byte header. The use of fixed length cells allows 
the simplification of the transfer protocol and switching hardware and therefore 
greatly increasing throughput. ATM is the primary mode of data transfer for 
broadband ISDN. 
This thesis deals with the analysis, design and modelling of packet relay 
networks, of which thousands are in operation today. 
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Broadcast networks 
Broadcasting offers the main alternative to switched communication networks. 
In a broadcast network a source will transmit information to a large number of 
subscribers over a shared transmission medium. The message is received by all 
subscribers, but only the intended recipient will accept and process the 
message. Broadcasting is the main transmission technique employed by local 
area networks. 
Several design tools for broadcast networks can be found in the literature 
[3, 70], however they are beyond the scope of this study. 
NETWORK COMPONENTS 
An abstract model of a wide area data communications network, including its 
major components, is portrayed in figure 2.2. This model is characteristic of the 
thousands of packet based networks in operation today. 
backbone link • 
Figure 2.2 Generalised network structure 
The primary function of any network is to connect a number of geographically 
distributed subscribers enabling them to communicate and share resources. 
Terminal centres and Host computers act as sources and sinks for data traffic 
and are collectively termed subscribers within this thesis. A terminal centre 
consists of a cluster of terminals connected by some form of terminal 
concentrator (i.e. PAD, MUX etc). Host computers are generally directly 
connected by way of a Front End Processor (PEP) to a backbone node. A 
subscriber is connected to a backbone node by way of a dedicated or dial-up 
access link. 
Communication networks can be viewed as a two level hierarchical structure-
the lower level consisting of the subscriber access network and the upper level 
representing the backbone network. The backbone network consists of a 
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system of switches or nodes interconnected by backbone links and is primarily 
responsible for the transportation of the subscriber traffic to its destination. 
Backbone nodes or switches are specialised computers that are used to connect 
two or more links together. Their primary function is to process incoming data 
and route it over the outgoing links. Nodes are also responsible for handling 
various other tasks such as flow control, buffering and protocol enforcement. 
NETWORK TOPOLOGY 
One of the most important design considerations is how the network 
components should be connected. The network topology describes the 
interconnection patterns of these components. 
The choice of topology is to some extent dependent on the user application. If 
the network is expected to share data between many pairs of widely dispersed 
subscribers then the least cost topology will be an irregular meshed structure 
(like those in figures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6). If however, the data is shared between a 
central site (which could be a node, host, or terminal concentrator) then the 
optimal structure can be found u~ing methods developed for centralised 
topologies [30]. 
This section attempts to classify some of the more notable topological 
structures. Some elementary topologies that have proven useful for data 
communication networks include: 
• Distributed mesh topology- can be either fully or partially connected. In a 
fully connected distributed mesh every node is connected to every other 
node. Fully connected meshes offer high reliability, although the cost of the 
system grows with the square of the number of nodes. 
• Minimal spanning tree or multidrop topology- consists of a master node or 
root with branches radiating from it. These branches may in turn have sub-
branches. MST/MD topologies are used when all communication is bound 
for a single destination, and are frequently employed for subscriber access 
topologies. 
• Star Topology- all nodes are connected via point to point links to a central 
site. 
• Bus topology- nodes are connected byway of short drops to a shared 
broadcast link. Bus topologies are employed by local area broadcast 
networks. 
• Ring topology- all nodes are connected in series along a closed loop. Ring 
topologies are normally used for LANs and MANs. 
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Figure 2.3 Common network topologies 
Other structures can be obtained by combining the topologies in figure 2.3. 
Sharma [82] provides a good discussion on the topologies covered in this 
section. 
DISTRIBUTED MESH TOPOLOGIES 
This thesis concentrates on the topological design of a wide area network 
where demands can arise between any two nodes. Distributed mesh structures 
offer a cost effective means of connecting those nodes. The economical design 
of such topologies however, requires the detailed knowledge of traffic flows 
among all subscribers [82]. 
Distributed mesh structures can be divided into roughly two generic categories: 
Multicentre multistar (MCMS) topology 
A multicenter multistar (MCMS) topology is a hierarchical structure that 
consists of several nodes that individually serve a subset of the subscriber 
population (see figures 2.4 and 2.5). The subscribers are connected to the 
closest backbone switch using a star configuration. 
Figure2.4 Figure 2.5 
Two Level, MCMS Topology Three Level, MCMS Topology 
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The NET-X packet switching network discussed in Section IV employs a two 
level MCMS topology. 
Multicenter multidrop (MCMD) topology 
A multicentre multidrop (MCMD) topology is a hierarchical network that can 
be used to serve many subscribers over a large geographical area. 
Figure 2.6 illustrates a typical MCMD structure with four backbone switches. 
The subscribers are interconnected using shared multidrop access links. 
Figure 2.6 Two Level, MCMD Topology. 
Large complex communication networks typically consist of a combination of 
the topological structures discussed in this section. 
TRAFFIC ATTRIBUTES 
Communication networks are characterized by flows of discrete data units from 
one subscriber to another. Several attributes that characterize packet based 
network traffic are enumerated in the following paragraphs. 
Traffic unit 
Although many measures of traffic unit exist (e.g. bits, bytes, frames, messages, 
transactions etc), the packet represents the fundamental traffic unit for network 
design. A data packet consists of a variable length user information segment 
encapsulated by a fixed length header. 
Traffic intensity 
Traffic intensity is· a term used to describe the data traffic load on a network 
component. Traffic intensity can be defined as the traffic arrival rate per unit 
time and is denoted by the symbol 'A. Traffic intensity is normally expressed in 
Packets Per Second (PPS). 
Traffic delay 
The traffic delay imposed by a system can be measured in three primary ways: 
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• Transit delay- is the time that elapses from when a packet enters a 
component until it exits. The transit delay imposed by nodes and links are 
characterized by the sum of their queueing and service times. 
• Average network delay- is the average time it takes for a data packet to 
travel from its source to destination nodes. The designer must be aware of the 
dangers associated with sizing networks using this measure. An acceptable 
average network delay does not always guarantee acceptable end-to-end 
delays for all node pairs [77]. 
• Response time- The user response time can be defined as the time that 
elapses from when the operator sitting at a terminal completes the last action 
associated with a command until the first character of the host's response is 
received. Any definition of response time that is applicable to network design 
should eliminate host turn around delays, which effectively reduces it to the 
network transit delay. 
Methods for calculating traffic delays are discussed in Chapter four. 
Traffic throughput 
An efficient design ensures a high traffic throughput for a given network cost 
and traffic delay. The throughput of a system is defined as its total traffic 
carrying capacity per unit time. 
The following three measures of throughput are of interest to the network 
designer: 
• Communication link throughput- Transmission link capacities are rated in 
bits per second (bps). Recommendation X.135 defines the link throughput to 
be the number of user data bits successfully transferred in one direction over 
that connection per unit time. To determine the throughput of a link, 
communications protocol overhead must be taken into account. Thus the 
maximum achievable throughput of a link is always less than its transmission 
rate. 
The maximum theoretical throughputl of an X.25link is given by [37]: 
link throughput = [8(8:D)] PPS (2.1) 
where S = link speed in bps and D = user data packet length in bytes. 
• Nodal throughput- Whilst communication link capacities are well defined 
and the corresponding throughputs can be calculated, the calculation of nodal 
1 Assuming no flow control and piggybacked frame acknowledgments. 
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throughput is much less certain. In virtually all cases,. throughput calculations 
are dependent on the manufacturers own capacity ratings. Nodal capacity 
ratings are specified in terms of Packets Per Second (PPS), however 
manufacturers normally do not supply any information on how general 
protocol overhead should be taken into account. The difference between the 
actual data packet processing capability and the manufacturers rated 
throughput of a node is dependent on the internal implementation and can 
vary quite considerably. 
• Network throughput- For a given average network delay, the total network 
throughput represents the rate at which the network can transport traffic. 
Network throughput provides a measure of the network's traffic carrying 
capacity and a convenient mechanism for comparing designs. 
SECTION II 
DATA COMMUNICATION NETWORK DESIGN 
When a lot of remedies are suggested for a disease, 
that means it can't be cured 
Anton Chekhov 
The Cherry Orchard, 1904 

THE NETWORK DESIGN PROBlEM 
The design of data communication networks in its general form has prompted a 
tremendous amount of research interest, resulting in a wide range of approaches 
to the problem. Some of these approaches simplify the real world case, so 
established optimization techniques can be applied [30], whereas others 
artificially restrict the solution space in order to decrease the search time [31]. The 
most effective methods to date employ heuristic procedures to arrive at a close to 
optimum structure in an acceptable time. 
This chapter provides an introduction to the Network Design Problem (NDP) and 
is organised into three major sections - (1) The design problem introduces the 
NDP in its general form; (2) The problem formulation provides a more rigourous 
definition of the NDP; and (3) The design strategy, details the global design 
strategy adopted by this study. 
THE DESIGN PROBLEM 
The predominant goal in the design and maintenance of a communications 
network is to provide a cost-effectivel structure that meets several key criteria. 
Those criteria are generally accepted to be: 
• High throughput- The network should have the capacity to absorb traffic 
fluctuations and serve the growing requirements of subscribers without any 
degradation of service quality. 
• Short transmission delays- Traffic should be transferred from source to 
destination in the minimum possible time, thus ensuring acceptable response 
time for its users. 
• High levels of reliability- Network subscribers should be able to communicate 
even if network components fail. 
• High levels of extendibility- The topology should facilitate the graceful 
introduction of new nodes and backbone links without the need for significant 
redesign of the existing structure. 
1 The term cost-effective is used in place of minimal cost for two primary reasons - First, the 
inherent nature of network design (to date) ensures that a minimal (or optimum) cost structure is 
unattainable [10]; the best we can hope for is a "close to optimum" design. Second, the minimal 
cost structure is not always the prime requirement of the network design problem. 
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The design of a cost-effective distributed data communications network 
represents a formidable combinatorial problem. Such problems epitomise the 
characteristics and general difficulties of the NDP as the number of possible 
solutions is sufficiently vast to prohibit the exhaustive search for an answer. 
For example, having selected the geographic locations for n backbone nodes, we 
can then connect them using m backbone links. The total number of possible 
designs to consider is determined by [26]: 
[ n ( n- 1) 121 I (3. 1) [ n ( n - 1) 12-m 1 1 m! 
NET-X has values of n = 16 and m = 22, so there exist 6.313 x 1023 possible 
topologies. Given Network Designers Workshop can evaluate a topology in 
lOOms, an exhaustive search for the locally optimum topology2 would take 2029 
trillion years!3. To make things worse, Frank's analysis ignores the fact that the 
determination of the globally optimum topology also depends on the selection of 
the node locations - If there are 5 subscribers in a network, then the optimal 
number of backbone nodes q will lie somewhere in the range 1 ::; q ~ 5. 
To determine the optimum network configuration successive values of n must be 
tried until n = q is reached. Each iteration will involve the evaluation of every 
possible set of inter-nodal connections given by formula 3.1! 
This phenomenon is termed a combinatorial explosion. To combat problems of 
this nature, a class of algorithms called heuristics need to be applied. 
Fortunately several design heuristics have been developed to significantly reduce 
the time needed to find a solution. The tradeoff however, is that the heuristic no 
longer guarantees to find the 'best' solution. A discussion of network design 
design heuristics can be found in the following chapter. 
PROBLEM FORMULATION 
In its most general sense, the network design problem corresponds to many 
different choices in performance measures, design variables and constraints [30]. 
Many formulations can be found in the literature; the following has been 
adopted: 
DESIGN INPUT 
The input to the network design problem consists of the following: 
2 Chapter four discusses the difference between locally and globally optimum topologies. 
3 About 405,000 times the age of the Earth- clearly ruling out this approach! 
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• Tbe number and location of the network subscribers- The positions of the 
network subscribers (xi,Yi) i= 1 ,2 .. s can be described using any valid set of two 
dimensional coordinates (e.g. the V and H coordinate system, latitude and 
longitude etc). 
• Tbe traffic requirement between subscriber pairs- the traffic requirements are 
represented by a traffic matrix of the form TM = (TRsrc,dest) src,dest = 1,2 .. s 
where TRsrc,dest represents the traffic intensity originating at src and terminating 
at dest. 
• Tbe transmission link cost tariffs- The transmission link alternatives (e.g. 
ADS, DDS, Megalink etc.) and their corresponding cost structures. 
• Tbe hardware cost profiles- The hardware alternatives available for the final 
solution and an accurate mechanism for evaluating their cost. 
• Message profiles- Knowledge of the average length and distributions of all 
data and control messages flowing within the network. 
DESIGN OUTPUT 
Output from the network design problem will provide the following: 
• Tbe optimum number of backbone nodes- The optimum number q where 
1 ::::; q ;:::: s. s = number of network subscribers. 
• Tbe optimum locations for the backbone nodes- the positions of the q 
backbone nodes that minimise the tradeoff between subscriber access and 
backbone link costs. 
• The backbone connection topology- the most cost-effective interconnection 
pattern joining the nodes using the most suitable link types (e.g. DDS, ADS etc.) 
and capacities. 
• Node dimensioning- the optimum number of processing modules4 as a 
function of the nodal traffic handling requirements. 
• Miscellaneous empirical information- network costs, utilization, delays etc. 
DESIGN CONSTRAINTS 
The solution to the network design problem is to be achieved subject to many 
different constraints including: 
• The maximum average packet delay through the network; 
• The total network throughput at the maximum network delay; 
• The maximum average delay on any network link; 
4 Assuming the node has a modular architecture (refer figure 8.3). 
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• Network reliability5. 
DESIGN OBJECTIVE 
The primary objective of the network design problem is to find the least cost 
topology that satisfies a specified set of design constraints. The NDP however is 
not necessarily limited to finding the least cost structure, other objectives may 
include: 
• The maximum throughput topology [19]. 
• The maximum reliability topology [34, 49]. 
• The minimum mean delay topology [33]. 
THE DESIGN STRATEGY 
The successful management of any network is a continuous process. The goal of 
such a process is to produce and maintain a close to minimum-cost network 
configuration whilst still satisfying the performance requirements of its 
subscribers. Because any reasonably sized network is a dynamic entity 
constantly undergoing change, the need for its constant re-evaluation is 
paramount to maintaining the aforementioned goal. 
The operation and management of a network can be broken down into three 
key activities. Figure 3.1 identifies the three phases that make up the network 
design cycle. 
r--=----:-:----:-~---• Administration 
Rilif-----e Network provisioning 
~g;;g;;Bj:;I'Bg;;g;;dr---. Maintenance 
~----e Traffic profile 
J!illf----e Equipment Inventory 
'--sJs~~~dfl 
In-place network 
Figure 3.1 The network design cycle 
5 e.g. two-connected- a node must be connected to at least two other nodes. 
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This process will involve the coordination of several departments and logically 
starts at the data collection and analysis phase. The cycle then proceeds (using 
the data from the first step) through the design and planning stage and on to the 
operation and management stage. The final phase uses the insight gained by the 
design stage to improve on the existing network configuration. 
This cyclic process of network management is representative of the planning 
strategy adopted by many organisations today [10, 91, 97]. 
The following sections discuss the three phases in more detail. 
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS PHASE 
The data collection and analysis of the existing network represents a 
fundamentally important step of the design process. 
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The network management facilities that exist on modern systems provide 
detailed statistics on network activity (i.e. traffic volumes, Community Of Interest 
(COl) data6, nodal utilizations etc). This information is vital for evaluating the 
network's ability to meet service and utilization objectives and is also used to 
highlight potential trouble spots where corrective planning action may be 
necessary. The data gained by this phase provides vital input to the design and 
planning phase. 
Section IV discusses the data collection and analysis phase of this study. 
DESIGN AND PLANNING PHASE 
The goal of the design and planning phase is to develop a cost-effective network 
configuration that provides the desired level of performance. This new 
configuration will either provide a basis for network expansion or verification of 
the present network. "Tbe key to accurate network engineering is the ability to 
feed network statistics and COl data, as well as forecast growth, into an 
interactive network design program containing the characteristics of the network 
components" [10]. 
The designer, armed with the data gathered in the first phase, uses a computer-
aided design tool to postulate "what if'' scenarios. The designer can experiment 
by moving nodes and links and quickly observe the resulting shifts in traffic 
distributions. Components can be deleted to simulate failure conditions and the 
loads due to alternate routing can be identified to ensure sufficient capacity on 
the secondary traffic paths. Good tools can be used to synthesize new low cost 
topologies or to plan the expansion of a current network. A tool that allows the 
designer to experiment with such hypothetical scenarios is essential for the 
successful management of any network. 
6 Who is talking to whom and how much. 
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The use of Network Designers Workshop (NDW) for the execution of the design 
and planning phase is covered in Chapter ten. 
OPERA TJON AND MANAGEMENT PHASE 
The third phase of the design cycle is responsible for the acceptance and 
execution of the results gained from the design phase. This step includes tasks 
such as equipment acquisition, installation, maintenance and general 
administration of the network. 
The insight gained by this study has resulted in several improvements? to the 
existing NET-X topology. 
7 The modifications are discussed in the second section of Chapter eleven. 
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Data communication networks of any sort, are the product of practical 
engineering design. These networks exhibit a tremendous variation in structure 
and represent a considerable financial investment by their owners. 
The desire to configure these networks so costs are minimized, and yet still meet 
the design criteria, is an entirely reasonable one. A cost decrease of just 5% on a 
network costing $160,000 per month represents a monthly saving of $8000. This 
saving would easily justify a considerable amount of effort in the design stage. 
This chapter provides an overview and discussion of the main design 
methodologies available to the network engineer with an emphasis on those 
used in this study. Network design methods can be split into three key design 
activities; performance prediction, topological design and network cost analysis. 
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 
The performance evaluation of network components, typically backbone nodes, 
switches, PADs etc., forms an essential part of the network design process. 
Unfortunately the analysis of measurement data 1 can only provide insight into 
the state of an existing network. To evaluate the performance of planned 
networks predictive techniques are necessary. 
PERFORMANCE MODELLING 
The task of performance modelling involves the representation of a real world 
system in terms of some abstract quantity. Network models must be constructed 
in order to reflect the performance characteristics between proposed network 
configurations. 
Performance evaluation methods were greatly enhanced by Kleinrock's work in 
the delay analysis of packet switching networks [53, 54] and over the last two 
decades a tremendous amount of research effort has been dedicated to the 
performance evaluation of computer networks. 
Three primary methods for forecasting the performance of data communication 
networks exist, namely: 
1 The analysis of measurements on the NET-X environment are detailed in Chapter nine. 
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• Physical models- require the availability of the actual system under study. 
Tests are performed using artificial loads to obtain performance statistics. Physical 
models represent the most expensive and time consuming approach. 
• Simulation models- involve the software emulation of the network 
components and processes. A simulation model describes the dynamic 
behaviour of the system. Network objects (i.e. packets) and their corresponding 
sequences of activity (i.e. packet flows) are directly represented through software 
event procedures. Simulation models permit the representation of a system at an 
essentially unlimited level of detail and generally are employed for the more 
detailed examination of system behaviour (e.g. protocol performance evaluation, 
buffer utilization etc.) 
One of the primary drawbacks of simulation is the cost involved in constructing 
and running the model. Simulations represent a significant programming task and 
require considerable amounts of computer resources to execute. 
• Analytical models- are a mathematical representation of the real world 
system. Analytical models are a group of solution techniques that describe the 
functional relationship between system parameters (e.g. traffic arrival rates, 
processing capacities etc.) and a chosen performance criterion (e.g. utilizations, 
delays etc.). Because of their applicability to this study, analytical methods are 
discussed in further detail in the following section. 
Several tutorials exist which bear on the subject of network performance 
modelling; the more notable ones include Reiser [74], Tobagi et al. [93], and 
Inose [46]. 
Selecting a modelling technique 
There are several considerations that must be made before a modelling technique 
is adopted. The selection is partially based on the required results and partially 
on the available tools2. 
One of the key considerations is the desired level of modelling accuracy. Both 
simulation and analytical approaches involve the abstract representation of the 
system under study. In general, analytical methods require a much higher level of 
abstraction than simulation. Simulations are not bound by the same assumptions 
that are necessary to make analytical expressions mathematically tractable, 
consequently more accurate results can be expected. 
As previously mentioned, this additional gain in accuracy is made at the expense 
of a more costly model to develop and run. This extra cost may not always be 
justified or desirable. In the case of Network Designers Workshop, the objective 
to provide high levels of interaction ruled out the use of simulation techniques. 
2 These tools include measurement facilities, modelling skills, and programming languages. 
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Kobayashi points out that "An analytic model should be sought wherever possible, 
since it can evaluate the performance with minimal efforts and costs over a wide 
range of choices in the system parameters and configurations" [55]. 
Simulation models have primarily been used in cases where analytical models 
have not or cannot be derived. Simulation, despite its performance drawbacks, 
still represents a powerful class of tools for the design and performance analysis 
of computer networks [4, 45]. 
This study has adopted analytical modelling techniques, since they provide a 
fast3 and proven method for the performance prediction of packet relay 
networks. The analytical models implemented by NDW are discussed in the 
following section. 
ANALYTICAL PERFORMANCE MODELS 
Among the number of mathematical disciplines that are pertinent to analytical 
modelling, queueing theory plays the most important role. We can visualize a 
computer network as a multiple resource system, where the resources are the 
network nodes, transmission links, PADs etc. Network traffic demand services 
from these resources, and as a consequence, most performance problems are 
related to the queueing delays experienced from the contention for these 
resources. 
The performance models adopted by this thesis are based on the work done by 
Kleinrock [54], and Ng [69]. These models are based on an open network of 
queues. They are open because all sources generate new packets and all arrivals 
are assumed to be accepted by the network without any flow control. Open 
queueing models are accurate for light to medium loads where flow control 
mechanisms have little or no effect on performance. When loads increase 
however, the open model overestimates network delays. 
In practice most packet relay networks implement sliding window protocols for 
flow control. The use of closed queueing network models for the analysis of flow 
controlled networks has been advocated by Schwartz [79], Reiser [75] and others. 
Although closed queueing models enable more accurate modelling of flow 
controlled networks, they suffer from the drawback of requiring a greatly 
increased amount of computational time, space, and complexity for calculating 
_Qetwork performance measures4. 
fhus, the following open queueing models have been adopted by this study and 
are dependent on the following assumptions [54]: 
3 In terms of programmer time required to implement the model and computer resources needed 
to run the model. 
4 Lam and Hsieh [98] have developed a heuristic that significantly reduces the time needed to run 
these models. 
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• The traffic arrivals form a Poisson process; 
• The packet lengthS is exponentially distributed6; 
• Each queue works on a First Come First Served (PCPS) discipline; 
• The arrival processes are independent at every switch; 
• Every switch has infinite buffer space. 
Transmission link model 
A full-duplex communication link is responsible for the transmission of data 
packets. In such a process the transmission (or service) time will be linearly 
proportional to the packet length. Thus a full-duplex link can be successfully 
modelled by the M/M/1 queue detailed in figure 4.1. 
---.• Ill 
Figure 4.1 Transmission link M/M/1 queueing model 




-=Average packet size (in bits). 
J1 




A = Mean packet arrival rate for a link (in PPS). 
PO= Link propagation delay (in sec). 
Backbone node model 
The increasing demand for packet switching networks has spurred the 
development of a second generation of packet switching nodes which are 
characterised by their highly modular architectures7. Nodes consist of several 
5 Equivalent to the service process. 
(4.1) 
6 Figure 9.8 and its subsequent discussion in Chapter nine illustrate the correlation between this 
assumption and actual network measurements. 
7 A more detailed description of modern nodal architectures can be found in Chapter eight. 
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Packet Switching Clusters (PSC) interconnected by a high-speed internal bus or 
ring (refer to figure 8.3). 
When a packet arrives at a PSC it is buffered, processed, and passed on. Each 
PSC contains buffer space and processing units and acts independently of the 
others. Thus there exists several parallel packet queues within each node. 
It is reasonable to expect that the PSC service time should be independent of the 
packet length (i.e. deterministic), because the operation of each PSC involves the 
inspection of a fixed-length packet header and the re-routing of that packet [24]. 
A PSC can therefore be effectively modelled as an M/D/1 queue. A node 
consisting of m PSCs and a total traffic arrival rate of At is modelled by the 
m-M/D/1 queueing structure in figure 4.2. 
At,----/ ____..m JI[J--+~ 
incoming li_nk_s____.~At---+----'~ JID------:l~ 
outgoing links 
Figure 4.2 Backbone node m-M/D/1 queueing model 
The total delay (Tn) imposed by a packet switching node can be determined by: 
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2fl -A 
2fl (fl -A) +SO 
(4.2) 
Where 
fl =Mean service rate for a PSC (in PPS). 
A =Mean packet arrival rate for a PSC, i.e. At from figure 4.2 (in PPS). 
m 
SO= Load independent serial processing delay (in sec). 
TOPOLOGICAL DESIGN 
The determination of a cost-effective topology is one of the most important and 
difficult design activities facing the network engineer. The process of developing 
a new topology or the reconfiguration of an existing one represents a tradeoff 
between the cost and performance quality of the resultant network. 
A number of topological design methods have been developed over the last 
decade. These methods can be divided roughly into two groups, each 
representing approaches to the two generic topological structures - centralised 
and distributed. 
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The choice of topology depends, among other things, on the assumed traffic 
patterns. If the network is to serve as a data exchange between geographically 
distributed nodes, then a cost-effective structure can be determined using the 
methods for distributed network design. If however the network traffic is routed 
to a single switching centre then centralised structures become more applicable. 
CENTRALISED NETWORK DESIGN 
Considerable research effort has been spent on the development of centralised 
network design methodologies, and a vast number of papers are now available 
[7, 21, 67]. Most are based, in some way or another, on tree structures. One of 
the most effective8 can be attributed to Esau and Williams [22]. 
Essentially the Esau-Williams algorithm searches for the nodes that are the 
furthest9 from the central node and connects them to the adjacent nodes that 
provide the greatest cost saving. 
Schwartz [78] and Sharma [81] provide a good coverage of centralised network 
design algorithms. 
DISTRIBUTED NETWORK DESIGN 
The topological design of distributed networks is substantially different and far 
more complicated than centralised structures, and not surprisingly fewer 
algorithms exist for its solution. 
The design of distributed networks was first discussed by Frank et al. in 1970 [28] 
and since then a number of methods have been developed. In a broad sense, the 
techniques employed to solve the distributed design problem can be categorised 
into two main groups namely: 
• Mathematical methods- A collection of mathematical techniques known as 
linear programming have been applied to many areas of problem solving 
including the NDP. Linear programming methods minimise (or maximise) an 
objective function (i.e. cost) subject to a system of equations (i.e. constraints). 
The formulation of the NDP as a programming problem necessitates several 
assumptions that are not very representative of the real world case. 
The practical constraints imposed by a real network (e.g. discrete non linear link 
costs etc.) further increase the combinatorial character of the NDP, making an 
exact mathematical solution virtually impossible to attain. The only realistic 
option for addressing the NDP is through the use of heuristic methods. 
8 Chandly and Russell [99] report that the Esau-Williams method produced solutions that were 
within 5% of the optimum. 
9 In an economic sense. 
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• Heuristic methods- Heuristic methods are a class of network design 
algorithms that try to overcome some of the unrealistic assumptions set by the 
mathematical methods. Typically, these methods start with a given topology and 
converge on a solution that is 'fairly close' to the optimum. 
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Heuristics have been developed to attack the NDP as a series of isolated 
subproblems - the access problem and the backbone design problem. The 
access problem consists of the determination of backbone node locations and the 
generation of the subscriber access network. The backbone design problem 
addresses the development of low cost backbone configurations. 
The subsequent sections discuss the heuristic methods employed by this study in 
more detail. 
NODE PLACEMENT TECHNIQUES 
In any network that consists of a large number of geographically dispersed 
subscribers, the strategy for grouping and accessing the network will play a 
predominant part in determining the total cost of the network. Not surprisingly 
researchers have worked extensively on the access problem. Some methods are 
based on clustering techniques [67] whilst others are predominantly driven by 
cost. 
Two effective heuristics in the latter category are the well known ADD and 
DROP methods. The ADD algorithm was introduced by Kuehn and Hamburger 
[59] and represents one of the most successful methods to date. 
The ADD method works as follows: 
T Tentatively place a node at an unserviced location. 
" Generate the subscriber access network. 
" Evaluate the cost saving realised by placing the node at that location. 
" Repeat this procedure for all unserviced locations. 
" Place a node at the location that results in the greatest cost saving. 
T Repeat the entire process until no more cost savings can be made. 
The DROP method [23] essentially reverses the ADD algorithm, whereby nodes 
are assumed to be at all possible locations. The procedure then eliminates the 
nodes that result in the greatest cost reduction. 
The ADD algorithm utilizes the same bottom up synthesis philosophy as NDW, 
that is, it starts with a simple network and successively generates more complex 
structures until the best configuration is reached. For this reason the ADD method 
has been employed by this study. 
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BACKBONE PERTURBATION TECHNIQUES 
Backbone perturbation techniques form an important class of topological design 
heuristic. These methods attempt to improve an existing backbone structure by 
sequentially altering (or perturbing) small sections of its topology. If the cost of 
the modified network is lower and it still satisfies the performance constraints it 
is accepted and the perturbations are continued on the new structure. Therefore, 
this class of method search locally around a given topology for a lower cost 
structure that still fulfils the specified performance constraints. 
At present there exists no efficient technique for the exact solution of the 
backbone design problem, although two predominant perturbation methods have 
been developed; The Branch eXChange (BXC) and Generalised Cut-Saturation 
(GCS) methods. 
The Branch exchange method 
The BXC method was one of the first perturbation methods to be developed and 
is discussed by Frank et al. in [28]. Within this paper they described the 
application of the BXC method for the optimization of the ARPANET network. 
The BXC method has also been discussed in [7], [26] and [30]. 
The essence of the BXC method comprises the following three steps: 
.., Select two links, preferably not too far apart . 
.., Remove these two links from the network. 
.., Add two new links using another combination of the four nodes. 
The main shortcoming of this method lies in the fact that it requires the 
exhaustive exploration of all topological exchanges. In practice this tends to be 
very time consuming. 
The Cut-Saturation method 
Gerla et al. [29] have proposed the Cut-Saturation (CS) method for improving 
backbone designs. The CS method can be considered a sophisticated extension 
of the BXC method because it selectively considers links, rather than exhaustively 
trying all exchanges. Backbone links are chosen on their ability to improve 
network throughput and decrease cost. 
The algorithm's goal is to find the least cost backbone topology for a specified 
delay and throughput constraint. To achieve this, the algorithm attempts to 
relieve the most congested portion of the topology by adding links in the vicinity 
of the saturated cutlO, to increase throughput, and by removing links from less 
utilised areas, to decrease cost. 
10 Links are ordered according to their utilization and then successively removed until the 
network becomes disconnected. The minimal set of these links is termed the saturated cut. 
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The CS method described in [29] was somewhat biased by the ARPANET 
environment and a more generalised version has since been developed with 
those earlier deficiencies eliminated. The Generalised Cut-Saturation (GCS) 
method represents one of the more effective backbone optimization heuristics 
available today, and has been employed by several researchers [13, 73, 90]. 
The GCS algorithm has been implemented in NDW and several improvements 
where made in order to improve its performance. These are discussed in the 
latter part of Chapter seven. 
Although perturbation techniques have been discussed in a vast number of 
papers -the authors have all failed to highlight the major limitation of these 
techniques in their ability to determine optimum cost topologies. This limitation 
is discussed in the next section. 
Limitations of perturbation techniques 
Perturbation techniques alter the network on a link-by-link basis and only one or 
two discrete variablesll change state during any iteration. This alteration process 
always converges on an equilibriur:n point which represents a locally optimum 
topology that satisfies the initial design constraints. The important point to note is 
that this local minimum does not necessarily correspond to the optimum cost 
topology. 
A possible solution to the network optimization problem will be a network n*. 
This network configuration (n*) comprises a large number of variables (e.g. link 
speed, node positions, backbone structure etc.). 
Figure 4.3 details an artificial representation of the solution space for the 
optimization problem. The initial, intermediate, and final solutions (n *) and their 
respective costs C(n*) all correspond to points on this line. 
11 e.g Link capacity and/or link position. 
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C(n*) 
Network configuration (n*) 
Figure 4.3 Network solution space 
Thus, the design process can be vie":ed as the search for an acceptable 
configuration (n*) in this very large solution space. 
The distance of the initial solution Cit or i2) from the optimum configuration 
greatly influences the chances of whether the global optimum Ct2) or just a local 
optimum Cit ) is reached. 
If the initial network corresponds to a configuration with the optimum number of 
nodes, i.e. point i2 in figure 4.312, then any reasonable series of perturbations 
should converge on the optimum solution Ct2 ). If, however, the initial network 
corresponds to a more distant configuration Cit), for example one with too 
many nodes, then the convergence on the optimum structure will depend on the 
extent of the perturbations. It is possible to make the extent of these 
perturbations so great that all values of n* are covered- this of course equates 
to the exhaustive search of all topologies. 
This study illustrates the need to integrate the node placement and backbone 
design processes in order to provide a greater coverage of the network solution 
space (n*), and therefore increase the possibility of the global optimum being 
reached. 
THE NEED FOR INTEGRATED TOPOLOGICAL DESIGN 
Conventional approaches to the distributed network design problem have 
divided it into several subproblems- decoupling the node placement and 
12 This point also corresponds to the minima of figures 10.1 and 10.2 in Chapter ten. 
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subscriber access design from the backbone design process, solving them in 
isolation, and then combining them for the overall design solution. 
The total cost of a communications network consists of the sum of three 
components; the hardware (switches etc), the backbone network, and the 
subscriber access network. In reality, the optimum network structure is highly 
sensitive to the interdependence of these three cost components 13. 
One of the reasons for this interdependence is that decreasing the cost of one 
component will affect the cost of the other two. For example, increasing the 
number of backbone nodes will decrease the access cost and simultaneously 
increase the hardware and backbone link costs. This implies that in order to 
optimize the total cost of the network, the node placement and backbone design 
components must be treated as a unified optimization problem. 
One of NDW's objectives is to minimise the total network cost whilst still 
satisfying the given design constraints. NDW integrates the access network and 
backbone design processes with the node placement procedure, in order to 
synthesise the most cost-effective topology. 
A more detailed discussion of NDW's network synthesis methodology can be 
found in Chapters six and seven. 
NETWORK COST ANALYSIS 
The accurate determination of network configuration costs plays a predominant 
part in any design process. The availability of computer-based tools greatly 
facilitates the speed and accuracy with which these calculations can be made, 
enabling the designer to rapidly evaluate the economic consequences of 
changing design variables. 
Owing to the numerous economic factors involved in costing a modern network 
(e.g. non linear multi-vendor line tariffs, modular hardware costs etc.) some form 
of computerised costing facility is essential for dealing with all but the most trivial 
of networks. 
This section details the network costing methodology that has been developed 
for this study and implemented by NDW. 
NETWORK COST ELEMENTS 
The total cost of a communications network can be calculated from the sum of 
three primary components. 
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Cnet = Cac + Cbb + Csw (4.3) 
13 This cost interdependence is illustrated in figures 10.1 and 10.2. 
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where Cac 
Csw 
Cost of subscriber access network; 
Cost of backbone links; 
Cost of backbone switches. 
Each of these three components consists of several sub-components. The 
calculation of these sub-components are detailed below. 
Transmission link cost 
The transmission requirements of a link are assumed to be met by commercial 
leased ser\rices (e.g. Telecom, AT&T etc.), so consequently link costs are totally 
dependent on their pricing structure14. 
In general the cost of a communication link n; is dependent on four components: 
Ctink(n;) = C;nit + [ (Caccess + CtransJ X Prental J (4.4) 
where 
• Cinit is an initial installation charge .levied by the vendor; 
• Caccess is a monthly access or termination charge (usually charged on a per 
end basis); 
• Ctrans is a monthly transmission charge; 
• Prental is the link rental period (in months). 
Cinit, Caccess and Ctrans are all dependent on the leased link capacity with Ctrans 
being additionally dependent on the link distance. 
This costing model can now be used to determine the backbone and access 
network costs. 
Backbone link cost (Cbb) 
The cost of the backbone network can be calculated using equation 4.4 and is 
simply: 
Cbb = t Ctink (f) where f =set of all backbone links 
Subscriber access network cost (Cac) 
The cost of a subscriber access link n; can be represented by: 
Csub (n;) = Cacclink + Cinterface 





• Cacclink is the cost of the circuit linking the subscriber equipment to the access 
port on a network switch. Cacclink can be calculated using equation 4.4; 
• Cinterface is the cost associated with any terminal interfacing equipment (i.e. 
PADs, PEPs, modems etc.). 
Thus, the total access network cost for n subscribers is: 
n 
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Cac= L Csub (i) 
i = 1 
(4.7) 
Backbone switch cost (Csw) 
The backbone switch (for costing purposes) may be regarded as a termination 
point for communication circuits, with each circuit requiring an individual port. 
The more circuits terminating at a node the more ports required and the greater 
the switching cost. 
Modern packet-switching nodes may be expanded by the addition of extra 
processing modules. Each new module has a fixed cost and supports a fixed 
number of I/0 ports. 
Therefore, the cost of a modern switch can be represented by: 
CswitchCn) = Cbase + Cmodules + [ Coverheads X Ptime 1 
where 
• Cbase is the fixed base price15 of the switch hardware (less its processing 
modules). 
• Coverheads is the monthly cost associated with housing and maintaining the 
node. This component is usually variant and dependent on the node's size 
and location. 
• Ptime is the cost analysis time frame (in months). 
• Cmodules is a variable cost that is dependant on the number of circuits 
terminating at that node. Cmodules can be determined by: 
I Nbbports + Nacports l 
Cmodules = I MAXports x Cpm 
15 Includes the cost of racks, power supplies, cabling etc. 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
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Nbbports and Nacports are the number of backbone and subscriber access ports 
terminating at the node. MAXports is the maximum number of I/0 ports a single 
module can accommodate. 
I X l denotes the ceiling function of X - the smallest integer equal to or greater 
thanx. 
Cpm is the cost of an processing module. 
Thus, the total switching cost for ann node network is: 
n 
Csw = I,. Cswitch( i) 
i = 1 
(4. 7 0) 
Total network cost (Cnet) 
The total network cost is somewhat complicated by the fact that it consists of 
both acquisition (initial one off expenditures) and monthly lease costs. 
The best method of combining both these aspects is to calculate the total cost 
over a fixed time frame. Besides, any cost analysis is worthwhile only if it is 
projected over the network life cycle; or at least a good portion of it. 
The projection of costs into the future must be augmented to reflect their true 
costs over that period. This involves several adjustments namely: 
o Tbe adjustment of future costs to present value- To calculate the rental costs 
of leased equipment over a fixed period of time, one must consider "the cost of 
money." Equation 4.11 represents an accepted method of determining the 
present value (PV) of equipment leased over a period of m months [36]: 
PV =~[ 7- 7 ] 
1 (7+i)m 
(4. 7 7) 
where 
R = monthly rental; 
= monthly interest rate; 
m =total rental period (in months). 
o Tbe projection of future line tariffs- Several studies [18, 76] have proposed 
models for the estimation of future line tariffs. These models plot the cost of past 
link tariffs over a nominal time frame and then use that curve to extrapolate into 
the future. This trend curve provides a multiplicative factor for the prediction of 
future tariffs. 
DESIGN METHODOLOGIES 
This technique is highly dependent on the historical tariff data and only provides 
a very rough guess at what 'the future holds'. The main problem with these 
projection models is that there is very little basis available from which to project 
the costs. They totally disregard the impact of new services, new technology, and 
the unpreqictable influence of competitive factors. 
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Figure 4.4 Transmission cost trend for Telecom digital links 






Figure 4.4 illustrates the cost trend for leasing a digital link from Telecom. From 
this graph, one can see that the DDS service has decreased by 28-40% over the 
last three years. The Megalink service however, has increased by approximately 
20%! 
Unlike overseas markets, New Zealand does not reap the benefits of large 
competitors to Telecom, thus resulting in a much flatter cost curve compared to 
those of other studies. Telecom has also just introduced three new services 
(19K2, 64K and 128K DDS) so at this stage their pricing signals for the future 
remain unclear. For these reasons this study has used a relative cost factor of 1.0 
for the projection of future line tariffs. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This chapter has highlighted the main techniques used to perform the three 
primary network design functions - performance prediction, topological design 
and cost analysis. The successful integration of these methodologies is the goal 
of designing a Computer-Aided Network Design (CAND) tool. 
The next chapter discusses various aspects of CAND. Chapter six introduces 
Network Designers Workshop (NDW), a design tool that employs most of the 
methods discussed in this chapter. 
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The successful planning or re-evaluation of a communication network requires 
the quick and accurate quantification of many complex technical and economical 
factors. This mandates the use of computer-aided design tools for all but the 
most trivial networks. 
This chapter provides a look at Computer-Aided Network Design (CAND) and 
highlights a small set of packages that are representative of the design tools 
being used today. 
The latter portion of this chapter discusses some of the issues surrounding the 
development of a good network design tool, including several factors that have 
influenced the design of NDW. 
CAND: AN OVERVIEW 
BRIEF HISTORY 
Communication networks have proliferated over the last two decades. As a 
result, a large number of engineering tools and techniques have been developed 
to assist in the analysis and design of these systems. Practitioners were quick to 
realise the valuable role the computer could play in the design process. 
CAND tools fall into two groups- those that are based on analytical models and 
those that employ simulation methods. This section briefly discusses the history 
of analytically based CAND tools. Shanmugan [80] provides a similar historical 
perspective for simulation based tools. 
The first packages were based on the theory of queueing networks. These early 
tools emphasized the generality of the underlying theory by deliberately avoiding 
bias toward any one physical system. Nodes were described as service centres, 
links as edges, and topologies in terms of branching probabilities. 
Unfortunately it was this generality that increased the difficulty of using these 
packages. Users were forced to constantly translate familiar terms and concepts 
into the tool's domain which was both unfamiliar and unnecessarily complex. In 
this respect these early packages were not successful in their use as network 
design tools. 
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The first commercially successful CAND tool was BEST/1 [9]. The developers of 
BEST/1 recognised the simple fact that its users were network designers and 
orientated the tool toward that area. The terminology was changed and only the 
flexibility and generality needed to support network design was incorporated. 
This reduced the number of input parameters needed for the tool and greatly 
enhanced its ease of use. 
Design tools started to move away from the concept of generality and become 
much more specialised. They started to incorporate network design libraries that 
performed specialised functions, such as topological design, cost analysis, and 
report generation. 
The first of these second generation tools, such as NDMS [57] (and even some 
still existing today!), were designed to operate in a batch mode. The user would 
specify the design input as a series of text files; the tool would then process this 
input and write the results to a report file [56]. Unfortunately the network design 
process does not lend itself to batch processing so the need for user-tool 
interaction soon became evident. Later tools such as MIND [58] and ACK/TOPS 
[13] were menu driven (at least in s_ome parts) and provided a limited amount of 
interactive processing. 
Only now is effort being directed toward the development of intelligent, user-
friendly design packages that take advantage of the recent advances in computer 
technology. 
DESIGN TOOL SURVEY 
A survey and literature search was conducted to establish which tools were 
already available and how they could be expanded upon. Where possible the 
tool developers were contacted and demonstration versions of their programs 
obtained. 
Several other reviews and comparisons of popular commercial design tools have 
been given by Van Norman [94], Kronsynski [57], and Shanmugan [80]. 
These surveys were supplemented by discussions with the designers and 
engineers involved with the running of three major New Zealand networks. This 
unique opportunity enabled the gathering of their informed opinions on the 
types of tools required to improve the effectiveness of their engineering activities. 
The key requirement was identified as the need for improved graphical tools that 
would enable the fast and flexible exploration of network designs. 
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Name Model Reference Date Application Graphics CUI? 
ACK/fOPS Both [13] 1981 Data Nil No 
Best/1 analytic [6] 1984 Data Nil No 
CAPLTN analytic [61] 1988 Voice Nil No 
Credo-HG analytic [60] 1988 Data Partial No 
Criter analytic [1] 1988 Voice Partial Yes 
Data Pathfinder analytic [90] 1989 Data Partial No 
Designet analytic [63] 1986 Both Partial No 
Econets analytic [81] 1990 Both Partial Yes 
HANDS analytic [39] 1988 Data Partial No 
INTER analytic [8] 1985 Data Nil No 
ISCP/NET analytic [52] 1985 Data Nil No 
MIND simulation [68] 1989 Data Adv No 
Minder analytic [35] 1988 Voice Partial No 
Muples analytic [88] 1989 Both Partial No 
NetMod analytic [3) 1991 Data Partial Yes 
NetCon analytic [SO] 1986 Data Nil No 
Node/1 analytic [96] 1989 Voice Nil No 
NTD analytic [38] 1989 Voice Nil No 
Otarie analytic [32] 1988 Voice Adv Yes 
Top net simulation [64]. 1990 Data Adv Yes 
Table 5.a Design tool landscape 
Table 5.a summarises the diverse range of design tools that have been identified 
from the literature search. 
The graphical capabilities of the tools have been assessed and rated as follows: 
• Adv- Advanced graphics (i.e. the colour coding of the topology and/or 
performance graphs etc.) 
• Partial- Partial graphics (i.e. limited to topology display only). 
• Nil- No graphics; all output is by way of alphanumeric reports. 
From this survey, and also the one conducted by Van Norman, it became evident 
that the majority of design tools were lacking in one or more of the following 
key areas; Ease of use, graphics capabilities, effective feedback and interaction 
with data collection software. 
It was evident that there was an industry need for new and more productive 
tools to aid the engineer in the design process. Network Designers Workshop 
has been developed to address this industry requirement for improved tools. 
NETWORK DESIGN TOOLS 
The network design tool is essentially a collection of computerised capabilities. It 
provides facilities for the storage of data (e.g. topologies, hardware profiles, link 
tariffs etc.), the processing of that data (e.g. flow assignment, delay and 
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utilization calculations etc.), and the presentation of that data (e.g. reports, 
graphs etc). 
This section provides a closer look at a small set of analytical tools that are 
representative of the current "state of play" in the commercial and research 
arenas. Shanmugan [80] provides a similar overview for simulation based design 
tools. 
HUGHES AUTOMATED NETWORK DESIGN SYSTEM 
Hughes Automated Network Design System (HANDS) [39] was developed by 
Hughes Network Systems (HNS) for the analysis and design of their X.25 packet 
switching networks. 
Figure 5 .1 HANDS (from (39}) 
HANDS is a character based menu driven program whereby all user interaction is 
directed through a series of numbered menu options. Graphics capabilities are 
limited to a display of the current topology (see figure 5.1). 
The tools main disadvantages lie in its lack of user interactivity and design 
feedback. For example, to evaluate the consequences of adding a node the "old 
design is recalled and modules 5 {Design Backbone network}, 6 {Price Leased 
Lines}, 7 {Configure Switches}, 8 {Compute Performance}, and 9 {Generate Report 
and Graph} are used "[39]. 
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Additionally, if the designer wants to gauge the economic impact of adding a 
new host to the network the following process is followed -
'Y Module 1 (Input network information) is selected from the main menu and 
the subscriber file is edited. 
'Y Module 3 (Assign each site to a backbone site) is used to home the host to a 
backbone node. 
'Y Module 7 (Configure switches) is used to reconfigure and cost the access 
node. 
'Y Module 6 (Price leased lines) allows the user to cost out the new host access 
link. 
If the user then wishes to compare this cost to the cost of placing the host 
somewhere else the whole process must be repeated. Obviously this style of 
operation does not facilitate the rapid exploration of the numerous design 
options available to the engineer. 
DATA PATHFINDER SYSTEM 
The Data Pathfinder system [90] is a data network design package designed by 
Telco Research. Data Pathfinder is written in Fortran-77 and currently runs under 
DEC's VAX/VMS operating system. 
User interaction is through a series of pop-down menus and is based on a 'form 
filling' metaphor. During any stage of design process the user can retrieve a full 
screen 1 tabular report detailing the performance characteristics of a particular 
network entity. Graphics are limited to a topology diagram superimposed onto a 
map of the United States. The user can choose to zoom in on parts of the 
topology and generate snapshots of the diagram for an external plotter device. 
Data Pathfinder is a powerful and flexible system, however it suffers from the 
same problem of limited graphics and low levels of user-tool interaction whereby 
"Large network design jobs, ... are typically run in batch mode." [90]. 
ECONETS 
Econets (economical networks) is a software package written for the Macintosh II 
series of computer [81]. Econets has been developed for the analysis and design 
of voice and data networks. 
On initialisation, Econets loads up to 16 input files to support the design session 
and presents the user with 5 pull down menus. 
According to Econet's author "it is so user-friendly that the designer can now 
perform a large number of 'what-if type topological optimizations in quick 
succession" [81]. After a close investigation of this tool, it appears that Econets 
1 This implies that several components cannot be compared on the same screen at the same time. 
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lacks several features that would greatly aid the designer in this process of what-
if exploration. For example, to determine the effects of adding a node2 and 
access link the designer must perform the following -
'Y Select VHD from the FUPDATE menu and page to the first blank node 
description cell. 
'Y Type in the node's number and location (V-coord and H-coord). Once the 
node data has been entered the "designer must never forget to add a negative 
number in the cell next to the last vector-3" [81]. 
'Y Select LINK from the FUPDATE menu, page to the node's link description cell 
and enter the link type (an integer between 0 and 4). 
Econets presents its results as a series of text files. To determine the performance 
results of a single network configuration the designer must use the CREA TDB 
menu to consolidate the various support files maintained by Econets. "Since the 
output file is saved under a relatively fixed title (e.g., VHD59DB), the designer 
should rename this output file quickly before it is ovenoritten by another DB file" 
[81]. 
Graphics capabilities are limited to the display of the current topology in a 
separate window. 
Econets is a flexible tool that can be applied to the design of several network 
types (e.g voice, data, centralised, distributed, star etc.), however it appears that 
this flexibility has been provided at the cost of several other desirable attributes 
such as effective feedback, graphics, and ease of use. 
TOOL DESIGN ISSUES 
Network engineers soon discover that any network design no matter how 
sophisticated the tool used will (hardly) ever be perfect. There exists several 
obstacles that stand in the way of perfection and these include: 
• Dependency on the accuracy of the input data; 
• Theoretical design heuristics that provide 'less than ideal' solutions; 
• The quality of the network design tool; 
• The quality of the network designer. 
These imperfections ensure that network design remains a combination of 
human skill and computer brute force. The effective combination or bridging of 
the two is one of the primary issues surrounding the development of a good 
design tool. 
The following sections highlight some of the key features that play a 
predominant role in the overall quality of a design tool. 
2 The term node is used to describe a network subscriber in [81] rather than a backbone switch. 
3 A row of node description cells. 
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EASE OF USE 
The effectiveness of a tool is essentially the ease with which the designer can use 
the tool to produce the answers they need. The designer should 
invest minimal effort in learning how to use the tool. Graphical User Interfaces 
(GUI) are becoming the mainstream interface for software products today. GUis 
offer a more intuitive environment than their command orientated counterparts 
by dispelling the need for the user to learn a command vocabulary. A Graphical 
User Interface is essential for enabling the designer to interact with the design 
process. 
THE ROLE Of COMPUTER GRAPHICS 
The advent of low cost high performance graphics workstations (e.g. SUN, 
APOLLO, VAXStations, Macintosh Quadra etc.) has meant that many researchers 
are now focusing their attention toward graphically-orientated design 
environments. 
Several graphically orientated simulation tools have been developed over the last 
few years [64, 80], however "there are very few graphically orientated analytic 
tools" [3] available today. 
Surprisingly the majority of tools are either PC or mainframe based which 
severely limits their graphical display capabilities [94]. Even the tools that are 
based on graphics workstations fail to take full advantage of the graphics 
capabilities offered by their platforms. 
Performance results can be displayed, manipulated and examined in graphical 
form. In addition to the quantitative results, a graphically orientated environment 
enables the designer to develop a qualitative feel for the network under study. 
The design becomes a dynamic entity and no longer a static alphanumeric listing 
on paper. 
Colour can also play an important role. Each link and node within the circuit 
layout can be colour coded according to a variety of attributes (e.g. utilization, 
delay etc.) thus enabling the user to immediately identify trouble spots in the 
design. A number of tools utilize this colour coding feature [60, 63] although it is 
somewhat limited in its ability to display end-to-end data such as response times, 
average network delays etc. 
Fast responsive graphical displays enable the designer to efficiently judge the 
consequences and quality of the on-going design and note transient effects that 
would normally be lost in character based environments. 
INTERACTIVE ENVIRONMENT 
A CAND tool will be used to generate and regenerate cost and performance 
measures in response to changes in the design parameters. A typical design 
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session will involve a close relationship between the planner and the network 
design package. A highly responsive environment is central to facilitating this 
man-machine interaction. Any tool should facilitate the rapid prototyping and 
evaluation of network designs. Network configurations must be easily altered and 
the corresponding effects immediately displayed. Finally, the designer should 
have the ability to quickly store, recall and compare data relevant to many 
different designs. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This chapter has provided a brief look at Computer-Aided Network Design 
(CAND). Several 'state-of-the-art' tools have been investigated and some of their 
common shortcomings identified. 
The following two chapters introduce Network Designers Workshop (NDW), a 
visually orientated design tool that has been developed to encapsulate some of 




NETWORK DESIGNERS WORKSHOP 
Give us the tools, and we will finish the job. 
Winston Chirchill1874-1965 
Radio Broadcast, 9 Feb 1941. 

NDW: A SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
Network Designers Workshop (NDW) is a graphically orientated network design 
tool which has been developed to: 
• Address the shortcomings of contemporary design tools; 
• Perform the second phase of the design cycle1; 
• Exploit the graphics capabilities of todays powerful workstations; 
• Provide a pragmatic design workshop for the network engineer. 
This chapter provides an overview of NDW including its design philosophy, 
underlying architecture, and operational features. 
MOTIVATION FOR CONSTRUCTION 
There are a variety of network design tools available today which are designed to 
provide close to optimum network solutions. A review of twenty-six different 
tools (see Chapter five) revealed that the majority were lacking in one or more of 
the following key areas: 
• Ease of use; 
• Graphics capabilities; 
• Effective feedback; 
• Interaction with data collection software. 
The computer-aided planning tool presented in this thesis has been developed to 
address these shortcomings. NDW enables the designer to specify a number of 
design parameters and to alter them quickly and effortlessly, with the primary 
goal of optimizing the network through a process of iterative design (see figure 
6.16). 
The use of NDW for the re-design of an existing nationwide packet switching 
network is detailed in Chapter ten. 
1 Refer to figure 3.1. 
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHY ---------------
Traditionally, large mainframes were used for computer-aided network design, 
but due to the inherent nature of these platforms, mainframe based design tools 
lacked most (if not all) of the aforementioned features. 
The introduction of powerful graphics workstations over the last decade have 
provided the network designer with the much needed hardware tools, yet 
surprisingly few network design programs fully utilize these new hardware 
capabilities. 
The above considerations prompted the development of NDW, a software tool 
that provides an interactive framework for the analytically-based evaluation and 
design of packet based communication networks. 
The primary design objective was to provide the user with -
• A high degree of interaction- One of the primary goals was to create an 
interactive tool which would facilitate the rapid prototyping of network designs. 
Such a tool should increase the designer's appetite for evaluating alternative 
network configurations. Any design environment must be sufficiently responsive 
with the results of any action being immediately displayed. The designer should 
not be held back while the computer is busy calculating. Fortunately, the advent 
of powerful workstations and careful coding have made the realisation of this 
goal possible. 
• A visual exploritorium- The effectiveness of a tool is dictated by the ease 
with which the designer can use it to yield useful results. Central to facilitating 
this goal is the provision of an effective bridge between the user and the design 
tool. Thimbleby [92] points out that "Human-computer interaction can be 
improved by: ... increasing the information capacity of the user interface.,; The 
primary means of achieving this is through the provision of a graphically 
orientated interface. 
The use of graphics to display and assimilate statistical data has spread rapidly in 
recent years. This trend has been highlighted by the popularity of Computer-
Aided Design (CAD) packages and the presentation abilities of micro-computer 
based spreadsheets. Responsive graphical displays enable the designer to 
efficiently judge the consequences and quality of an on-going design by 
providing all the information - and then some -which would otherwise have 
to be extracted from tabular reports. The transformation of results into graphical 
form will result in impressive gains in the designer's productivity. 
Bell et al. [5] note that few rigourous empirical findings on the benefits2 of 
visually orientated systems have been reported in the literature. In view of the 
2 Do they lead to better decisions? 
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current trend toward graphical computer interfaces however, this issue is largely 
academic. 
• Informative feedback- Thimbleby [92] notes also that a "high [user interface} 
bandwidth provides lots of information, but is not necessarily informative." 
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During a typical design session the user will alter network variables and observe 
the consequences. Throughout this process of 'what-if exploration hundreds of 
network variables will undergo change. Traditionally, the designer would then be 
required to review the voluminous output to gain an understanding of the design 
quality. During NDW's initial developmental stages it was found that the direct 
monitoring3 of all network components, in order to capture changes in their 
state, was impractical. 
A mechanism was developed to enable the background monitoring of the design 
process. NDW has the ability to "look over the designer's shoulder" during the 
design process by periodically evaluating the current network, highlighting 
possible shortcomings, and suggesting solutions to them. 
NDW uses a rule based approach to automatically verify and evaluate the 
designer's actions. Rules can be constructed (by way of an editor) to ensure the 
on-going network design fulfils certain cost, performance, and reliability criteria. 
If the design strays beyond these constraints, NDW's design adviser will notify 
the user and suggest possible solutions to the problem. 
Based on some initial experience with NDW, it appears that the design adviser 
mechanism relieves a substantial portion of the design burden from the network 
engineer. The user is free to concentrate on the more creative areas of the 
design. 
• Links to network management software- NDW facilitates the direct 
importation of operational data from the network management facilities that exist 
on modern systems. Filters can be developed to extract traffic data from the log 
files maintained by these systems. 
USER INTERFACE 
NDW draws on the proven desktop metaphor for its primary means of user 
interaction. Figure 6.1 shows a 'snapshot' of a NDW desktop during a typical 
design session. 
3 Using NDW's monitor windows (see pages U-14 to U-17 of appendix III for more details). 
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Figure 6.1 1be NDW Desktop 
Figure 6.1 illustrates the four primary window types maintained by NDW, each of 
which can be created, moved, iconified and destroyed. 
• Console- The console window consists of two panels. First, the menu panel 
where all user commands are issued using the 14 pop-up menus. Second, the 
status panel which details the names of all currently loaded files. 
• Topology- The topology window displays the current network topology. 
Three modification menus offer a range of editing facilities to configure the 
current topology. 
• System messages- All system messages and suggestions are relayed to the user 
through this window. 
• Monitors- NDW provides several types of monitor windows (several are 
shown in figure 6.1). These windows enable the user to monitor network 
attributes (e.g. network cost, node utilization, response time etc.) throughout the 
design process. The designer can use the monitors to immediately observe the 
effects of altering network variables. For example, "What happens to the average 
path length if this link is deleted?" or "What are the consequences of shifting this · 
host, increasing the traffic, altering this node, adding this user?" and so on. 
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ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW 
NDW consists of a three layered modular architecture (see figure 6.2). 
advice current status 
commands 
Figure 6.2 NDW System Architecture 
Three major architectural layers can be identified in the above figure; the 
graphical user interface layer, the evaluation and design layer, and the network 
description layer. 
GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE (GU/) LAYER 
One of the most important goals in this project was the provision of a graphical 
user interface for NDW. Consequently, the first decisive choice was to base the 
graphical aspects of NDW on the Sun Microsystems graphics library Sun View™ 
(Sun Visual/Integrated Environment for Workstations) [85-87]. Sun View is a 
graphica~ user-interface tool kit that supports graphics-based applications. 
This choice was made for several reasons - First, Sun View is a standard 
windowing environment available on all SUN Workstations. Second, Sun View 
based programs will run under SUN's new Open Windows environment. Third, 
the Sun View libraries are a proven, well documented product that would ensure 
the rapid and trouble free construction of NDW's interface. 
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NETWORK EVALUATION AND DESIGN LAYER 
The second software layer represents the tool's functional capabilities. It 
interprets the orders received from the planner through menus, executes the 
desired task, and passes the results back to the GUI layer in the form of graphs, 
system messages and reports. This layer can be divided into two main 
subsystems - network evaluation and network design. 
These two subsystems can be subdivided into individual functional groups (e.g. 
monitors, reports, network editor etc). These functional groups can be further 
subdivided into individual design functions (e.g. cost node, add link, place node 
etc). Figure 6.3 contains a complete list of NDW's design functions. 
NETWORK DESCRIPTION LAYER 
The third layer provides NDW with the design data. Five principle UNIX files are 
used to maintain the user's design information. Frequently accessed data, such as 
the traffic matrix, are held in main memory to minimise I/0 operations and 
therefore increase operational speed. The data files contained within this third 
layer can be divided into the following three categories: 
Ancillary databases 
• Tariffs- contains a detailed description of the leased link vendor charges. 
The tariff file is used for the pricing of both backbone and subscriber access 
links4. 
• Geographic location data- maintains a list of geographical site names along 
with their latitude and longitudinal coordinates. 
• Hardware profiles- maintains an inventory of the available network hardware 
and their corresponding attributes (e.g. cost, processing delay, capacity etc). 
Evaluation rules 
This file contains the rules used by NDW's design adviser system. The separation 
of these rules from the tool provides the user with the ability to edit and change 
NDW's evaluation criteria without resorting to programming or recompiling. 
Current scenario files 
A network scenario represents the fundamental network design unit. NDW 
enables the user to build up and store numerous network scenarios, each 
consisting of the following files: 
• Subscriber profile- This file contains a list of all the subscribers currently 
attached to the network, along with their location, access link type, name, traffic 
submitted, traffic destination etc. 
4 Appendix I details the link pricing structure used in this study. 
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• Current topology- This file maintains a description of the current network 
configuration including the backbone topology, traffic profiles, node types etc. 
MODULAR DESIGN 
NDW was constructed in a modular fashion, not only for ease of development, 
but also to ensure enhancements to the tool could be continued indefinitely. 
The modularity of NDW.exhibits itself in two distinct ways: 
• Tbe program code modules and their interaction- Modularization facilitated 
the process of NDW's developmentS and its continued enhancement. Much 
attention can be spent on the development of a function, while its integration 
into NDW can be achieved with little difficulty. 
• Tbe structured user interface- The practitioner can use a small section (or 
module) of NDW to effect a particular design goal (e.g. cost a backbone link) or 
alternatively, integrate a combination of modules (e.g. link and node placement, 
backbone tuning, monitors etc.) for a complete network design. 
FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW 
The following paragraphs provide an overview of the design facilities provided 
by NDW. For an exhaustive treatment, the reader is referred to the second 
section of Appendix III. NDW provides the user with 82 design functions 
logically contained within 19 popup menus. NDW's command hierarchy is 
represented by figure 6.3. 
5 At the time of writing NDW consisted of 15,671 lines of C code. 
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Figure 6.3 NDW command hierarchy 
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NDW's design functions can be broken down into three main sections: facilities 
for the description of network profiles, facilities for the evaluation of existing 
networks, and facilities for the synthesis of new network structures. 
NETWORK DESCRIPTION 
The setting up of a network profile is the first step in any design process. NDW 
stores network information as a series of files. Several different groups of these 
files can then be saved and reloaded to form design scenarios. The designer can 
then use these scenarios to keep track of different design alternatives. 
The network description is built up using the add, delete or modify menu 
commands. The consequences of any network alteration are immediately 
displayed within the currently active monitor windows. If the user has a rule-
base loaded, the design adviser will evaluate the network accordingly. 
A network description consists of the following primary components: network 
scenario, user profile, topology and hardware descriptions. The following 
sections discuss each of these in turn. 
Network scenario definition 
The pop-up file menu provides the user with the ability to create, load, and save 
scenario description files. 
Network user profile definition 
NDW maintains information on every subscriber connected to the current 
network The user can, at any time, add, delete, or modify subscribers by way of 
the dialog boxes shown in figures 6.4 and 6.5 
ina! Centr'e Details 
Name : 03.11.11 
T r " ( ( i c 
Primar~ host: C 01.11.26 Epsom 
Primar~ flow: 1346 
Location : C 'o'ell ington 
o e t " i 1 s 
Secondar~ host: C 01.11. 26 Epsom 
Secondar, f 1 ow: 0 
Traffic unit : C Packets per hour 
-Access Link Ott<'llls-
Link speed : C 9600 
Protoco 1 : C ASYC 
Comment : term-host 
(iii! Dedicated 1 ine 
Link t~pe: [!lji ADS 
Interface: C Memotec 
Figure 6. 4 Terminal centre definition dialog 
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Name : 10.11.11 Location : 0 Tamaki 
-Access Link oetalls-
Number of 1 inks: 2 
Link type : [iJji ADS 
Protocol : 0 X.25 
Link speed: 0 9600 
Interface : 0 Mi com 
!iii Dedicated 1 ine(s) 
-rile Tr-ansftl'" Details-
!iii Primary dest : 0 01.11.33 Epsom 
(i::l Secondary dest: 0 01.11.14 Epsom 
Flow: 223 
Flow: 0 
Traffic unit : 0 Packets per hour 
Comment : HP3000
4 
Figure 6.5 Host definition dialog 
A full description of the dialog box fields appears on pages U-9 and U-1 0 of 
Appendix III. 
Network topology definition 
The current network topology is detailed in the dedicated windows shown in 
figures 6.6 and 6.7. The user can define or modify the topology using the add, 
delete or modify menus that appear on either the main console or the topology 
window. 
After some initial experience with the tool, it was found that the ability to display 
the topology both geographically (figure 6.6) and logically (figure 6.7) was 
essential. This ability to strip away the geography from the topology proved 
useful in complex backbone designs that involved intracity meshes. 
Figure 6.6 Geographical display 
Type: O~ical 





(ll Subscriber access 
li:l L~gend 
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Figure 6. 7 Logical display 
Network hardware definition 
Type : 0 Logica 1 





(g Subscriber access 
Ul Legend 
NDW maintains files that contain profiles of network hardware objects (e.g. 
nodes, PADs, FEPs etc.) and their corresponding attributes (e.g. cost, maximum 
throughput, maximum number of ports etc.). By entering these profiles, NDW 
effectively builds an inventory of the equipment that can be used in a specific 
design. Hardware profiles can be defined using the add, delete or modify menus 
and the subsequent dialog box shown in figure 6.8. 
Equipment Id : CP9000 
Type : 0 S'&IITCH Class : ~ B C 0 
Arch 1tecture : 0 MODULAR 
Maxi mum ports : 575 ( total ) 
Max BB ports : 6 (per module) 
Max ACC ports : 16 (per module) 
Max Capacity : 202 PPS (per module) 
Serial overhead: 20 •s 
Base Cost : $ 24006. 00 
Module cost : $ 41925. oo 
Maintenance ~ % 
Figure 6.8 Hardware definition dialog 
A description of each dialog box field can be found on page U-11 of Appendix 
III. 
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NETWORK EVALUATION 
NDW is primarily a tool for evaluating existing computer networks. During a 
typical design session the user will investigate hypothetical situations by altering 
network variables (e.g. shift a host, increase the traffic, delete a link etc.) and 
observe the effect of doing so. NDW has two primary mechanisms that facilitate 
this process of 'what-if exploration. 
Monitors 
One of NDW's key features is its ability to selectively monitor network 
components during the design stage. The cost and performance menus allow the 
designer to monitor the following attributes - total network cost, access and 
backbone link costs, node costs, user response times, link/nodal delays and 
finally, link/nodal utilizations. 
The user can reconfigure the network and immediately observe the effect using 
one of the eight monitor types provided by NDW. Unfortunately it is difficult to 
get a feeling for the interactivity of NDW without watching the system being 
used- no amount of pictures will overcome this problem. 
Figures 6.9 to 6.12 detail four of the eight monitors provided by NDW. A 








Figure 6.9 Network cost monitor 
Node Utilization 
Figure 6.11 Node utilisation monitor 
U i n k o o s t 
Src : 0 Grafton Dest: 0 Epsom 
Installation: $ 3360.00 
Access : $ 1300.00 X 36 





Figure 6.10 Link cost monitor 
e t w o r ~ D e I a 
l'ltlln dtl<'l!l 1 96,16 •s 
IIY path ltn I 1,22 
Figure 6.12 Network delay monitor 
The monitor graphs are designed primarily for showing trends over a series of 
design iterations, and thus "provide a very rich form of visual information" [72]. 
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The monitor windows interleave numerical results with pictorial graphics to 
provide the user with both qualitative and quantitative feedback. 
Design adviser 
During a design session hundreds of variables constantly undergo change, 
resulting in an explosion of information. This makes it very difficult for the 
designer to maintain a clear understanding of the network's status at any given 
time. The challenge was to develop a mechanism which would derive the same 
conclusions about the on-going design as an experienced engineer who had 
scanned the numerous pages of design reports. 
NDW draws on Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Expert System (ES) techniques to 
provide a powerful yet flexible way of relieving the user from some of the design 
burden. NDW's design adviseruses a rule based approach [62] to automatically 
verify and evaluate the quality of the on-going design. 
A schematic of NDW's design adviser is detailed in figure 6.13. 
Figure 6.13 NDW design adviser schema. 
The design adviser consists of three primary components: The evaluation rules, 
the evaluation engine and the algorithm library. 
• Evaluation rules- The rule base contains evaluation rules which combine 
values obtained from the network analysis component with suggestion methods 
from the algorithm library. Rules consist of two components; antecedent and 
consequent. The rule's antecedent component defines its applicability to a 
particular design situation and the rule's consequent component defines the 
method for determining a solution to the design situation. 
Evaluation rules can be constructed from a set of primitives (using the editor 
shown in figure 6.14) to ensure the on-going design fulfils certain criteria. Should 
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the design stray outside the constraints set by those rules~ NDW will notify the 
user via the system messages window shown in figure 6.15 and suggest the 'best' 
solution. 
Rules are constructed from a predefined set of primitives and are of the form: 
IF: <object> <attribute> <value> 1HEN <consequent> 
At this stage seventy-four different rules can be constructed to evaluate the 
network and provide suggestions for alleviating the following problems: 
• Excessive costs~ delays~ utilizations and connectivity; 
• Insufficient throughput~ delays and utilizations; 
• Low node/link connectivity. 
; IF: node utilization GT 50.0 THEN upgrade_node 
IF: link delay GT 100.0 THEN upgrade_link 
IF: link utilization GE 40.0 THEN upgrade_link 
IF: link utilization LT 5.0 THEN downgrade link 
IF: node connectivity LE 1 THEN ihi!MiQ•IiUD 
IF: link connectivity LE 1 THEN flag_condition I File '*b 
IF: network delay GT 80 THEN upgrade_link Again 
IF: network delay GT 80 THEN upgrade_node I Displa Undo 
IF: network throughput LT 400 THEN upgrade_link I Find I 
A EKtras Pot~tH T 
cut 
'* 
Show C 1 i pboard '* 
A 
T 
Figure 6.14 Rule base editor 
OBSERVATION: The Epsom to Wellington link is overutilized at 63% 
SUGGEST: Upgrade link to 128000 bps DDS 
Copy then Paste 
OBSERVATION: The Dunedin to Invercargill link is underutilized at 0% 
SUGGEST: Delete link 
OBSERVATION: Failure of the Epsom node will detach components 
OBSERVATION: Failure of the Christchurch node will detach components 
OBSERVATION: Failure of the Hamilton node will detach components 
OBSERVATION: Failure of the Christchurch to Timaru link will detach components 
OBSERVATION: Failure of the Hamilton to Tauranga link will detach components 
OBSERVATION: Failure of the Epsom to NewPlymouth link will detach components 
OBSERVATION: Total network throughput has dropped to 275 PPS 
SUGGEST: Upgrading the Epsom to Wellington link to 64000 bps DDS 
Figure 6.15 System messages window 
NDW's evaluation rules are constructed from a predefined group of primitives 
and must conform to the syntax detailed overleaf. 
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<rule> ::= (IF <antecedent> THEN <consequent> [ELSE <consequent>]) 
<antecedent>::= <object> <attribute> <value> 
<value>::= <comparator><number> 
<comparator>:= LEI EQ I GT I GE I NEIL T 
<object>::= node /link I network I subscriber 
<attribute>::= utilization I throughput I delay I connectivity I cost 
<consequent>:= upgrade_node I upgrade_link I downgrade_node I downgrade_link I 
upgrade_component I downgrade_component I flag_condition 
The <consequent> primitives draw on the methods defined in the algorithm 
library and are dependent on the rule's context; that is the add_link primitive 
uses a different algorithm when used as a consequent in a connectivity rule to 
those used in a utilization rule. The following paragraphs illustrate several 
examples of rule construction. 
If the designer wants NDW to monitor network throughput, and to suggest the 
most cost effective link to upgrade (or even add) should it fall below 200 Kb/s, 
then the following rule would be added to the rule base: 
IF: network throughput L T 200 THEN upgrade_ link 
Alternatively, should the user wish to know if any internodal delays exceed 
50ms, without NDW suggesting a solution, the following rule is added: 
IF: node delay GT 50 THEN flag_condition 
If the user then decides that a 45ms delay should be considered excessive, the 
rule can be edited thus: 
IF: node delay GT 45 THEN flag_ condition 
If the user does not want NDW to monitor nodal delays, the rule can be removed 
from the rule base. Thus, specific rule bases can be built up to tailor an 
individual design effort. 
• Evaluation engine- The evaluation engine controls the design adviser 
system. It executes the following steps after each action is made by the user. 
Y Select the evaluation rules pertinent6 to the last action. 
Y Analyse the network to generate the necessary information for those rules. 
Y Test the analysis values against the rule's antecedent component. If 
necessary trigger the algorithm specified by the rule's consequent 
component. 
" Display the suggestions provided by the consequent component. 
6 Rules are selectively chosen, i.e. connectivity rules are not used if the last action was to increase 
the traffic level. 
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• Algorithm library- NDW's algorithm library contains the routines for 
determining solutions to design shortcomings. These routines are based on 
published methods and at present provide solutions for the following three areas: 
topology [2, 48, 83, 89], performance [7, 17], and cost [78]. 
The design adviser's algorithm library is constructed in a modular fashion so new 
methods can be integrated with the minimum of effort resulting in an ever 
expanding suite of solution methodologies. 
NDW's design adviser is designed as a decision support system. Its primary 
function is to highlight problem areas and suggest options for the user to follow. 
This system can be thought of as symptom based, since the evaluation rules 
consist of mapping design shortcomings to final suggestions. 
Reports 
At any stage during the design process the user can use NDW's reporting module 
to generate comprehensive reports. The user selects the specific report from the 
reports menu - NDW then writes it to a standard text file in a format that is both 
human readable and directly importable by microcomputer based graphing 
packages. 
The command reference section in Appendix III contains detailed descriptions of 
these reports. 
NETWORK SYNTHESIS 
In addition to evaluating an already existing network, NDW can be used to 
synthesize a new network structure. In such a case, the user would firstly define 
the subscriber profile using the host and terminal centre specification procedures. 
The facilities detailed in the following section would then be used to design a 
cost-effective network structure. The network's specific cost, performance and 
reliability attributes may then be analysed using NDW's evaluation facilities. 
A detailed look at NDW's network synthesis mechanisms can be found in 
Chapter seven and Appendix V. 
The NDW design process 
The NDW design and optimization process considers all the cost components 
stated in equation 4.3 of Chapter four in an integrated manner. Although this is 
not the first time the backbone design process has been done in conjunction 
with the node placement process [15], much of the existing literature still treats 
them separately. 
The objective of the NDW design process is to minimize the total cost of the 
backbone, switching, and subscriber access costs whilst still maintaining the 
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required design constraints. In order to achieve this a series of cost versus 
network dispersion studies are made until the optimum tradeoff point is reached. 





Figure 6.16 NDW design process 
The NDW synthesis process, once given a set of design parameters (e.g. 
maximum link/node utilisations, delays, throughput etc.), employs the following 
steps: 
T Place node- Determine the best location for the next node (initially the first 
node). 
T Generate access network- Given the new node set, home all subscribers to 
the nearest nodes7. 
T Generate backbone network- Generate an initial backbone structure given 
the latest node set using the method detailed in Chapter seven. 
7 This procedure generates a MCMS topology. MSMD topologies could be generated by 
employing multi-drop design heuristics to home the subscribers to the backbone nodes. 
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T Evaluate cost- Determine the total cost of the current network configuration 
using the methods detailed in the latter part of Chapter four. 
T Cost tradeoff met?- Has the optimum tradeoff between node, access and 
backbone costs been reached? If not then place another node and continue 
the process. 
T Assess performance- Evaluate the performance of the current network using 
the methods detailed in Chapter four. 
T Acceptable design?- This is a decision that can be made only by the designer 
(with a little help from the tool). An acceptable design could correspond to 
the optimum cost tradeoff point (i.e. the minima in figures 10.1 and 10.2) or 
some other point on this graph that represents a more expensive but more 
desirables network configuration. If the design is not acceptable then either a 
new node is placed or topology tuning techniques are employed. 
V Tune topology- Topology tuning refers to the adjustment of the initial 
topology suggested by NDW in order to lower cost, overcome congestion 
caused by shifts in traffic routing, and increase reliability. The designer can use 
the backbone tuning methods buiit into NDW to perturb the current topology 
and find a local cost minimum, or combine their skills with NDW's monitoring 
and design adviser facilities to engage in a series of what-if explorations. 
The following sections discuss the three primary synthesis facilities provided by 
NDW: node placement, backbone generation, and topology tuning. 
Node placement 
NDW's Attain node placement command can be used to determine9 the 'best' 
location for installing a new node. NDW will list all possible node locations and 
their corresponding cost savings. 
The designer can either follow NDW's recommendation, or decide to place a 
node in some other location. This facility can be used to add a new node to an 
already existing topology, or to determine the optimum node locations for a new 
network. 
Generate backbone 
Given the current nodal locations and the traffic requirements between them, the 
Attain link placement command can be used to find possible ways of 
interconnecting them. 
8 In terms of reliability, expandability etc. 
9 Using the ADD algorithm detailed in Chapters four and seven. 
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NDW will list possible links10, along with their traffic requirement, cost, and a 
preference factor. This factor ranges from one (highly recommended) to zero. 
Topology tuning 
Topology tuning refers to the process of altering the initial backbone structure 
suggested by NDW to improve its cost-performance characteristics. Normally this 
process would be performed only after successive iterations of the NDW 
synthesis method (figure 6.16) have been applied and the optimum number of 
nodes determined. By this stage the network configuration should correspond to 
a point11 that will, with further tuning, converge on the global optimum. 
The user can instruct NDW by way of the Engineer menu to employ perturbation 
techniques to further improve the initial backbone structures suggested by NDW. 
NDW uses a modified12 version of the generalized cut-saturation heuristic [17] for 
tuning backbone structures. 
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Figure 6.17 NET-X topology tuning trace 
10 Using the backbone generation method detailed in the next chapter. 
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12 The modifications made to the generalized cut-saturation algorithm are discussed in Chapter 
seven. 
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Figure 6.17 details a trace of the generalised cut-saturation algorithm tuning the 
original NET-X topology given the following design constraints: 
• maximum throughput= 140Kb/s 
• minimum network throughput= 60Kb/s 
• maximum average network delay = 80ms 
One can conclude from the above trace that the use of backbone perturbation 
techniques can offer improvements on existing topologies (in this case saving 
$8200 annually), yet surprisingly they do not result in major shifts in the 
backbone connection pattern. Chapter ten will illustrate how the integrated 
design technique adopted by NDW results in significant changes in the topology 
and offers far greater cost savings than the sole use of perturbation techniques. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This chapter has presented Network Designers Workshop, a graphical tool for 
the design and performance evaluation of wide area distributed networks. 
The following chapter will provide a more in-depth look at some of NDW's 
implementation details, including the verification of the NDW model. 
Chapter ten will focus on the use of NDW for the synthesis of a superior NET-X 
topology. 
NOW: IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 
The design and development of NDW involved the use of several classical design 
methods. This chapter provides a detailed look at the 
underlying synthesis methods employed by NDW. Several inherent shortcomings 
of Chou's generalized cut-saturation heuristic are revealed and modifications to it 
proposed. Finally, several issues surrounding the design of NDW, including the 
verification of the NDW model are discussed. 
OPERATING REQUIREMENTS 
NDWwas developed using the C programming language [51] and is designed to 
operate on a SUN™ Sparcstation running the UNIXTM operating system. NDW 
requires the Sun View™ or Open Windows™ windowing environment. In order 
to fully utilize NDW's graphics capabilities a colour monitor is required. 
A typical design session will involve many thousands of floating point operations, 
making a floating point accelerator chip mandatory for acceptable 
responsiveness. A minimum of 1.25 megabytes of virtual RAM and 500 kilobytes 
of disk space are required to run NDW. 
Disk space is required for each design project maintained by NDW and is 
dependent on the size of the·network under study. 
NDW SYNTHESIS METHODOLOGIES 
NDW draws on published methods for its underlying functionalism, most of 
which have been outlined in Chapter four. The following sections provide a 
more detailed look at the methods adopted by NDW to execute the design 
process detailed in figure 6.16. 
FLOW ASSIGNMENT 
The flow assignment procedure defines the method used to determine the path 
over which traffic should flow from one site to another. Two types of flow 
assignment exist - those actually implemented by the network and those used 
during the design phase. Although many flow assignment methods have been 
proposed for the latter purpose, a good method must be a compromise between 
the following requirements [16]: 
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• It must make use of the available link capacities. In other words, the average 
delay experienced by the packet must be minimised._ 
• The assignment procedure is applied hundreds of times during a design 
session and must therefore be computationally efficient. This requirement 
effectively rules out discreet event simulations. 
• The routing procedure must be similar to the one employed by the final 
operating network. 
NDW's flow assignment mechanism is based on Floyd's algorithm [25] for 
determining shortest paths. This method is very fast to implement and gives a 
result within 5-20% of the optimum [16]. Additionally, and most importantly, this 
mechanism closely mimics the actual routing procedure employed by the NET-X 
network. 
NODE PLACEMENT 
NDW's node placement mechanism is based on a modifiedl version of the ADD 
heuristic and consists of the following seven steps: 
CD Let sites(i) = the ith possible node s'ite. Where sites represents the set of n 
possible node locations. 
<V Choose an unserviced location sites(i), where 1 ~ i ~ n. 
®Tentatively place a node at sites(i) and reassign2 the subscriber access network. 
@ Resize all existing nodes in accordance with their new traffic carrying 
requirements, that is: 
Let Np =the number of link ports needed for the access and backbone 
networks. 
Let Cn = the traffic carrying requirements of the node. 
Size the node with the smallest number of processing modules needed to 
service Np and Cn and yet still fulfil the utilization constraints. 
@ Calculate the change in total network cost realised by the placement of the 
node at sites(i). 
® Repeat steps <V to @ until all members of sites have been evaluated. 
(f) Suggest placing a node at the location sites(i) that results in the greatest cost 
saving. 
1 The ADD algorithm assumes fixed cost nodes. In reality it is not unusual to have multiple node 
types (with varying characteristics, capacities, and costs) included in the design. Thus step 4 has 
been added to accommodate variable node types and sizes. 
2 In this study subscribers were homed to the nearest node resulting in MCMS topologies, 
although MCMD topologies could be generated if multi-drop techniques are used to reassign the 
access network. 
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BACKBONE GENERATION 
Each successive iteration of NDW's synthesis method (see figure 6.16) requires 
the regeneration of the backbone to accommodate the new node and the 
subsequent shifts in traffic requirements. Although there are no exact solutions 
for the generation of backbone topologies, one reasonable approach can be 
attributed to Chou [15]. This method is based on the observation that good 
backbone configurations are dependent on traffic requirements and link cost 
structures. A modified3 version of Chou's method has been implemented by 
NDW and is detailed below. 
0 Let trm(k) = kth largest element in {TR(i,j)}. Where TR(i,j) is the traffic 
requirement from node i to node j. 
@Let TRM = {trm(k) I k =1,2 ... N} be the set of N node pairs with the largest 
traffic requirements where N maximizes: 
trm(N) < 
trm(N)- A 
initially N* = 1. A can be set to oo for small networks. 
@)Let TRCST = {cst(k) I k = 1,2 ... N} where cst(k) is the cost of servicing the 
requirements between nodes i and j (represented by TRM(k)) with a link of 
capacity ck. 
trm(k) 
Where Ck ~ Uk, Uk is a utilization constraint set by the designer. 
Let trc(k) be the kth smallest element in TRCST. 
0 For n = 1,2 ... N consider link kwhose cost is represented by trc(k) 
Add the link with capacity Ck to the topology . 
0 Do 0 until the network is connected. 
<D If n = N and the network is not connected set N* = N+ 1 and go to @ 
The designer can now add the links suggested by this process and advance to 
the next phase in the NDW design process. 
TOPOLOGY TUNING 
The generalized cut-saturation method, previously discussed in chapter four, has 
been implemented in NDW to tune final topologies. The algorithm is quite 
complicated (requiring several hundred lines of code to implement), so a 
simplified description is presented below. For a detailed discussion see [171. 
3 Chou's method assumes that least cost and minimum length links are homogeneous, and 
therefore bases step 3 on link distance. This assumption is not realistic and so step 3 has been 
altered to incorporate link cost. 
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Figure 7.1 Generalized cut-saturation algorithm flow 
The generalized cut-saturation algorithm comprises six primary steps in any one 
iteration namely: 
T RO[ff]NG- The flow assignment procedure is applied to assign traffic loads 
on all network components. 
v SAWRATED CUTSET DETERMINATION- Links are ordered according to their 
utilization. The minimal set of these highly utilized links that disconnects the 
network is the saturated cutset; 
v NETWORK EVALUATION- The network is evaluated on the basis of upper 
and lower throughput bounds. Structures with throughputs less than the lower 
bound are deemed unfeasible and the ADD-only procedure is applied. 
Networks with throughputs greater than the upper bound are deemed too 
expensive and the DELETE-only procedure applied. The EXCHANGE 
procedure is applied to networks with throughputs within the stated bounds. 
T ADD-only OPERATION- This procedure determines the best link to add4 
across the two components separated by the saturated cutset. The link that has 
the highest ratio of added capacity to added cost is chosen to add across the 
saturated cut, that is upgrade the link which minimizes equation 7.1. 
4 The 'adding' of a link is used in a generic sense to mean the increasing of the link's capacity to 
the next available speed. This includes the addition of links which did not exist before. 
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new link capacity- old link capacity 
new link cost- old link cost (7. 7) 
~ DELETE-"only OPERA110N- This procedure is applied to reduce the cost of 
the topology. The link that is not in the saturated cutset and results in the 
highest cost saving per bit is downgraded5, that is the link which maximizes 
equation 7.2. 
old cost - new cost (7.2) 
current link flow- new capacity 
~EXCHANGE OPERA110N- This procedure seeks to improve network cost 
while keeping the throughput between the specified bounds by combining the 
ADD-only and DELETE-only procedures. One link is upgraded according to 
equation 7.1 and one link downgraded according to equation 7.2. 
Figure 6.17 in Chapter six details a trace through eighteen iterations of the 
algorithm. Iterations 0-18, 19-20 and 21-28 correspond to the DELETE-only, ADD-
only and EXCHANGE steps respectively. 
MODIFICATIONS TO THE CUT-SATURATION ALGORITHM 
After some initial experience with the generalized cut-saturation algorithm, 
several shortcomings were revealed. The main problems lie in its link choice 
metrics (equations 7.1 and 7.2). It was discovered that the metrics proved to be 
less than ideal when paired with 'real world' pricing tariffs. 
ADD-only metric limitations 
Chou's original ADD-only metric (equation 7.1) resulted in several6 potential 
links ending up with the same value. There needed to be an additional criterion 
added to the metric to narrow this 'best choice' down to one link. 
DELETE-only metric limitations 
The original DELETE-only metric (equation 7.2) suffered from the following 
limitations: 
• What happens when the link flow and new capacity are equal to zero? 
• A link will never be downgraded to 0 (i.e. deleted) if there is traffic flowing, 
no matter how minuscule. 
5 A link that is degraded to a capacity of zero is deleted. 
6 Up to seven in the NET-X case. 
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• Once the algorithm entered the EXCHANGE phase it tended to concentrate 
on the expensive links and totally ignore any low cost links with small traffic 
flows. 
The following metrics were developed during this study to alleviate the 
aforementioned problems. The new metrics now provide the designer with 
greater flexibility through the inclusion of a connectivity measure. 
New ADD-only metric 
The best link to add or upgrade is based on its Link Upgrade Index (LUI): 
where 
W n is the weight assigned to M n 
M _ new link capacity- old link capacity 
1- new link cost- old link cost 
M 7 = normalized value of M 7 
M2 = PL- PL' 
where PL = average vc path length before link is added/upgraded 
PL' =average vc path length after link is added/upgraded 
M 2 = normalized value of M2 
The link with the maximum LUI is chosen. 
New DELETE-only metric 
The best link to delete/downgrade is based on its Link Downgrade Index (LDI): 
LDI = W7M7 + W2M2 
where 
W n is the weight assigned to M n 
. . new capacity- link flow 
M7 =(old lmk cost- new link cost) X new capacity 
M 1 = normalized value of M 7 
where PL = average vc path length before link is deleted/downgraded 
PL' = average vc path length after link is added/downgraded 
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M 2 = normalized value of M2 
Finally, a special condition has been added to avoid the algorithm's neglect of 
low cost under utilized links: once the algorithm enters the exchange phase 
special priority is given to links with traffic flows less than a previously defined7 
threshold. 
Modification results 
Experimentation with the modified heuristic has revealed that the original 
shortcomings have been eliminated. As expected the LUI and LDI weight values 
affect the resulting topology (e.g. setting the value ofW1 to 0 and Wz to 1 results 
in a fully connected topology). The full implications of altering these weights 
however, are left to further study. 
NDW VERIFICATION 
Verification refers to the process of comparing measured performance results 
with the values calculated by the tool to determine its accuracy in predicting 
performance measures. If a reasonable correlation exists, it is likely that the tool's 
design model has captured the primary factors which govern the performance of 
the particular system. It can then be used with some confidence to evaluate 
network performance under other sets of conditions (e.g. topology, traffic levels 
etc). 
Figure 7.2 illustrates the steps involved in validating a model [20]. 
Actual performance 
Calculated performance 
Figure 7.2 Tjlptcal validation scheme 
7 Refer to pages U-18 and U-19 of Appendix III. 
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NDW VALIDATION RESULTS 
The theory of queues provides a solid mathematical framework for the 
formulation of these models. In terms of accuracy, a large body of experience 
indicates that queueing network models can be expected to be accurate to within 
5 -10% for utilizations and throughput, and 10-30% for delays [20]. This level 
of accuracy is consistent with the design requirements of this study. 
It is important to ensure that the accuracy of the performance model is consistent 
with the levels of accuracy available in the other components of the system 
analysis process (e.g. workload characterization). The essential fact remains- it 
is pointless to try to improve the accuracy of any network design model by say 
3%, if the traffic data feeding that model is 25% off reality. 
Traffic flows 
The following tables compare the results gained by NDW with the measured 
performance data extracted from the logfiles. 
Node NOW Measured 
(%) (%) 
Epsom 29 32 
Grafton 21 23 
Wellington 15 17 
Christchurch 10 8 
Hamilton 8 10 
Palmerston North 9 8 
Lower Hutt 8 8 
Timaru 3 3 
Napier 7 6 
Tamaki 6 7 
Auckland 10 13 
Rotorua 6 5 
Dunedin 5 6 
Tauranga 2 2 
lnvercargi II 5 6 
New Plymouth 2 2 
Table ?a Node utilizations 
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Link NDW Measured 
(PPS) (PPS) 
EPS to TKI 1.0 0.53 
EPS to GFT 12.0 10.1 
EPS toWEL 33.0 30.2 
EPS to NPL 3.0 2.5 
GFTto AKL 16.0 19.0 
WEL to PMR 19.0 16.0 
WEL toCHC 16.0 16.0 
WEL to AKL 12.0 15.4 
WEL to LHT 8.1 8.3 
WEL to NAP 6.0 5.0 
CHCtoTIU 2.0 1.5 
CHCto DUD 11.1 11.1 
CHCto INV 6.0 5.9 
CHCto AKL 12.0 11.3 
HLZ toAKL 17.0 19.0 
HLZto ROT 9.2 10.9 
HLZ toTRG 3.0 2.3 
HLZ to PMR 5.0 3.5 
PMR to LHT 0.9 0.1 
NAP to ROT 1.0 0.3 
TKI to AKL 3.5 4.8 
DUD to INV 0 0.01 
Table 7.b Link flows 
Response times 
A series of network response time measurements were conducted to test the 
accuracy of the NDW model. Three on-line loop-back tests8 were performed and 
compared with the corresponding response time9 calculated by NDW. 
til Test one: PC-PAD-Epsom node-PAD 
NDW: 362ms 
Measured result range: 280-330ms 
til Test two: PC-PAD-Epsom node-Wellington node-PAD 
NDW: 433ms 
Measured result range: 302-380ms 
• Test three: PC-PAD-Epsom-Wellington-Christchurch-Dunedin-PAD 
NDW: 602ms 
Measured result range: 390-610ms 
8 A program was developed to measure the elapsed time between the sending of a packet to a 
specified destination and the receipt of an echoed reply. 
9 NDW's response time command is detailed on page U-16 of Appendix III. 
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Conclusions 
The measured results for node and link utilizations are within 0 to 25% of the 
NDW model. It is clear that this variance is higher than the underlying theory 
should predict. It is suspected that this variation can be attributed to inaccuracies 
in the COl traffic matrix. The response times estimated by NDW are within 15 to 
20% of the measured values. 
These performance comparisons indicate the NDW model is in reasonably close 
agreement with the logfile measurements for medium network loads. The ability 
to generate performance data on the basis of the available COl information, 
validate this information, and then improve the results by refining the COl matrix 
is one of the more useful characteristics of queueing network models. In this 
particular study the results presented in this section were considered adequate 
for the design task being addressed. 
NDW DESIGN ISSUES 
USER INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT 
During NDW's one year developmental period many features were added to 
increase the tool's effectiveness- it soon became obvious that "user interfaces 
can always be improved." The development of an effective interface is an 
iterative process that may require several generations to provide a truly effective 
system. 
NDWs user interface evolved over four major generations, with each generation 
involving numerous small changes. There is no doubt that the on-going 
development of NDW's interface will benefit from the use and feedback from the 
user community. 
SOFTWARE TRADEOFFS 
One of NDW's primary design requirements was to maintain high levels of user-
tool interaction. This made it necessary to maintain a tightly coupled feedback 
loop between user actions and the tool's responses. To achieve this, the software 
tradeoff between memory requirements, method complexity, and speed were 
constantly kept in mind. Ultimately the speed of execution took priority over the 
other constraints. 
The design of NDW's data structures were of supreme importance. For small 
design projects (1 to 20 nodes) the software tradeoffs are not too important. But 
for larger structures (50 to 100 nodes), the implementation techniques could 
mean the difference in software requirements ranging from linear to exponential. 
The seventeen primary data objects maintained by NDW had to be divided into 
three categories- those which required instant random access (i.e. the network 
description matrix), those which required instant sequential access (i.e. the 
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subscriber descriptions) and those which required only delayed sequential access 
(i.e. user preference settings). 
Structures that required sequential access were stored in space efficient but slow 
link lists. Structures that required instant random access were stored in fast but 
space inefficient arrays. Finally, the data objects that were accessed only 
occasionally were kept in scratch files on disk. 
Because the Network Description Matrix (NDM) would be scanned hundreds of 
times during the normal course of operation the following observation proved 
very valuable- The NDM is symmetrical, thatis NDM[i,j] = NDM[j,i] so only 
half of the matrix has to be scanned thus: 
for (source:=O; source<max_node_num-l;source++) 
for (dest:=source+l; dest<max_node_num; dest++) 
In this way processing time and memory requirements were minimized. 
Further discussions on the software tradeoffs involved in the implementation of a 




ANALYSIS OF THE EXISTING NETWORK 
I've measured it from side to side: 
Tis three feet long and two feet wide. 
William Wordsworth 1770-1850 
The Thorn (1 798) 

THE HUGHES lPN ENVIRONMENT 
NET-X is a multi-million dollar wide area data cornmurucations network which is 
owned and operated by NETWAY Communications Ltd. NET-X 
provides an economical X.25 packet switched service for companies distributed 
around New Zealand. 
This chapter introduces the characteristics and operational background of NET-X 
including its current topology, architecture, and network monitoring facilities. 
The latter sections of this chapter describe the practical methods and software 
tools developed during this study which enabled the extraction of traffic data 
from the NET-X network control system. 
NETWORK STRUCTURE 
The NET-X packet switching network is based on the Hughes Network Systems 
Integrated Packet Network (IPN) technology. The network currently consists of 
sixteen nodes (or switches) geographically dispersed around New Zealand (see 
figure 8.1). The nodes are interconnected by 22 digital backbone links1 ranging 
in speed from 9600bps to 64000bps. 
NET-X currently interconnects 263 subscribers, including 67 host computers, 3 
network gateways and 193 terminal centres using an MCMS topology. 
Figures 8.1 and 8.2 detail the geographical and logical topologies as of 12th June 
1990. Forty-five of the sixty seven hosts are connected to one of the four nodes 
in the Auckland city area namely: Epsom, Grafton, Tamaki, and Auckland. The 
concentration of hosts in this small area would later influence the final network 
design. 
1 Leased from Telecom. 
Ffgure 8.1 NET-X geographical topology 
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Figure 8.2 NET-X logical topology 
ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW 
The Hughes IPN is a full service X.25 private packet switching network designed 
and manufactured by Hughes Network Systems, a subsidiary of the Hughes 
Aircraft company. Many large public (e.g. GTE Telenet, RCA Cyclix) and private 
(e.g. Ford Motor Co., US Air Force) US packet switching systems are based on 
the Hughes IPN technology [43]. 
THE HUGHES lPN SYSTEM 
The Hughes Integrated Packet Network system is representative of current 
generation packet switching systems, consisting of nodes based on modular 
architectures coupled with elaborate monitoring and control facilities. 
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System components 
The Hughes IPN consists of the following primary elements: 
o 1be CP 9000 Packet Exchange Family- The CP 9000 packet exchange family 
represents a series of highly modular and expandable packet switching nodes. 
Each node consists of one or more Packet Switching Clusters (PSC) which 
communicate over a common high speed (1 0Mbps2) serial Message Interchange 
Bus (MIB). 
Each PSC consists of a Processor Module (PM) and up to three Line Interface 
Modules (LIMs). The PM provides the cluster with a general processing capacity 
of approximately 202 Packets Per Second (PPS). 
The LIMs are connected to the cluster's PM through a parallel Multi-Master Bus 
(MMB). Each LIM provides processing for up to eight serial communication ports. 
All user access and backbone links are connected to one of the eight ports on 
the LIM's I/0 module. 
Message Interchange Bus (MIB) to other PSCs 
Figure 8.3 Hughes IPN node architecture 
0 1be Network Control System- The Network Control System (NCS) offers 
advanced network managing facilities and represents the overall 'intelligence' of 
the system. The NCS is administered by a Network Control Processor (NCP)3 
which is connected to the network through multiple X.25 links. The NCP is 
primarily responsible for the handling of the administrative and network service 
functions (e.g. the storage of operational statistics, network component 
(re)configuration, the validation of call addresses etc.) 
2 3000-4000 PPS @ 50% utilization [41]. 
3 The NCP is implemented on a DEC MicroVAX minicomputer. In larger network configurations 
two or more NCPs are usually installed. 
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The network operator interacts with the NCP by way of a dedicated Network 
Operator Console (NOC). The operator can use the NOC to perform 
sophisticated on-line administrative functions including: 
• The configuration and control of network components (e.g. restarts, switch 
overs, software updates etc.); 
• The addition of network components, subscribers etc; 
• The direct monitoring of network components for utilizations, errors etc. 
Figure 8.4 illustrates the interaction between the NCS components. 
Ftgure 8.4 IPN network control system 
NETWORK REPORTING SYSTEM 
Central to the traffic measurement goal was the IPN's statistics collection facility. 
The Hughes IPN collects an extensive array of device statistics including node 
and link utilizations. 
Each backbone node monitors itself and stores performance information on its 
own local hard disk. The node then periodically4 forwards this information to the 
NCP for further processing. Once the node has sent the statistics it resets its 
statistical counters and begins recording for the next period. The NCP on receipt 
of this information stores it in one of the five separate log files it maintains. 
Only the call record and statistics logs maintained by the NCP were of interest to 
this study. 
4 The data collection interval can be configured with a minimum granularity of one hour [42]. 
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Call Records log: crmlog.dat 
Most networks that share resources provide some mechanism for billing 
individual customers for the use of these resources. The chief method used in 
packet networks to accomplish this is through the analysis of call records. 
The IPN stores comprehensive information on every virtual circuit that is 
established within the network Typically, this file contains 20-30,000 records 
detailing a twenty-four hour period. Most of these records however, can be 
attributed to system related and duplicated call verification details. 
Statistics log: sttlog.dat 
Each component within the Hughes IPN environment (i.e. PMs, PSCs, LIMs etc.) 
periodically generates a statistics record and forwards it to the NCP. The NCP 
collects these records and stores them in the statistics log file. 
The information stored in the sttlog.dat log can be categorized into three primary 
groups: 
• Link statistics (e.g. packet counts, number of VCs established etc.); 
• Resource use statistics (e.g. Buffer usage, CPU usage etc.); 
• Performance statistics (e.g. Component throughput etc.) 
For a complete list, the reader is referred to [40]. 
DATA COLLECTION TOOLS 
The NET-X environment had no facilities for the archiving and analysis of the 
statistics logs once they had been forward to the NCP. Hughes do market a 
Network Management Report (NMR) package which was unfortunately 
unavailable at the time of the studyS. Consequently several C programs [51] were 
developed to extract and collate the logfile information into a series of tabular 
reports. These reporting tools have the same functional capability as the NMR 
package [44] and produce nine different reports on network activity. An overview 
of these reports can be found in Appendix IV. 
The reports are also produced in a format which can be directly read by any 
microcomputer based graphing program. This section outlines the tools and 
methodologies used for the collection of this essential data. 
LOGFILE CAPTURE AND ARCHIVAL 
The log files maintained by the Network Control Processor are circular in nature. 
In other words, at the end of each twenty-four hour period, the NCP starts 
recording the next period over the top of the old file. 
5 The NMR package was prohibitively expensive at a cost of $US18,300. 
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To capture copies of each twenty-four hour period, a Digital Command Language 
(DCL) script running under Digital's VMS operating system on the NCP was 
developed. This script automatically archives the log files at the end of every day. 
The script activates at 12:45am (allowing forty-five minutes for the devices to 
send their reports for the 11:00-12:00pm period) and copies the logs to separate 
files each with unique names based on their archival date. 
Each logfile consists of approximately six megabytes of binary data. 
ANALYSIS OF THE CALL RECORD LOGS 
NET-X records the details of every virtual circuit set up within the network. The 
details of each virtual circuit are forwarded and stored as 160 byte binary records 
within the circular crmlog.dat file. 
A program was developed for the off-line analysis of this call record file. The 
program scans the file, discards all duplicate6 and invalid7 records, and generates 
reports based on the remaining data. 
This program extracted a myriad of information, including: 
• Distribution of the virtual circuit routes (see fig 9.6); 
"' Virtual circuit path lengths (see fig 9.7). 
In addition, each call record contains the virtual circuit's source and destination 
address. This enabled the determination of source-destination pairs within the 
network and the subsequent construction of NDW's Community Of Interest (CO I) 
traffic matrix. 
ANALYSIS OF THE DEVICE STATISTICS LOGS 
The network device statistics are stored as 100-200 byteS binary records within 
the circular sttlog.dat file. 
A second program was developed to perform the sttlog.dat file analysis. In a 
similar fashion to the call records analysis, all duplicate and invalid records are 
discarded. The program then accumulates information on each network 
component from the remaining log file data. The user can then query the 
program to produce the reports detailed in Appendix IV. 
The statistics logs contained the most essential data needed for the design tool, 
including submitted traffic rates and packet size distributions (see figure 9.8) 
6 Because the NET-X has only one Network Control Processor every call record is duplicated. 
7 3 to 4 % of the records within the file contain invalid data (e.g nonexistent nodes, illegal dates 
etc.) 
8 The size varies according to the type of statistics record. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Two network reporting programs have been developed during this study which 
have enabled the off-line processing of the NCP log files to provide reports on 
the lPN activity. Reports may be generated for the analysis of network utilization, 
for the occurrence of errors in the network, and for profiling the call traffic 
among network users. 
The analysis programs discussed in this chapter have provided the NET-X 
operators with a data collection and analysis facility which has proven invaluable 
for gaining insight into the network's operational state. 
The results of the analysis of network data over a one week period are discussed 
in the next chapter. 
NETWORK WORKLOAD CHARACTERIZATION 
To engineer an existing computer network successfully, periodic measurements 
must be taken. The primary purpose of the measurement effort was twofold. First, 
to provide some insight into the current state of the network- to observe the 
traffic characteristics of the operating network and to highlight possible areas 
where redesign may be necessary. Second, to provide accurate and representative 
input data for Network Designers Workshop. 
Obviously, the quality of results from any design effort is directly related to the 
accuracy of the input data. It is therefore essential the engineer builds up an 
accurate understanding of the current network state before any design work is 
embarked upon. The set of measurement tools discussed in the previous chapter 
have proved invaluable for providing insight into the network's usage and 
behaviour. 
This chapter will discuss how the measurement tools have been selected and 
co-ordinated to evaluate the network's operational status and details some of the 
results gained by them. 
THE MEASUREMENT PROCESS 
The activities involved in the characterization of network workloads can be split 
into the four processes detailed in figure 9.1 [11]. 
Data collection 
(includes short-term 
storage and processing) 
Bulk data storage 
(log files) 






Figure 9.1 Measurement processes 
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Measurement data consists primarily of event counts and traffic intensities on 
network resources. The processes involved in capturing this information are as 
follows: 
• Data collection- the collection and short-term processing of event, traffic, and 
call record information. Measurement data is either archived for deferred 
processing by off-line analysis programs or directly processed by on-line 
monitors (such as the Hughes NOC). The measurement granularity of data 
processed at this stage is usually much higher than the archived data. 
• Bulk data storage- the secondary storage of the accumulated traffic data as log 
files. 
• Data analysis and processing- the processing and collation of the traffic data 
archives. 
• Data presentation- the process of translating the measurement data into 
readable form. 
TRAFFIC MEASUREMENTS 
The network planning process requires information on the intensity and behaviour 
of traffic within a network system. Ideally, traffic statistics for network planning 
should be collected for at leased sixty days (not necessarily consecutive) over the 
previous twelve months in which the mean busy hour is the highest [12]. Owing to 
time constraints, only two weeks of data was collected for this study. 
Network traffic data was collected over a continuous fourteen day period from 
12:00pm on the 28th July 1990 to 12:00pm on the 11th August 1990. The traffic 
data consisted of 28 log file archives totalling 172 Megabytes of binary data. The 
analysis tools discussed in Chapter eight were used for the deferred processing of 
this two week snapshot. The reports generated by these programs gave rise to the 
following results. 
TRAFFIC INTENSITY 
The analysis of the traffic reports revealed distinct traffic patterns that were 
dependent on the selected time frame and would tend to vary in step with the 
network user community. These variations were investigated and the peak periods 
determined. 
Variations during the week 
Figure 9.2 depicts the total daily traffic variation throughout the measured week. 
Weekly traffic forms a regular pattern- daily peaks exist with greater traffic 
volumes on Mondays and Fridays and substantially less during the weekend. 
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Figure 9.2 Total daily network traffic for the selected week 





Generally, traffic will peak two or three times during a normal business day [47]. 
The node cluster reports generated statistics that enabled the identification of the 
peak hour traffic periods. Figure 9.3 illustrates the averaged Grafton node traffic 
intensities for Monday 30th July 1990. 
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Figure 9.3 Node traffic profile for an average business day 
As one would expect, traffic intensities are closely correlated to business "time of 
day" patterns. Two distinct traffic peaks exist; the first occurs between 11:00-12:00 
noon and the second between 2:00-3:00pm each day. Approximately 20 to 25% of 
the days traffic is transmitted during these periods. 
Analysis of the daily traffic intensities on other network components all result in 
similar usage patterns- first, a rapid increase in traffic from 6:00am to 10:00am 
and then a slight decrease1 soon afterward. Traffic intensities increase to reach the 
first peak around 12:00 noon and drop off during the lunch hours. Traffic flows 
gradually build up to the second peak at around 3:00pm, then drop off sharply 
after 4:00pm. Traffic flows outside office hours are almost non-existent -those that 
do exist can be attributed primarily to HNS supervisory traffic2. 
Variations during the hour 
The following graph illustrates the one minute variations in traffic intensity for a 
communication link over an hourly period. Because the Hughes NCP will log 
statistics with a maximum granularity of only one hour [42] the graph in figure 9.4 
1 Morning tea break? 
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Figure 9. 4 Traffic fluctuations for an average hour 
Analysis of traffic variation within an hourly period revealed no regular patterns 
and can therefore be considered as purely random [82]. 
TRAFFIC SAMPLING ISSUES 
The selection of the traffic sampling time frame4 resolution represents a tradeoff 
between the data collection cost and the accuracy of the traffic peak 
measurements. If the sample periods are too widely spaced the averaged peaks 
may not adequately represent the transient effects sought, while sample periods 
too closely spaced may require excessive data collection and will consequently 
overtax the network management system. 
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When determining peak traffic rates it is important to note the period over which it 
is calculated. For example, averaging the hourly peak traffic rate will tend to 
underestimate the sub-hourly peaks within that time frame. The exact magnitude 
of this deviation is dependent on the nature of the traffic during that hourS. 
Sometimes the one minute peak can be 10 to 20 times the hourly average [65]. 
Table 9.a illustrates the averaged peak values for varying time frames and the 
resulting magnitude of deviation from the peak one minute flow. 
3 Refer to figure 9.1. 
4 Most modern network management systems allow the designer to specify the monitoring 
granularity. 
5 For example, file transfers would result in a fairly stable pattern whereas some user traffic can 
result in 'lumpy' traffic patterns. 
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Time frame Averaged peak Deviation 
(min) (PPM) (%) 
60 3047.30 38.00 
30 3318.23 26.72 
15 3399.33 23.70 
5 3910.40 7.53 
1 4205.30 0.00 
Table 9.a Variation of averaged traffic peaks with measured time frame 
The network designer must decide which traffic peak time frame to use when 
sizing the network. If a system is designed to accommodate the averaged sixty 
minute peaks, then the performance of a component may be severely degraded 
during the one minute peaks. Similarly, if the system is designed to accommodate 
the one minute peaks, then components will be somewhat under-utilized at other 
times of the day. The goal is to design a system that achieves a desired balance 
between average utilization and acceptable levels of congestion under peak 
loading. 
Figure 9.5 illustrates how the average packet delay within NET-X changes with the 
total (relative) load imposed on the system6. 
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Figure 9.5 Network delay fluctuations caused by changes in arrival pattern. 
Point P1 on the graph represents the current load on the system using the averaged 
hourly utilization figures. This load results in an average packet delay of 58 ms. 
6 Calculated using NDW's sweep function (see page U-20 of appendix III for more details). 
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One can see that minute by minute variations in traffic intensity (of the same 
magnitude detailed in Table 9.a) would cause the delay to fluctuate between 56 ms 
and 61 ms7. If however the averaged hourly load corresponded to point Pz on the 
graph then the sub-hourly traffic fluctuations would result in delays ranging from 
64 ms to 340 ms. From the user's point of view, the performance of the system 
would appear quite erratic. It is therefore important that the designer knows at 
which point on the curve the network is operating before any decisions 
concerning the Community Of Interest (COl) traffic values are made. 
The design detailed in Chapter ten is based on the averaged hourly traffic peak 
figures. This is acceptable because NET-X is operating in a stable region of the 
curve (i.e. point P1). 
TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTIONS 
In reality, traffic is not uniformly distributed over the network Many network 
design theories make no allowance for the traffic imbalances that arise within cities 
and customer applications [66]. These traffic imbalances can be significant and may 
require the extra deployment of network switches and links to accommodate the 
heavier demand in such areas. 
The point-to-point traffic loads are vital input for the network design tool and are 
usually described using a COl traffic matrix- where row and column headings 
represent source and destination locations and their corresponding cells providing 
quantification of the traffic flowing between them. There were three possible 
approaches for obtaining the data for the cor traffic matrix: 
• Direct measurement of point to point traffic- This approach was impractical 
because of the huge investment in time and equipment needed for collecting 
such data. 
• Estimation from available measurements (backbone loads etc.)- Methods for 
estimating point-to-point traffic loads from the available backbone load data 
have been proposed by Wang [97]. The accuracy of Wang's method however is 
highly dependent on the network topology. 
• Extraction from the client call records- This approach was adopted by this 
study primarily because it provided an accurate and facile method of extracting 
the COI data. The call record analysis programs discussed in Chapter eight 
enabled the determination of the COl matrix, along with the following results. 
Virtual circuit route distributions 
Analysis of the call record files revealed that 72% of the total traffic either 
originates or terminates at the Epsom, Auckland, and Grafton nodes. The COl also 
indicated that approximately 27% of all virtual circuits set up are local to the 
7 The fluctuation projection arrows for point P1 have been omitted for clarity. 
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Epsom and Auckland Nodes (see figure 9.6). This result would later reinforce the 
importance of maintaining a cluster of two or three nodes within the Auckland 
area in any future designs. 
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Figure 9.6 Distribution of virtual circuit routes 
Virtual circuit path length distributions 
Figure 9.7 illustrates the distribution of virtual circuit path lengths over a period of 
one week. Apart from the significant number of virtual circuits with path lengths 
of 0 (indicating that the call's source and destination are located at the same 
switch) the distribution is roughly bell shaped. 
The shape of this distribution is strongly correlated to the quality of the network 
topology and it is desirable to keep the distribution peak as far skewed to the left 
as possible. 
1,400 
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The average path length of a virtual circuit indicates several factors: 
• The average delay experienced- Increasing the path length contributes to 
packet delays and thus reduces traffic throughput proportional to the number of 
nodes and trunks involved in the transmission path [84]. 
• The network connectivity- The lower the average path length, the higher the 
network connectivity. A highly connected network (i.e. no long chains) greatly 
increases general reliability (and of course cost!). 
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Figure 9. 7 Distribution of virtual circuit path lengths 
Packet size distribution 
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Knowledge of the average packet size is essential for any analytically based design 
tool. Fortunately the Hughes NCS monitors the distribution of packet sizes 
transmitted over the backbone links. The results of the analysis8 of several 
backbone links over a 24 hour period are shown in figure 9.8. 
Packet lengths are logged with a granularity of only 16 bytes, so an exact average 
packet size could not be determined. Using the method of weighted means [65] the 
average packet size was calculated to be approximately 55 bytes long. 
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Figure 9.8 Packet size distribution over backbone links 
The majority (some 58%) of packets are less than 48 bytes long. Nearly 38% of the 
total traffic consists of packets between 1 and 16 bytes in length. 
The distribution of packet sizes can be attributed to [71]: 
• 1-16 bytes- (1) User applications: Typically, these applications operate in 
'block mode' sending fields to the host after they have been entered by the user. 
These fields are usually 1-40 characters in length. In addition, many applications 
block and forward user input one character at a time to the host. Consequently 
a large proportion of packets within this range contain single characters- thus 
for each character sent eight bytes of X. 25 protocol overhead is generated, 
resulting in a very inefficient use of the network. 
(2) Printer XON/XOFF characters: Flow control characters resulting from remote 
print jobs. 
• 1 7-112 bytes- General user traffic 
• 113-128 bytes- Most host to user traffic within the network will be sent as 
either 128 or 256 byte packets. Consequently significant peaks exist at these two 
intervals. This first peak is due primarily to print jobs and host computers 
initiating terminal screen repaints. 
• 129-240 bytes- The packets within this range are NCS log records being 
forwarded to the NCP. 
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• 241-256 bytes- The significant number of 256 byte packets can be attributed to 
two factors. First, data being spooled to remote printers and second, host to 
host file transfers. 
One can see from figure 9.8 that there are a large number of short packets (1-16 
bytes), a number of maximum length packets, and decreasing numbers of packets 
with intermediate lengths. This distribution of packet lengths is closely correlated 
to the exponential distribution9 assumed by the analytical models used in this 
study. 
SHORTCOMINGS 
Network design is an engineering rather than a mathematical process. One of the 
main reasons for this is that the traffic data upon which the process is based is 
never totally accurate. Several factors contributed to the variation between 
measured and actual traffic values used in this study. 
• Incompleteness of data collection- The Hughes NCS logs the traffic data on an 
hourly basis only [42]. This averaging of the peak traffic intensities can lead to 
an under-estimation of the actual peak demands on the system. 
• Traffic shifts- changes in the user profiles will occur between the data 
collection and design period, and the implementation period. Within the NET-X 
environment (and indeed all operational systems) "traffic data grows old very 
quicklj' [71]. 
• Data Recording and processing errors- Malfunctions in the data collection 
equipment and data handling errors are unavoidable. For example, closer 
analysis of the call records used in this study revealed that 3 to 4% contained 
obvious invalid data (i.e. nonexistent nodes, illegal dates etc). Such errors can 
be detected and the offending records discarded. Unfortunately, there is no way 
of detecting and filtering erroneous traffic statistics. 
The measurement facilities described in Chapter eight have improved the process 
of data collection dramatically, however some of the above sources of error will 
always be present. These shortcomings force the network planning process to 
remain a tradeoff between desired accuracy and realistic assumptions. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The measurement and collation of network traffic information constitutes the first 
and most fundamental part of any network design process. The design phase 
relies heavily on the accuracy of the input data and without the use of the data 
collection tools developed during this study much of the final design would have 
9 Assumes very small packets are most likely to occur, maximum length packets unlikely, and has 
no limitation on the packet length. 
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been the product of mere guess work. The quality of any network design effort 
will always be directly proportional to the precision of the data feeding it. 
The measurement effort detailed in this chapter has successfully achieved the first 
stage of the design cycle. The following chapter describes the second phase of the 
design cycle; the coupling of the network traffic data and NDW to optimize the 
current NET-X configuration. 
SECTION V 
DESIGN OF THE OPTIMIZED NETWORK 
Perfection is reached, not when there is no longer anything to add, 
but when there is no longer anything to take away 
Antoine de Saint-Exupery 

NETWORK DESIGN WITH NDW 
The last two sections of this thesis have introduced Network Designers 
Workshop, a graphically orientated design tool, and the nationwide packet 
switching network NET-X. 
This chapter describes how the network measurement results have been used in 
conjunction with NDW for the development of an alternative NET-X structure. A 
configuration which is relatively insensitive to the dynamics of the user 
communities demand pattern, offers higher degrees of performance, and is 
considerably more cost -efficient to run. 
This chapter also explores the impact of several design parameters on the 
optimum cost topology. 
DESIGN APPROACH 
The design approach employed by this study de-emphasised the importance of 
finding the lowest cost network design- making that goal secondary to ensuring 
the final configuration achieved the following: 
• The required performance objectives. 
• The solution must be cost-effective. Unnecessary nodes and intercity links must 
be eliminated. 
• It must provide a solution that is capable of accommodating growth. The 
structure must be capable of graceful migration to future topologies. 
NETWORK COST TRADEOFF 
The hardware, subscriber access, and backbone costs represent the primary cost 
tradeoff facing the network planner. Figures 10.1 and 10.2 show the 
interdependence of these three network cost components and how they were 
found to vary as a function of the number of nodes in the network 
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Figure 10.2 Network cost as a junction of nodal dispersion (ADS access links) 
NETWORK DESIGN WITH NDW 
As previously discussed in Chapter four, there exist three components to the total 
cost of any two level hierarchical network. These are: 
• Access cost- The cost of connecting the subscribers to the network. The 
access costs decrease as the number of nodes increases since there are fewer 
access link miles. The cost decreases rapidly at first, then gradually, since the 
access link cost savings incurred by deploying two nodes rather than one is 
greater than the cost saving incurred by eleven instead of ten. 
• Backbone cost- The cost of connecting the nodes. These costs increase as 
the number of nodes increase since there are more nodes to connect. 
• Hardware cost- The cost of the nodes. This cost increases almost linearly as 
the number of nodes increase. 
Fewer nodes result in reduced hardware and backbone related costs. This is 
achieved however, with increases in the user access network cost. At some point 
there will be an optimum tradeoff between the three cost factors. This point is 
dependent on several factors unique to the network being planned- the 
primary ones being: the number and geographic locations of the subscriber 
centres, the cost of the network nodes, and the communication link tariffs. 
If a minimal cost structure is to be found, the interdependence of the three 
network cost components must be taken into consideration. Therefore, it is 
essential the node placement, access network, and backbone design processes 
are treated an an integral component. NDW's integrated design approach allows 
the designer to optimize the total network cost by generating successive network 
structures 1 until an acceptable configuration is found. 
THE NET-X DESIGN PROCESS 
This section discusses the cost driven optimization of the NET-X network. The 
results presented in this section illustrate the applicability of NDW's design 
method2 and its ability to offer significantly greater cost savings than non-
integrated design techniques. 
DESIGN PARAMETERS 
Section IV of this thesis details the current network environment used as a basis 
for the design effort discussed in this chapter. This section summarises those 
design assumptions. 
1 Each structure corresponding to a point on figures 10.1 or 10.2. 
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A COMPARISON OF NETWORK STRUCTURES 
In order to quantify the two network structures, comparisons have been made on 
the basis of: 
• Topological attributes; 
• Average network delay; 
• Average virtual circuit path length; 
• Network capacity; 
• Network cost components. 
Attribute Existing NET-X design NDW Design 
Topology 
Number of switches 16 13 
Number of backbone links 22 17 
Performance 
Average network delay (ms) 58.64 56.20 
Average path length (hops) 1.22 1.12 
Throughput (Kb/s @ 80ms) 143.23 170.77 
Annual Cost 
Hardware $ 387548.00 $ 353032.00 
Backbone network $ 374146.00 $ 287166.00 
Access network $570580.00 $607648.00 
TOTAL ANNUAL COST $ 1332274.00 $ 1247846.00 
Table lO.b Comparison of network designs 
The final design produced using NDW represents a structure that has three nodes 
more than the optimums, but three less than the existing design. The Grafton 
and Auckland nodes were not essential for decreasing cost, hence their position 
in the cost vs. dispersion curves of figure 10.2. In light of the traffic distribution 
results gained by the data analysis phase however, it was essential that extra 
nodes where deployed there. 
8 The optimum cost topology (using ADS for the access network) is illustrated in figure 10.8. 
NETWORK DESIGN WITH NDW 
It is also important that the new structure fulfils the third design objective with 
the ability to absorb increased user traffic requirements. Figure 10.5 compares the 
traffic capacity of the two designs9. 
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Figure 10.5 A comparison of network capacities 
One can see from table 10.b and figure 10.6 that the new design represents a 
configuration that exhibits an 18% increase in throughput and saves 6.34% or 
$84,427.00 a year in running costs. 
DEFICIENCIES IN THE EXISTING NET-X DESIGN 
NDW has provided some insight into the cost-effectiveness of the current NET-X 
structure. The following deficiencies in the existing design have been 
highlighted. 
OThe current NET-X topology has too many nodes. The prime candidates for 
removal are (in order of priority): Tamaki, Timaru and Invercargill. The financial 
investment in these nodes does not compensate for the savings in access costs 
they achieve. For example, the Tamaki node serves only 8 subscribers and yet it 
represents an investment of $48,386.00. The removal of this node will not 
increase the access costs because its subscribers will be routed to one of the 
three remaining nodes in the Auckland area. 
o The existing backbone structure is not 'in tune' with the current traffic 
distributions. The analysis presented in Chapter nine and subsequent exploration 
with NDW revealed the following shortcomings. 
9 Calculated using NDW's sweep function. Refer to page U-20 of Appendix III for more details. 
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There exist four severely underutilized links: the Epsom to Tamaki, Lower Hutt to 
Palmerston North, Dunedin to Invercargill and Napier to Rotorua links are 
utilized less than 2% during the peak hour and collectively cost $26,720 a year to 
maintain. 
Fifty-five percent of the traffic exiting the Christchurch node is bound for hosts 
connected to the Epsom node. Terminating the Christchurch to Auckland link at 
Epsom as shown in figure 10.3 would improve traffic distributionslO. 
Table 10.c illustrates the effects of moving this link. 
Attribute With Chc to Akllink With Chc to Eps link 
Average network delay (ms) 58.6 55.6 
Average vc path length (hops) 1.2 1 .1 
Chc to Wei link flow (PPS) 16.0 6.0 
Table 10.c Effects of relocating the Christchurch to Auckland link. 
IMPACT Of DESIGN PARAMETERS 
In addition to developing an alternative configuration for the NET-X network, 
NDW was also used to explore the impact of several design parameters on the 
overall network structure. To achieve the results summarised in figure 10.6 the 
following parameters where altered. 
NODAL COSTAL TERA TION 
Modern network systems provide the network engineer with a wide variety of 
network switch alternatives. Typically, the designer is faced with the option of 
deploying one large expensive node or several smaller low cost nodes. 
To assess the effect of switch cost on the overall design, two options where 
considered: 
• Expensive nodes- The use of CP9000 nodes configured with 9088 PSCs 
throughout the design. Each node has a processing capacity of 202 PPS, a 
maximum link fan-in of 512 ports, and an average price of $80,000. 
• Low cost nodes- Limiting the design to CP9760 nodes configured with 9086 
PSCs. Each node has a processing capacity of 202 PPS, a maximum link fan-in of 
72 ports, and an average price of $38,000. 
10 A reduction of the transient traffic on the Christchurch to Wellington to Epsom links. 
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ACCESS NETWORK COSTAL TERA TION 
Unfortunately there is only one link vendor in New Zealand so choices for the 
access links were limited. This monopoly is not the case overseas and network 
designers are presented with a much wider variety of link alternatives. To study 
the impact of access link costs on the final topology the following tariff structures 
were considered: 
• DDS access-All access links utilize Telecom's DDS servicell. 
• ADS access- Telecom's DDS is used for intercity links and the ADS for 
intracity linkslz. 
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Figure 10.6 Effect of design parameters on the optimum number of backbone nodes 
11 Figure 10.1 details the cost vs. nodal dispersion curves for the DDS scenario. 
12 Figure 10.2 details the cost vs. nodal dispersion curves for the ADS scenario. 
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For each option, the optimum cost topology was designed to accommodate the 
required level of performance. Figures 10.7 and 10.8 show the topologies that 
emanated from the DDS access and the ADS access designsl3. These topologies 
correspond to the cost minima in figure 10.6. 
Figure 10.7 Minimal cost topology using DDS access links 
Figure 10.8 Minimal cost topology using ADS access links 
13 Using CP9000 nodes. 
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DESIGN PARAMETER CONCLUSIONS 
The graph in figure 10.6 illustrates the total annual network cost as a function of 
the number of network nodes for varying switch costs and access tariffs. From 
these results the following properties are observed: 
o The access network tariff structure has a substantial bearing on the optimum 
number of nodes and the resulting topology. The optimum number of nodes is 
dependent on the rate of decrease in the access cost curve. This relationship is 
reflected in the curves of figures 10.1 and 10.2. 
The DDS tariff has a high intracity rate compared to the ADS service14, therefore 
the cost savings incurred by node placement are much less. This high intracity 
rate results in a decrease in the optimum number of switches (six compared with 
eleven). The minimal cost topologies represented by figures 10.7 and 10.8 bear 
out this conclusion. 
0 Given that subscriber numbers are sufficiently large, the switch cost has little 
impact on the optimum number of nodes. 
The low cost node option resulted in a slight increase in the optimum number of 
nodes for the ADS design. This is illustrated by the lower two curves in figure 
10.6. The decrease in nodal cost did not affect the DDS design. 
These results reinforce the need for an integrated approach to network design. 
Such approaches will provide structures that are closer to the global cost 
minimum. 
Based on these results it appears that the placement of the backbone nodes and 
the design of the subscriber access network form the most critical portion of the 
network design process. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This chapter has illustrated the use of NDW in the redesign and planning stages 
of the NET-X packet switching network. 
In addition to providing the designers with an improved structure, NDW has 
been used to study the impact of several design parameters on the optimum 
network topology. 
Experimental results based on the design assumptions detailed in an earlier 
section of this chapter show that the optimum number and location of network 
nodes is critically dependent on the subscriber access network tariff structures. 
Because nodal costs are overshadowed by link costs the optimum number is less 
dependent on the hardware cost component. 
14 Resulting in the DDS access curve flattening off much sooner than the ADS curve. 
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The network designer is faced with a broad spectrum of design alternatives and a 
complex interdependence between them- which in itself highlights the 
importance of a structured design methodology and a powerful design tool. 
CONClUSIONS 
This study was initiated with a clear goal in mind - to develop several 
computer-aided analysis and design tools for the subsequent evaluation and 
optimization of a nationwide X.25 packet-switching service. 
During the course of this study advances were made in three primary areas: 
network design tools, network design methodologies, and finally the NET-X 
network. This final chapter provides a concluding look at the contributions made 
by this research. 
NETWORK DESIGN TOOLS 
The ever increasing complexity of modern network design mandates the use of 
sophisticated CAND tools. Having surveyed the field, it appears that the majority 
of contemporary design tools are deficient in one or more of the following 
areas- ease of use, graphics capabilities, effective feedback and the interaction 
with data collection software. 
This thesis has presented Network Designers Workshop, a graphically orientated 
design tool that addresses these shortcomings. The main attractions of the NDW 
approach are: a high degree of man-machine interaction through extensive 
graphics facilities, ease <?fuse, selective and useful feedback through the design 
adviser facility, and finally, the ability to directly import network management 
data. 
The underlying strategy surrounding the implementation of NDW was to provide 
the network engineer with an effective design framework that augments the 
natural intelligence of the user rather than trying to totally replace it with an 
expert system. 
NDW has utilized modified versions of published network design methods1 with 
special emphasis being placed on providing the tool with a high degree of user-
tool interaction. The practical consequences of the NDW approach mean the 
designer spends less time configuring the tool and tracking facts about the on-
going design. With NDW they can 'home in' on the basic network structure faster 
1 These modifications are discussed in Chapter seven. 
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and spend more time evaluating alternatives and fine tuning the final design. This 
is one of the main innovative features of Network Designers Workshop. 
The design tools developed during this study have been successfully applied to 
two nationwide networks2 and have saved many man-hours in the analysis, 
reconfiguration, and cost optimization of these systems. 
In addition, NDW was used to explore the relationship between the optimum 
cost network structure and several design variables. 
FUTURE EXTENSIONS 
The development of a design tool is an on-going process. NDW has been 
constructed with this in mind and as a result is very open-ended. This section 
discusses three possible extensions to NDW and indirectly treats some of its 
limitations. 
The modular nature of NDW has ensured that future extensions may be carried 
out with a minimum of effort. Futur~ enhancGment may be focused on three 
areas: 
• Improved performance modelling- NDW currently employs fairly rudimentary 
analytical techniques. NDW's performance prediction methods could be extended 
to use simulation techniques. The analytical methods would still form the 
essential front-end for the fast prototyping of designs, with the simulation 
methods being used for the verification of final designs. 
• Applicability to other network designs- NDW has been developed for the 
design of distributed packet relay networks, although the tool could easily be 
adapted for many other network applications. Methods could be added for the 
design of cell relay networks, circuit switched networks, centralized multi-drop 
topologies and so on. 
• Improved design quality for large scale networks- The integrated design 
method adopted by NDW can be classified as a greedy algorithm. NDW's 
synthesis method makes a decision on which node to add or which link to add, 
upgrade or remove on the sole basis of the maximized improvement at that stage 
of the optimization. This step by step approach has a major drawback- the 
criterion for choosing the next configuration n i+ 1 * is based entirely on the 
network configuration ni* at that step. No allowance is made for the impact of 
the design action at a later stage of the optimization process. Furthermore no 
facility exists for remedying an inappropriate action at step i. Whilst greedy 
methods perform well on small to medium sized networks, more sophisticated 
design methods may be required for the design of large scale networks. 
Fortunately several techniques exist including lookahead methods [31] and 
2 Refer to Chapter ten and Appendix VI. 
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genetic algorithms [100]. These methods consider a much broader range of 
options at each step3 with the result of providing better long-term solutions. 
THE NET-X NETWORK 
NET-X is an established and growing network which provides a packet switched 
service to several hundred subscribers around New Zealand. The continued 
success of NET-X depends primarily on the maintenance of a cost-effective 
configuration that has the ability to expand and adapt to changing user demands. 
The computer based design tools developed during this study have proved 
invaluable for the re-evaluation of the current NET-X design. The tools have 
provided the NET-X engineers with a considerable amount of insight into the 
operational state of their network and have collectively been used in a network 
improvement study. 
NDW has been used to highlight and rectify design faults in the current NET-X 
configuration. Anew topologyhas be~n proposed4 which achieves an 18% 
. ,_... ' 
increase in traffic carrying capacity with an annual saving of $84,427.00. 
It is pleasing to note that several alterations to the NET-X topology being put into 
practice coincide with the suggestions made by this study. Chief among these is 
the removal of the Tamaki, Timaru, and Invercargill nodes and their respective 
backbone links. Additionally, the remaining links connecting the Auckland, 
Grafton, and Epsom cluster have been reconfigured to mirror the configuration 
shown in figure 10.3. 
DESIGN METHODS 
This study has illustrated the need to adopt integrated design methods to capture 
the important interdependence that exists between node placement and 
backbone design. It appears that the use of integrated design techniques such as 
the one proposed in Chapter six offer the potential for far greater cost savings 
than the isolated use of node placement, access network, and backbone design 
methods. 
Discussions in Chapter three have pointed out that the use of heuristic algorithms 
are still the only practical approach to solving the network design problem. 
Chapter seven highlighted several shortcomings of Chou's generalized cut-
saturation heuristic and has proposed several improvements to it. 
Because of their inherent nature, design heuristics do not always provide the best 
solutions. At the present time, the only way to ensure an effective design is 
through the successful integration of the practitioner and a sophisticated design 
3 With the added cost to speed and complexity. 
4 The optimized topologies are detailed in figures 10.3 and 10.4 
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tool. Because of the involvement of human judgment, network design- at least 
for the near future- will remain a combination of both art and science. 
The latter sections of Chapter ten have highlighted the impact of several design 
parameters on the optimum topology. Results5 based on the NET-X environment 
show that the optimum topology is critically dependent on the access link tariff 
structure and less so on the backbone switch cost. These results suggest that the 
placement of backbone nodes and the design of the access network form the 
most critical part of the network design process. 
FINAL COMMENT 
The operators of todays data communication networks enjoy the advantages of a 
wide variety of system options. They also face the challenge of network planning 
and analysis to ensure a cost-efficient system which supplies its subscribers with 
an adequate class of service. These challenges can be met only by the use of 
sophisticated Computer-Aided Network Design tools. 
The graphical approach adopted by NDW provides a pragmatic and highly 
desirable environment in which the user can actively participate in the design 
process. It is anticipated that the adoption of interactive graphics for network 
design tools will grow rapidly as an increasing number of software developers 
become aware of its benefits and the availability of graphics workstations 
continue to flourish. 
Network Designers Workshop could serve as a prototype for the continued 
development of sophisticated design tools. 
5 As illustrated in Figures 10.6, 10.7 and 10.8. 
TElECOM lEASED CIRCUIT TARIFFS 
This appendix details the leased circuit tariffs used in this study. Prices and 
services are effective as of 21 April1991 and exclude the Government Goods and 
Services Tax (12.5%). 
Three elements are used to determine the total charge for the three services 
below namely: 
• A once only installation charge per circuit end; 
• A monthly access charge per circuit end; 
• A monthly transmission charge, based on Telecom's tariff-zoning scheme. 
TARIFF ZONING SCHEME 
Telecom base their distance dependent transmission charge on a zoning scheme. 
New Zealand has been divided into 17 zones with the monthly transmission 
charge being dependent on the number of zones the link extends over. Six zone 
dependent rates exist (CITY, A, B, C, D, E); the lowest CITY, for intracity links, 
next A for intrazone linl<:s and the highest E for links between the most distant 
zones. 
Table I.a below details the charging steps for the 17 zones. 
WR AK HN RO NU GS NA WG PM WN MS NN CH GM TU ON IN 
WR A B c D D D D D D D D E E E E E E 
AK B A B c c D D D D D D D E E E E E 
HN c B A B B c c c c D D D E E E E E 
RO 0 c B A c B B B B c c D D D E E E 
NU D c B c A c c B B c c c D D D E E 
GS D D c B c A B c c c c D D D E E E 
NA D D c B c B A B B B B c D D D E E 
WG D D c B B c B A A B B c D D D D E 
PM D D c B B c B A A B B c D D D D E 
WN D D D c c c B B B A A B c c D D E 
MS D D D c c c B B B A A B c c D D E 
NN E D D D c D c c c B B A B B c c D 
CH E E E D D D D D D c c B A B B c D 
GM E E E D D D D D D c c B B A B B c 
TU E E E E D E D D D D D c B B A B c 
ON E E E E E E E D D D D c c B B A B 
IN E E E E E E E E E E E D D c c B A 
Table I.a Leased circuit transmission charging steps 
114 TELECOM LEASED CIRCUIT TARIFFS 
ANALOGUE DATA SERVICE 
Installation charges (per end) 
• A1/A2 
• A3 








Monthly transmission charge 
A B c 
$420.00 
$500.00 





A1 $550.00 $800.00 $ 1120.00 $ 1660.00 $2150.00 
A2 $550.00 $ 800.00 $ 1120.00 $ 1660.00 $ 2150.00 
A3 $600.00 $800.00 $ 1230.00 $ 1830.00 $ 2370.00 
DIGITAL DATA SERVICE 
Installation charges (per end) 
" 2k4, 4k8, and 9k6 
• 19k2, 48k, 64k, and 128k 
Monthly access charges (per end) 
• 2k4 bps 
• 4k8 bps 
• 9k6 bps 
• 19k2 bps 
• 48k bps 
• 64k bps 
• 128k bps 
Monthly transmission charge 
CITY A 
2k4 bps $ 30.00 $30.00 
4k8 bps $45.00 $50.00 
9k6 bps $ 55.00 $70.00 
19k2 bps $240.00 $ 310.00 
48k bps $240.00 $ 310.00 
64k bps $240.00 $ 310.00 


















$280.00 per NTU* 
























• NTU = Network Terminating Unit, provided by Telecom as interface to subscriber's DTE. 
TELECOM LEASED CIRCUIT TARIFFS 
MEGALINK SERVICE 
Installation charges (per end) 
• All speeds (1 x 64K to 2MB) 
Monthly access charges (per end) 
• All speeds (1 x 64K to 2MB) 
Monthly transmission charge 
No of 64K CITY A 
circuits 
1 $240 $ 310 
2 $480 $620 
3 $ 720 $ 930 
4 $ 960 $ 1240 
5 $ 1200 $ 1550 
6 $ 1440 $ 1860 
7 $ 1680 $2170 
8 $ 1920 $2480 
9 $ 2160 $2790 
10 $2400 $ 3100 
11 $2640 $3410 
12 $2880 $3720 
13 $ 3120 $4030 
14 $3360 $4340 
15 $3600 $4650 
16 $3840 $4960 
17 $4080 $5270 
18 $4320 $5580 
19 $4560 $5890 
20 $4800 $6200 
21 $5040 $6510 
22 $5280 $6820 
23 $ 5520 $ 7130 
24 $ 5760 $7440 
25 $6000 $7750 
26 $6240 $8060 
27 $6480 $8370 
28 $6720 $8680 
29 $6960 $8990 
30 $ 7200 $ 9300 
2Mb $ 3600 $ 6510 
B c 
$ 610 $ 1140 
$ 1220 $2280 
$ 1830 $3420 
$2440 $4560 
$ 3050 $5700 
$3660 $6840 
$4270 $7980 
$4880 $ 9120 
$5490 $ 10260 
$ 6100 $ 11400 
$6710 $ 12540 
$7320 $ 13680 
$ 7930 $ 14820 
$8540 $ 15960 
$ 9150 $ 17100 
$9760 $ 18240 
$ 10370 $ 19380 
$ 10980 $20520 
$ 11590 $ 21660 
$ 12200 $22800 
$ 12810 $23940 
$ 13420 $25080 
$ 14030 $26220 
$ 14640 $27360 
$ 15250 $28500 
$ 15860 $29640 
$ 16470 $30780 
$ 17080 $ 31920 
$ 17690 $33060 
$ 18300 $34200 





$ 1820 $2260 
$3640 $4520 
$ 5460 $ 6780 
$ 7280 $9040 
$ 9100 $ 11300 
$ 10920 $ 13560 
$ 12740 $ 15820 
$ 14560 $ 18080 
$ 16380 $20340 
$ 18200 $22600 
$20020 $24860 
$ 21840 $ 27120 
$ 23660 $ 29380 
$ 25480 $31640 
$ 27300 $ 33900 
$ 29120 $36160 
$ 30940 $38420 
$ 32760 $40680 
$ 34580 $42940 
$ 36400 $45200 
$ 38220 $47460 
$40040 $49720 
$41860 $ 51980 
$43680 $ 54240 
$45500 $ 56500 
$47320 $ 58760 
$49140 $ 61020 
$ 50960 $ 63280 
$ 52780 $ 65540 
$ 54600 $ 67800 
$43680 $54240 
HARDWARE COST SCHEDULE 
The following sections detail the hardware components used in this study. Prices 
are effective as of 21st of April1991 and exclude the Government Goods and 
Services Tax (12.5%). 
NODE CHASSIS 
The following prices correspond to the base price1 of the backbone nodes used 
in this thesis. 
0 CP 9000 NPX (Network Packet Exchange) 
• One Rack 
• One Communications Chassis (12 Slots) 
• Redundant Power Supplies 
o Up to 512 RS-232 Ports 
o Modemrack 
0 CP 9760 NPX (Network Packet Exchange) 
o Office Cabinet 
o Single Chassis (12 Slots) 
• Full Power Supply Redundancy 
• Up to 72 RS-232 Ports 
• Modemrack 
0 CP 9724 NPX (Network Packet Exchange) 
• Pedestal Cabinet 
o Up to 24 Ports 
• Modemrack 










HARDWARE COST SCHEDULE 
NODE PROCESSING MODULES 
Hughes 9088 packet switching clusters were chosen to configure the network 
nodes in this study. The 9088 price corresponds to the module cost component 
of equation 4.9 in Chapter four. 
0 9088 Twelve Port High/Medium Speed Cluster 
MODEMS 
• One PM and Three LIMs 
• 12 lines to 19.2 kbps 
or 
• 6 lines at 56/64 Kbps 
$41,925.00 
Two Codex 2345 modems were assumed when pricing an Analogue Data Service 
link. This cost corresponds to the Cinterface component of equation 4.6 discussed 
in Chapter four. 




A USERS GUIDE TO NDW 
This appendix contains the standard users guide to Network Designers 
Workshop. 
This user guide forms the primary document detailing the use of the program. 
A USERS GUIDE 
CONTENTS 
INTRODUCTION U-2 
System overview U-2 
SYSTEM OPERATION U-4 
Specifying network details U-4 
Network evaluation U-6 
Network synthesis U-8 
Network tuning U-8 
COMMAND REFERENCE U-9 
File Menu U-9 
Add/Delete menu U-9 
Modify menu U-13 
Report menu U-14 
Snapshot menu U-14 
Cost menu U-14 
Performance menu U-15 
Attain menu U-17 
Engineer menu U-17 
Help command U-19 
Parameters menu U-19 
Import menu U-22 
Quit command U-22 
Topology window menus U-22 
INTRODUCTION 
Network Designers Workshop (NDW) is a software package designed for the evaluation 
and synthesis of computer communication networks. NDW evolved from an industry 
requirement for improved tools to assist in the design and management of commercial data 
networks. 
NDW was designed and developed during 1990-1991 by Clinton Logan (University of 
Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand). 
This guide is divided into three main sections: 
o INTRODUCTION (the section you are reading now): Provides a general overview of 
NDW. 
• SYSTEM OPERATION: Details the facilities provided by NDW and describes how to 
use them. 
• COMMAND REFERENCE: Provides a complete description of NDW's commands. 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
NDW has been specifically designed to provide the following: 
• Ease of use; 
• A responsive visually orientated environment; 
• Intelligent feedback; 
o Interaction with network management software. 
NDW draws on the desktop metaphor for its primary means of user interaction. NDW is 
totally menu driven by way of a central console window. Windows can be created, moved, 
and destroyed, each providing informative feedback on a particular network aspect (i.e. 
costs, delays, utilizations etc.). Figure 1.1 details a 'snapshot' of a NDW desktop during a 
typical design session. 
11 nk to 19200 bps ODS 
Dunedin to Invercargill link is 
: Delete link 
lno•><o<,<<TTn": Failure of the Epso:n node will detach components 
ln•''""''"TTn": Failure of the Christchurch node will detach canponents 
"'"''""''ATTn": Failure of the Hamilton node wt 11 detach co:nponents 
lnR,<FRC<ATrn": Failure of the Christchurch to Timaru link will detach 
loR,,FRC<ATTn": Failure of the Hamilton to Tauranga link will detach 
Bno<,<oc<ATTn": Fat lure of the Eps001 to NewPlymouth 1 ink will detach 
Bno•,.oc<Ann": Average network delay has increased to 88 ms 
Cost : Upgrade the Epscm to Vall fngton 1 Ink to 128000 bps DOS 
~=====~ lnR,,FRC<ATrn": Average network delay has increased to 88 ms 
Perforunce : Addition of 1 processing module to the Epscrn node 
Atta1n 
Eng1neer 
Tar1ffs : telae~ 
Hardware : hughes. db 
locat 1ons: new_z:ea 1 and 
Rule base: evaLrules L_ 
trillS 
turr•~t Sct~&rl•~'~"~··~··~··~·w~•7•~u~,,~,~··~~~ User: 11.11.26 t Aucl::.land Tttla : cl1ntons 
Topology : ru_top Host: 03.15.::@ 'We111ngton 
User base: subscribers. 
- T r & ( ( l 0 & <I I II ~ -
Current sea 1 e factor : 1. 96 ~ 
(96) 100 + 1001 
Oat a pt:. t: ss. bytes 
Total : bytes 
Figure 1.1 NDW desktop 
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• CONSOLE: The console window consists of two panels. First, the menu panel - all user 
commands are issued using the 14 popup menus on this panel; Second, the status panel 
detailing the names of all currently loaded files. 
• TOPOLOGY : The topology window displays the current network topology and several 
modification menus. 
• SYSTEM MESSAGES: All system messages and suggestions are relayed to the user 
through this window. 
• MONITORS: There exists several types of monitor windows (several are shown in figure 
1.1). These windows enable the user to monitor network attributes (e.g. node utilization, 
network cost, response time etc.) throughout the design process. 
NDW possesses several unique properties, including: 
• Ease of use 
All user interaction is by way of a graphical user interface. All commands are logically 
structured and issued using popup menus. NDW also provides comprehensive error 
checking and on-line help facilities. 
• High levels of user-tool interaction 
NDW employs high resolution graphics to instantly display the impact on cost and 
performance as the user investigates "what if' scenarios. The vast majority of 
contemporary tools provide feedback in the form of generated reports thus restricting the 
practitioner to an almost batch mode style of operation. With NDW, the designer can 
immediately observe the effects of altering network variables; for example, "What 
happens to the average virtual circuit path length if I delete this link?," or "What are the 
consequences of shifting this host?, increasing the traffic?, altering this node?, adding this 
user?" etc. 
• Intelligent feedback 
NDW draws on AI techniques to blend some of the designer's skill with the tool. NDW 
uses a rule based approach to automatically verify and evaluate the designer's actions. 
Rules can be constructed (via an editor) to ensure the on-going network design fulfils 
certain cost, performance, and reliability criteria. If the design strays beyond these 
constraints NDW will notify the user and suggest possible solutions. 
• Interaction with network management software 
NDW allows the direct importation of operational data from the network management 
facilities existing on most modem systems. This data is imported using external filters. 
NDW is a modular tool. The designer can use one particular module to perform a specific 
task (e.g. cost a link) or coordinate the use of all modules for a complete network design. 












NDW is designed to operate on a SlJNTM Workstation (preferably a Sparcstation 1 or 2) 
under Suntools or Open Windows. NDW will work with a colour or monochrome 
monitor, however colour is necessary to take advantage of the topology coding features. 
NDW design sessions involve many thousands of floating point operations making a 
floating point accelerator chip mandatory for ensuring acceptable responsiveness. 
A minimum of 1.25Mb virtual memory and 500Kb of disk space are required by NDW. 
SYSTEM OPERATION 
This section provides an overview of the facilities provided by NDW and describes how to 
use them. The topics are organized into the category of tasks that you would normally 
perform during a design session. 
This guide assumes the user is familiar with the GUI objects (e.g. popup menus, choice 
items, sliders etc) offered under the Suntools or Open Windows environment. 
SPECIFYING NETWORK DETAILS 
NDW's facilities for allowing the user to define or alter information for a new or 
existing network are described within this section. The setting up of a network profile is 
the first step in any design process. NDW stores network information as a series of files. 
Several different groups of these files can then be saved and reloaded to form network 
scenarios. The user can use these scenarios to keep track of different design alternatives. 
The consequences of any network alterations are immediately displayed within the 
currently active monitor windows. If the user has an evaluation rulebase loaded, the 
network will be evaluated accordingly (see the network evaluation section for more 
details). 
The following actions can be performed on the nodes within a network: 
• Add a Node - A node can be added using the Add menu in either the console or 
topology windows. Nodal information can then be entered using the dialog box shown in 
figure 3.5. 
The node's location and hardware type can be selected using the corresponding popup 
choice items. The node is then plotted within the topology window. 
• Delete a Node- A node can be deleted from the current topology using the Delete 
menu in either the console or topology windows. The node is selected using the popup 
choice item in the resulting dialog box. 
NOTE: All backbone links terminating at that node will also be deleted. 
• Modify a Node -Node details can be edited using the Modify menu in either the 
console or topology windows. Once the node has been selected from the popup choice 
item, the user can alter any of the node's details. 
The following actions can be performed on network backbone links: 
• Add a Link - A link can be added to the backbone using the Add menu in either the 
console or topology windows. Link details can then be entered using the dialog box in 
figure 3.6. 
The link's source, destination, speed, and type can be selected using the corresponding 
popup choice items. The new link is then displayed within the topology window. 
• Delete a Link- A link can be deleted from the current topology using the Delete 
menu in either the console or topology windows. The link is selected using the popup 
choice in the dialog box shown in figure 2.1. 
Delete 1 ink : 
Grafton to Eps001 
" 
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• Modify a Link- Link details can be altered using the Modify menu in either the 
console or topology windows. Once the link has been selected, the user can then alter any 
of the link's details. 
NDW maintains information on all hosts connected to the network. The following 
actions can be performed on the host data base: · 
• Add a Host - A new host can be added to the network using the Add menu. The user 
can then enter the host's details. 
From this point on, the new host will appear in all relevant popup choices. 
• Delete a Host - A host can be deleted using the Delete menu. The user is then forced 
to update all subscribers that were previously homed to that host. 
• Modify a Host - Host details can be altered using the Modify menu in the console 
window. The user is then prompted for the host's name. Once found, the host's details can 
be altered. 
The subscriber database contains information on all terminal centres connected to the 
network. Figure 3.1 (in the command reference section) details the data entry dialog 
presented to the user whenever a new terminal centre is created, or the details of one 
changed. 
The following actions can be performed on the currently loaded terminal centres: 
• Add a Terminal centre - A new centre can be added to the network using the Add 
menu in the console window. Details are then entered using the dialog box in figure 3.1. 
• Delete a Terminal centre - Any existing centre can be deleted from the network 
using the Delete menu in the console window. 
• Modify a Terminal centre - Terminal centre details can be altered using the 
Modify menu in the console window. The user is then prompted for the centre's name. 
Once found, details can be altered and re-saved. 
NDW maintains a file that contains profiles of network hardware objects (e.g. nodes, 
PADs, FEPs etc.) and their corresponding attributes (e.g. cost, maximum throughput, 
maximum number of ports etc.). By entering these profiles, NDW effectively builds an 
inventory of the equipment that can be used in a specific design. Hardware profiles can be 
added, deleted, or edited as follows: 
• Add a hardware description - A new hardware description can be added to the 
network scenario using the Add menu in the console window. Details are then entered via 
the dialog box shown in figure 3.4 
o Delete a hardware description - Any existing hardware description can be 
deleted from the network using the Delete menu in the console window. The user will 
then be forced to alter any existing network components that are based on that hardware. 
o Edit an existing hardware description - Hardware details can be altered using 
the Modify menu in the console window. The particular hardware profile is selected from 
the hierarchical hardware profile command within the Modify menu. 
NDW stores definitions for communication protocols. This enables the program to model 
various protocol-specific transmission overheads. Protocol definitions can be added, 
deleted, and edited as follows: 
• Add a protocol definition -A new protocol definition can be added using the Add 
menu in the console window. Details are then entered by way of the dialog box shown in 
figure 3.7. 
o Delete a protocol definition - Any existing definition can be deleted from the 
network using the Delete menu in the console window. The user will then be forced to 
alter any existing network components that use that protocol. 
• Modify an existing protocol definition - A protocol definition can be altered 
using the Modify menu in the console window. The protocol is then selected from the 
hierarchical protocol definition command within the Modify menu in a similar fashion to 
modifying a hardware profile. 
Central to the design process is the specification of the network traffic flows. The current 
point-to-point traffic flows can be defined using the following two mechanisms: 
• Each subscriber record (see figures 3.1 and 3.2) contains two fields for entering the 
total traffic transmitted between the subscriber and its destination host(s). Any host to 






• The current (relative) load and packet size statistics can be specified using the traffic 
profile command within the Parameters menu (see figure 3.24). 
NETWORK EVALUATION 
NDW is primarily a tool for the evaluation of computer networks. During a typical design 
session the user will alter network variables (e.g. shift a host, increase the traffic, delete a 
link etc.) and observe the effect of doing so. NDW has several mechanisms that facilitate 
this process of "what if' exploration. 
At any stage during the design process the user can use NDW's reporting module to 
generate comprehensive reports. These reports are written to standard text files in a 
format that is both human readable and can be directly imported by microcomputer based 
graphing packages. 
The command reference section contains detailed descriptions of these reports. 
The provision of a responsive visual environment is central to NDW's design philosophy. 
NDW enables the designer to monitor various network component attributes using 
monitor windows. The Cost and Performance menus provide the designer with the ability 
to monitor the following network attributes: total network cost, access and backbone 
link costs, node costs, user response times, link delays and finally link utilizations. A 
complete description of NDW' s monitors can be found in the command reference section. 
During a design session hundreds of variables will constantly undergo change. NDW's 
design adviser provides a powerful yet flexible mechanism for relieving the user of some 
of the design burden. The design adviser uses a rule based approach to automatically verify 
and evaluate the designer's actions. Evaluation rules can be constructed using the editor in 
figure 2.2 to ensure the .on-going design fulfils certain cost, performance and reliability 
criteria. Should the design stray outside the constraints set by those rules, NDW will 
notify the user through the system messages window shown in figure 2.3 and suggest the 
"best" solution to the problem. 
v IF: node utilization GT 50.0 THEN upgrade_node 
IF: link delay GT 100.0 THEN upgrade_link 
IF: link utilization GE 40.0 THEN upgrade_link 
IF: link utilization LT 5.0 THEN downgrade_link 
IF: node connectivity LE 1 THEN IUJ!I!Ii(ijoi!HD 
IF: link connectivity LE 1 THEN flag_condition I File '*Iii 
IF: network delay GT 80 THEN upgrade_link Again 11 





IF: network throughput LT 400 THEN upgrade_link 
1 Extras 
Figure 2.2 Rule base Editor 




Copy then Paste 
'\ SUGGEST: Upgrade link to 128000 bps ODS 
0 OBSERVATION: The Dunedin to Invercargill link is underutilized at 0% 
;}: SUGGEST: De 1 ete 1 ink 
}~ OBSERVATION: Failure of the Epsom node will detach components 
j\ OBSERVATION: Failure of the Christchurch node will detach components \i OBSERVATION: Failure of the Hamilton node will detach components 
') OBSERVATION: Failure of the Christchurch to Timaru link will detach components 
~OBSERVATION: Failure of the Hamilton to Tauranga link will detach components 
OBSERVATION: Failure of the Epsom to NewPlymouth link will detach components 
OBSERVATION: Total network throughput has dropped to 275 PPS 
SUGGEST: Upgrading the Epsom to ~ellington link to 64000 bps DDS 
--------------------
Figure 2.3 System Messages window 
NDW's evaluation rules are constructed from a predefined group of primitives and must 
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<rule>::= (IF <antecedent> THEN <consequent> [ELSE <consequent>]) 
<antecedent> ::= <object> <attribute> <value> 
<value> : := <comparator> <number> 
<comparator> :=LEI EQ I GT I GE I NE I LT 
<object>::= node I link I network I subscriber 
<attribute>::= utilization I throughput I delay I connectivity I cost 
<consequent> := upgrade_ node I upgrade _link I downgrade_ node I downgrade _link 1 
upgrade _component I downgrade _component I flag_condition 
If the designer wants NDW to "keep an eye on" the network throughput, and to suggest 
the most cost-effective link to upgrade (or even add) should it fall below 200 Kbls, then 
the following rule would be added to the rulebase: 
IF: network throughput LT 200 THEN upgrade _link 
Alternatively, should the user wish to know if any intra-nodal delays exceed SOms, 
without wanting a solution: 
IF: node delay GT 50 THEN flag_ condition 
If the user then decides that a 45ms delay should be considered excessive, the rule can be 
edited to: 
IF: node delay GT 45 THEN flag_ condition 
Or removed altogether if the user doesn't want NDW to monitor nodal delays. 




















NDW's responsive graphical displays greatly facilitate the answering of a multitude of 
"what if" questions. The impact of any alteration is immediately displayed within the 
currently active monitor windows. Additionally, NDW's design adviser will use a loaded 
rulebase to evaluate the network. A few examples are provided below: 
• "What will be the impact of shifting the HP3000 host from its present 
location in Epsom to a new location in Wellington?" - To shift the 
HP3000 host, the user selects the Modify host command and enters the host's name. 
The host's location can be altered using the popup choice. As soon as the user confirms 
the change, NDW will automatically reassign the host to the nearest network node, 
calculate the change in traffic flows and display the results. 
• "Will the addition of these new terminal centres in Christchurch have 
any serious effect on the current network?" - The user can add the new 
centres using the Add terminal centre command and specify their corresponding 
details. NDW will immediately calculate the effect of adding each subscriber and 
display the results. 
• "What is the traffic handling capacity of the present network?" and 
"What will be the first component to saturate?" - The traffic sweep 
function can be used to select a range of traffic load values to test . If the saturated 
component halting condition is selected , the global traffic levels will be 
automatically scaled until a component saturates (i.e. experiences infinite delays). The 







• "What will be the effect of deleting the Invercargill node?" - The user 
can delete the Invercargill node using the Delete node command. NDW will 
automatically re-assign all subscribers to the nearest remaining node. All backbone 
links terminating at the Invercargill node will also be deleted. The effects on the 
network's cost and performance are recalculated and displayed. 
NETWORK SYNTHESIS 
As an alternative to evaluating an already existing network, a user may wish to design a 
completely new network. In this case, the user would have to define the subscriber base 
(using the subscriber specification procedures discussed in the previous section). NDW can 
then be used to design a cost-effective network structure using the facilities detailed 
below. The network's cost, performance and reliability attributes can then be analysed 
using the evaluation facilities provided by NDW. 
Given an existing subscriber profile, NDW can determine the "best" location for 
installing a new node. The user can issue the node placement command, by way of the 
Attain menu, to list all possible node locations and their corresponding cost savings. The 
designer can then follow NDW's recommendations, or decide to place a node in some other 
location. This facility can be used to add a new node to an already existing topology, or to 
determine the optimum node locations for a new network. 
Given the current nodal locations and the traffic requirements between them, the Attain 
link placement command can be used to find possible ways of interconnecting them. NDW 
will list possible links, along with their traffic requirement, cost, and a preference factor. 
This factor ranges from 1 (highly recommended) to 0. 
• "This network configuration is too expensive, what would be the most 
effective way of decreasing its cost?" - If the Attain cost decrease 
command is issued, NDW will determine the most expensive and underutilized 
network component and suggest a downgrade option. NDW will ensure the downgrade 
option still satisfies the performance constraints set by the user. 
• "The current network throughput is too low, what would be the most 
cost effective way of increasing it?" - Once the Attain throughput increase 
command has been issued, NDW determines the "best" network component to upgrade, 
resulting in an overall increase in network throughput. 
• "Given the current network configuration how can I reduce the mean 
end-to-end delay?" -On issuing the Attain Delay decrease command, NDW 
highlights the components that are contributing the most to the mean network delay. 
NDW will list the most cost-effective link and node to upgrade in order to decrease 
this delay. 
NETWORK TUNING 
The topology tuning methods built into NDW attempt to improve on existing structures 
by finding a minimal cost layout that satisfies specified performance constraints. NDW 
uses a modified version of the Generalized Cut-Saturation heuristic for tuning backbone 
structures .. 
The user is prompted to enter the backbone tuning criteria using the dialog box shown in 
figure 3.18. Once the Optimize button is pressed, NDW will perform the heuristic design 
steps until one of the specified halting conditions is met. 
U-8 
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COMMAND REFERENCE 
NDW presents the user with 89 different commands logically contained within 19 popup 
menus. This section describes each menu command in detail. 
FILE MENU 
The File menu contains commands for opening, creating and saving NDW's network files. 
• Subscribers - Creates a new list of subscribers. 
• Topology - Deletes the current topology. 
• Network scenario - Creates a new scenario. 
• Hardware profile - Erases all currently loaded hardware descriptions. A new set 
of hardware profiles can now be created. 
• Locations - Creates a new geographic location file. 
• Line Tariffs - Creates a new line tariff file. 
• Evaluation rules- Invokes the rulebase editor, enabling the user to create a new set 
of evaluation rules (see figure 2.2). 
• Subscribers - Prompts the user for the name of a subscriber file to load/save. 
• Topology - Displays a dialog box prompting the user for the name of a topology file 
to load/save. 
• Network scenario- Prompts the user for the name of a scenario file to load/save. 
• Hardware profile - Prompts the user for the name of a hardware file to load/save. 
• Locations - Prompts the user for the name of a geographical location file to 
load/save. 
• Line Tariffs ....-:_ Prompts the user for the name of a line tariff file to load/save. 
• Evaluation rules - Prompts the user for the name of an evaluation rulebase to 
load/save. 
ADD/ DELETE MENU 
The commands in the Add/Delete menus are used to add and remove network components. 
• ADD Terminal centre -The user is prompted for the new centre's details using 
the dialog shown in figure 3.1. 
minBJ l?en 
Name : 03.11.11., 
T r " f f i c 
Primary host: 0 01.11.26 Epsom 
Primary flow: 1346 
Location : 0 'v'e 11 i ngton 
0 ~ t A I 1 s 
Secondary host: 0 01.11.26 Epsom 
Secondary f 1 ow: 0 
Traffic unit : 0 Packets per hour "'-
-Access Link Ott<'lll 
Link speed : 0 9600 
Protoco 1 : 0 ASVC 
Comment : term-host 
Wil Dedicated 1 ine 
Link type: I!Iil!J ADS 
Interface: 0 Memotec 
Figure 3.1 Terminal centre detail entry dialog 
The following details must be specified: 
NAME: A name or label identifying the centre. 
LOCATION: The centre's location (selected from the popup list). 
PRIMARY HOST: The centre's primary host (selected from the popup list). 
SECONDARY HOST: The centre's secondary host (selected from the popup list). 
PRIMARY FLOW: The traffic flowing between the terminal centre and its primary host. 
U-9 
Host 
SECONDARY FLOW: The traffic flowing between the terminal centre and its secondary 
host. 
TRAFFIC UNIT: The traffic flow unit (selected from the popup list). 
LINK SPEED: The access link speed (selected from the popup list). 
PROTOCOL: The access link protocol (selected from the popup list). 
LINK TYPE: The access link type (selected from the popup list). 
INTERFACE: Any access equipment (e.g. PAD, PEP etc.). 
DEDICATED LINE: Select the radio button if the terminal centre has a leased access line. 
COMMENT: Any comment pertaining to this terminal centre. 
• DELETE Terminal centre- The user is prompted for a terminal centre name. The 
centre is then deleted from the current working network scenario (not from the 
database). If the subscriber database is re-saved to disk, the centre will be permanently 
deleted. 
• ADD host- New host details can be entered using the dialog in figure 3.2. 
H o E t B e t a i I s 
Name : 10.11.11 Location : C Tamaki 
- Acc~ss Link O~tAils-
Number of 1 inks: 2 
Link t,pe : [iliE ADS 
Protocol : C X.25 
Link speed: C 9600 
Interface : C Mi COOl 
Iii Dedicated 1 in~(s) 
-File Tr<lnsfer Ottafls ~ 
Iii Primar, dest : C 01.11.33 Epsoo 
(jJ Secondar, dest: C 01.11.14 Epsom 
Flow: 223 
Flow: 0 
Traffic unit : C Packets per hour 
Comment : HP3000. 
Figure 3.2 Host detail entry Dialog 
The following must be specified: 
NAME: A name or label identifying the host. 
LOCATION: The host's location (selected from the popup list). 
NUMBER OF LINKS: The number of physical access links connecting the host to the 
access switch. 
LINK TYPE: The access link(s) type. 
LINK SPEED: The access link(s) speed in bps (selected from the popup list). 
PROTOCOL: The access link (s) protocol (selected from the popup list) 
INTERFACE: Any host access equipment (eg PAD, PEP etc). 
DEDICATED LINE(S): Select the radio button if the host has a leased access line. 
Any host to host file transfers (if applicable) can be specified using the following 
fields: 
PRIMARY DEST: The first destination host (selected from the popup list). 
PRIMARY FLOW: The traffic flow between the host and its primary destination. 
SECONDARY DEST: The second destination host (selected from the popup list). 
SECONDARY FLOW: The traffic flow between the host and its secondary destination. 
TRAFFIC UNIT: The traffic flow unit (selected from the popup list). 
COMMENT: Any user comment pertaining to this host 
• DELETE host- The user is prompted for a host name. That host is then deleted 
from the current working network scenario. If the subscriber database is re-saved to disk 
the host will be permanently deleted. 
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• ADD Geographic location - The user can add the details ofa new geographic 
location using this command. Details are entered using the dialog box in figure 3.3. 
' e o g n a p h i c U· o c a t i o n 
Label : Timhuktu 
Deg Hin 
Latitude : 23 124 
Longitude: 34 12\ 
(g Vendor switching centre 
Figure 3.3 Geographic location entry dialog 
The following must be specified: 
LABEL: A name or label identifying the location. 
LATITUDE DEG I MIN: The location's latitude. 
LONGITUDE DEG I MIN: The location's longitude. 
VENDOR SWITCHING CENTRE: Select the radio button if the location corresponds to a 
link vendor switching centre. 
From now on, the new location will appear in all relevant popup lists. 
• DELETE Geographic location -Opens a dialog box containing a popup list of all 
currently loaded geographic locations. The selected location is then deleted. 
N01E: The user is then forced to alter any network entity that was placed at that 
location. 
• ADD Hardware profile - The user is prompted for details on the new hardware 
component using the dialog box in fig 3.4. 
U a n d w a r e D e f i 
Equipment Id : CP9000 
T~pe : 0 S'e'ITCH Class : ~ B C 0 
Architecture : 0 MODULAR 
MaximuM ports : 575 ( total ) 
Max BB ports : 6 (per •odu 1 e) 
Max ACC ports : 16 (per Modu 1 e) 
Max Capac it~ : 202 PPS (per •odule) 
Serial OYerhead: 20 ms 
Base Cost : $ 24806.00 
Module cost : $ 41925.00 
Ha 1 ntenance !!,. '.t 
Figure 3.4 Hardware profile entry dialog 
The following information is required: 
EQUIPMENT ID: A unique label identifying the component. This label will appear in all 
hardware choice popup lists and menus. 
TYPE: The equipment type: Switch, PAD, FEP etc (selected from the popup list). 
CLASS: Assign an arbitrary class (A= high end component, D =entry level component). 
ARCHITECTURE: The component's architecture (Modular or Fixed) 
MAXIMUM PORTS: The maximum number of communication ports available. 




MAX ACC PORTS: The maximum number of access ports per module. 
MAX CAPACITY: The maximum rated capacity (units dependant on equipment type). 
SERIAL OVERHEAD: The load independent delay overhead (in ms). 
BASE COST: The equipment purchase price (less the processing modules) 
MODULE COST: The cost of each processing module. 
MAINTENANCE COST: The cost associated with general maintenance. (expressed as a 
percentage of total value). 
• DELETE Hardware profile -The hardware profile is selected from this 
hierarchical menu. The user will then be forced to modify any existing network 
component that relies on that hardware type. 
• ADD Node- New node details are entered using the dialog box in figure 3.5 
llett••ot-~ Switch Detail 
Location : C Auckland Hodules : 3 
Node type : C CP9000 Label : au~ 
(Can~l I 
Figure 3.5 Node specification dialog 
The following must be provided: 
LOCATION: The node's geographic location (selected from the popup list). 
MODULES: The number of processing modules (if the switch has a modular 
architecture). 
NODE TYPE: The node equipment type (selected from the popup list). 
LABEL: A 3-4 letter label that will identify this node within the topology window. 
• DELETE Node - Opens a dialog box containing a popup list of all nodes in the 
current topology. Once one is chosen, it is permanently deleted from the current 
network. 
NOTE: All backbone links terminating at that node are also deleted. 
• ADD Backbone link- New backbone details are entered using the dialog box in 
figure 3.6 
Backbone liit 
Source : C Epsom 
Destination : C liell ington 
Lin~ Type : l!lil!: AOS Megaplan 
Lin~ Speed : C 19200 
( Enter I 
Figure 3.6 Backbone link specification dialog 
The following must be provided: 
SOURCE: The originating node (selected from the popup list). 
DESTINATION: The destination node (selected from the popup list). 
LINK TYPE: The backbone link type (selected from the popup list). 
LINK SPEED: The link speed (selected from the popup list). 
The new link is then added to the current topology. 
• DELETE Backbone link Once the user has specified the target link using the 
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Activates the rulebase editor (in figure 2.2). The user can add, delete or edit any rules from 
within this window. 
• ADD Protocol definition - A new protocol definition can be defined using this 
command. The details are entered by way of the dialog box in figure 3. 7. 
Name : X. 2S.,. 
- 0 v t. r h t a d -
Start block : 40 bits 
End block : 24 bits 
Char length : 8 bits 
-TrllnSini.s.sion type-
~ Ha 1 f-Dup 1 ex Iii Full-Duplex 
Iii Switching protocol 
~ 
Figure 3. 7 Protocol specification dialog 
The following must be provided: 
NAME: A name or label identifying the protocol. 
START BLOCK: Start overhead in bits. 
END BLOCK: End overhead in bits. 
CHAR LENGTH: Character length in bits. 
Once added the new protocol will appear in all relevant popup choice items. 
• DELETE Protocol definition - The protocol definition is selected from the 
hierarchical menu. The user will then be forced to modify any existing network 
component that relies on that protocol definition. 
MODIFY MENU 
The modify menu contains commands for editing network entities. 
Opens a dialog box containing a popup list of all currently loaded geographic locations. 
Once one is chosen its details can then be altered using the dialog box in figure 3.3. 
The user selects the hardware item from the hierarchical menu. The profile details can then 
be modified using the dialog box in figure 3 .4 
The user selects the protocol from the hierarchical menu. The protocol definition can then 
be modified using the dialog box in figure 3. 7 
The user is prompted for the terminal centre's name. If it exists, the details can be 
modified using the dialog in figure 3 .1 
The user is prompted for the host's name. If it exists, the details can be modified using the 
dialog in figure 3 .2 
Opens (if currently closed) the topology window and enables the user to modify various 
topological attributes using the menus detailed in the topology window menus section. 
The user is prompted for the name of an evaluation rule base. If it exists, it is loaded along 

















The report menu contains the commands necessary for generating summary reports that 
detail the on-going design. In each case the user is prompted for a target file name. Once 
specified, the corresponding report is produced and written to that file. 
Provides a detailed summary of the current network configuration. This report provides a 
summary of the nodes, backbone links and subscribers connected to the network. 
Provides a detailed summary of all subscribers (i.e. terminal centres and hosts) that are 
connected to the network. The following details are provided for each subscriber: traffic 
submitted, location, response times, path length, host details, access costs. 
Provides a summary of the backbone links in the design. It provides the following 
information for each backbone link: link type, speed, delay, utilization and monthly cost 
analysis. 
Generates a summary of nodes within the current design. The following information is 
provided on each backbone node: type, cost, location, delay, utilization, configuration 
(number of access/backbone ports, modules). 
Generates a report detailing all network components and their respective cost breakdowns. 
Provides a delay and utilization summary for all network components. 
SNAPSHOT MENU 
The commands in the Snapshot menu allow the user to save and restore any number of 
"network snapshots" during the design process. These snapshots allow the user to restore 
an earlier network configuration, if for instance a current path of exploration is becoming 
fruitless. 
The user will be prompted for a snapshot file name, defaulting to the last one used, and the 
current network configuration (e.g. topology, traffic, subscriber profiles etc.) saved. Any 
number of these "checkpoint" files can be made and later restored. 
The user is prompted for a snapshot file name, again defaulting to the last one used. The 
exact network configuration at the time the snapshot was made is then restored. 
NOTE: The current configuration, if not previously saved or detailed in another snapshot, 
will be permanently lost. 
COST MENU 
The Cost menu contains the commands for activating NDW's cost monitoring windows. 
All costs are subject to the parameters set using the Costs command in the Parameters 
menu. 
Any subscriber's access link can be priced using this command. The user is prompted for 
the subscriber's name. If the subscriber exists, the access link cost components are then 
detailed in the window shown in figure 3 .8 
U s e r : 03.15.17 ->Wellington 
Installation: $ 560.00 
Access : $ 380.00 X 36 
Transmission: $ 70.00 x 36 
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Activates the backbone link cost window shown in figure 3.9. 
L i n k · C o s t 
Src : 0 Grafton Dest: 0 Eps001 
Installation: $ 3360.00 
Access : $ 1300.00 X 36 
Transmission: $ 310.00 x 36 




Figure 3.9 Backbone link cost window 
The user can then select a backbone link using the popup choice items within the window. 
The link's cost components are then immediately displayed. 
Activates the node installation cost window shown in figure 3.10. 
Location : EpsoM 
Node type : CP9000 
Base Cost : $ 24806.00 
Hodules : $ 41925.00 X 2 83850.00 
T 0 T A L : $ 108656.00 
Figure 3.10 Node installation cost window 
The user can then select a node using the popup choice items within the window. The node's 
cost components are then immediately displayed. 
The total cost of the current network configuration can be calculated and monitored using 
this command. Figure 3.11 details the network cost window. The total cost is broken 
down into its three components: the access network cost, the hardware cost, and the 
backbone network cost. The change in total cost since the last network alteration is also 







-66i 179 .ee 
Figure 3.11 Network cost window 
PERFORMANCE MENU 
The Performance menu contains the commands for activating NDW's performance 
monitoring windows. Each plot or "trial" details the results or consequences of the user 
altering the network configuration . 
• Backbone link - The user can graphically monitor the current delay on any backbone 
link using the window shown in figure 3.12 
The user can open any number of these windows. The selected links can also be 
dynamically changed using the src/destination popup choice items within each window. 
• Node- Nodal delays can be monitored using the window in figure 3.13. Again, the 




OELAV I 16,16 MS 
Oelta I 6,16 IllS 
Src : 0 Grafton 
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o Network average- The window in figure 3.14 is used to monitor the average 
network delay. 
tr-ials 
Mean delay 1 96.16 Ms 
av path lenJ 1.22 
figure 3.14 Average network delay window 
The average virtual circuit path length is also displayed within this window. 
• User response time - The user can monitor the user response time, less the host 
tum-round delay, for any network subscriber. The user is prompted for a subscriber's 
name; once found, the delay can be monitored using the window in Figure 3.15 
trials 
Ruponst time.! 726,82 MS 
User: 03.11.11 @ \1/ell ing 
Host: 01.11.12 
Figure 3.15 User response time window 
The user can arbitrarily change the subscriber's destination host, and view the effect on 
response time by selecting a new host from the host popup choice within the window. 
NOTE: This only temporarily alters the destination . Any permanent changes must be 
made using the Modify subscriber command. 
o Backbone link The utilization of any number of backbone links can be monitored via 
the window in figure 3.16. The window displays the utilization history of the link as 
well as the actual flows (in PPS) over the link. The change in utilization between 
successive plots is also detailed within the window. 
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• Node Individual node utilizations can be monitored using the window in figure 3.17. 
The selected nodes can be changed using the node popup choice item within each window. 
tri" Is 
flOW I 33 PPS ( H :0 
Dtlta utili -1.00 
Src : C 't'ell 




fLOW I 129 PPS ( 2.1 ::0 
Otltll Uti II -1.00 
Node : C Christchurch 
Figure 3.17 
The user can use NDW to provide solutions to a range of problems. The user can ask NDW 
to "attain" these solutions using the commands in this menu. All solutions are displayed 
within the System messages window. 
• Placement - NDW will determine the most cost-effective location (given the 
current topology and subscriber base) to place a new node. All possibilities will be 
listed along with their corresponding costs. 
• Removal - NDW will determine the best node to remove from the network. Again 
more than one possibility will be listed, so the final decision rests with the user. 
• Placement- NDW will suggest possible links to add given the current topology, 
traffic requirements, and design constraints. Each link is listed along with a preference 
factor: from 1 = highly recommended to 0. 
• Removal - NDW will list several links that should be considered for removal. 
• Increase - NDW will determine the most cost-effective link and node to upgrade in 
order to increase the total network throughput. 
• Decrease - NDW will determine the best link and node to downgrade in order to 
decrease the total network throughput and therefore decrease cost. 
NDW will determine the best component within the current network to upgrade, or 
possibly add, in order to decrease the current network's average delay. 
• Increase - NDW will determine the most cost-effective component to upgrade or 
add to the current network. 
• Decrease - NDW will determine the most costly and underutilized component 
within the current network configuration. 
• Increase- NDW will determine the most suitable link to add to the network in 
order to increase its overall link connectivity. 
• Decrease - NDW will find the best link to remove. 
ENGINEER MENU 
Normally NDW will re-evaluate the network as the result of an alteration. This 
command, however, will force NDW to evaluate the current network using the currently 
loaded rulebase. 
The tune backbone command prompts the user for optimization criteria using the dialog 




Network throughput bounds 
HIN HAX 
150+ Kb/s 400 Kb/s 
Maximum delay 
70 ms 
Ill All ow designer interaction 
-Pertul"batton control-
Upgrade I I Downgrade I 
Halting condition 
Ill Delta cost < 
Ill Iterations > 20 
Ill Repeated topo 1 ogy 
Optimize Cancel 
Figure 3.18 Optimization criteria dialog 
The following must be specified: 
THROUGHPUT MIN: The minimum network throughput (in Kbits/sec) at the delay 
specified in the maxim\lm delay field below. 
THROUGHPUT MAX: The maximum network throughput (in Kbits/sec) at the delay 
specified in the maximum delay field below. 
MAXIMUM DELAY: The maximum average network delay. 
Several other "perturbation control" parameters can also be specified using following 
buttons: 
• Upgrade- The designer can alter the algorithm's link upgrade metrics via the 
Upgrade command. Alterations can be made using the window in figure 3.19 
Upgrade \ link(s) per iteration 
-.St1e:ction Htt9hts-
Cost [100] 0 100 
Path [5] 0 I I 100 
Figure 3.19 Upgrade settings window 
SEL x UNKS: The number of links to upgrade during each iteration. 
PATH: The weighting (i.e importance) given to a link's contribution to the average path 
length improvement 
COST: The weighting given to a link's contribution to cost increase. 
• Downgrade - The designer can alter the algorithm's link downgrade metrics via the 
Downgrade command. Alterations can be made using the window in Figure 3.20 
Link clownfmade parameters 
Downgrade ". link(s) per iteration 
Del threshold : 1· PPS 
i 
-Stltction Wltl9hts-
Cost [ 100] 
Path [20] 
0 !!~~~ 100 
0 111111 1100 
Figure 3.20 Downgrade settings window 
SEL x LINKS: The number of links to downgrade during each iteration. 
U-18 
NDW preferences 
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DEL THRESHOLD: Links with flows less than this threshold (in PPS) are given special 
consideration for deletion. 
PATH: The weighting (i.e importance) given to a link's contribution to the average path 
length degradation 
COST: The weighting given to a link's contribution to cost saving. 
The user must also specify and enter one of the following halting conditions for the 
optimization process: 
DELTA COST< x: Stop if the total cost saving is less than this figure. 
ITERATIONS> x: Stop when the number of algorithm iterations surpasses this number. 
REPEATED TOPOLOGY: Stop if the algorithm generates a previous topology. 
HELP COMMAND 
NDW provides the user with a comprehensive on-line help facility. The help command 
will activate the help window shown in figure 3.21. 
Topic I HOST SPECIFICATION 
HOW M./lfntains Information on all hosts connected to 
the netuork 
Tht fOllo\Jing actions may be performed on the current 
host d.ltabase 
• ADO A HOST - A naY host MA!.I bt. Added to the nttuork 
using the Add Menu, The user can then enter the host 1 s 
details in the re.sultfng dialog oox. 
The MW hOst will thtn appur in <l11 relevant popup 
Choices, 
• DELETE A HOST- A hOst Cllh bt dtlett<J VU. the dtlt.tt 
Menu •. NOH then forces the update: of all subscribers 
that Whert Pt'tVIOUSIY hOMtd to th<lt host, 
• EDIT A HOST- Host dtt.Hls CM bt altered using tht. 
MOdifY MhU, The User is thttn Pr'OMptttd {Or tht hOsts'S 
n"l'tt• Onct found it 1 s dtt't"lls aay btt alttrttd, 
For More; information stt pp 33 - 31 NOW ustrs guidt. 
f"or : ml'imll Camland C Host specificati 
Figure 3.21 Help window 
The user can obtain help for a particular command or topic by way of the for choice item. 
The corresponding topic or command can then be selected from the second popup list. 
PARAMETERS MENU 
The commands contained within NDW's parameters menu allow the user to set various 
operational settings and preferences. 
The following operational settings can be specified via the dialog in figure 3.22: 
ENABLE AURAL FEEDBACK: Toggles system beeps during certain events (i.e. alerts etc) 
ENABLE VISUAL FEEDBACK: Toggles the topology colour coding features. 
ZOOM AREA: The topology zoom radius (in km) . 
GRAPH DELTA: The monitor window graph x distance (in points) for successive plots. 
AUTO LOAD: Checking and entering the names of these files will instruct NDW to 
automatically load them next time it is booted. 
R r e f e r e n c e s 
(iii Enab 1 e aura 1 feedback 
~Enable visual feedback 
Zoom area 34 sq km 
Graph delta 5+ 
- AUtOII'IHic"ll!:l load on startup -
l>t Line tariffs telecom 
l>t Hardware info hughes. db 
l>t Geographic info new_zealand 
l>t Scenario clinton.scn 
0 Eval rule base eval_rules 




The following parameters can be specified using the dialog in figure 3.23: 
RENTAL PERIOD: The rental period (in months) for any leased equipment. Any cost 
analysis involving leased equipment (i.e. communication links) will be calculated over 
this period of time. 
USE NPV ADJUSTMENTS: NDW adjusts any economic analysis to Nett Present Value. 
INTEREST RATE: The annual interest rate must be entered in this field if NPV 
adjustments are made. 
·ENABLE BACKGROUND CALCULATIONS: Toggles the constant recalculation and 
display of network costs after each user. 
Rental Period : 36 months 
(il Use NPV adjustments 
Interest rate : 1~ :t 
(il Enab 1 e background ca 1 cs 
Figure 3.23 NDW cost settings window 
The current traffic profile can be altered using this command. The following attributes 
can be altered or specified using the window in figure 3.24. 
I r a f f i c P 
-TI"'Af((C LOAding-
Current scale factor 0.36 W&t~m 
•••••c=======:J 100 + ooo:t [36] 
-Mean packet si2e-
Data pkt: 55 bytes 
Total bytes 
Figure 3.24 Traffic profile window 
(1) The current traffic rate: 
CURRENT SCALE FACTOR: Details the current global traffic scale factor, that is 2.34 = 
2.34 times the traffic levels specified for each subscriber. The scale factor can be altered 
using the slider and popup choice item. 
• Sweep- The sweep function displays the dialog box in figure 3.25. The user can 
specify a traffic scale range and halting condition. NDW will then automatically scale 
the traffic load over that range until one of the halting conditions is met. 
FROM: 1. 0 x current load 
STEP: 0.2 
STOP '</HEN : 
Ui ~ x current load 
(il Component saturated 
IJ:l Design constraint cont~ened 
[Proceed J ~ 
Figure 3.25 Traffic sweep window 
The following must be specified: 
START: The initial traffic scale factor 
STEP: The scale step factor (i.e. 0.5 steps the scaling by 0.5 each time). 
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COMPONENT SATURATED: If checked, NDW will scale the traffic until a network 
component experiences infinite delay. The component(s) are then listed within the 
system messages window. 
DESIGN RULE CONTRAVENED : If this is checked, NDW will scale the traffic until a 
design constraint is contravened. 
(2) Packet size statistics: 
DATA PKT: The mean size (in bytes) of a user data packet. 
TOTAL: The overall mean packet size (in bytes) including network overhead. 
The following performance settings can be specified via the window in figure 3.26 
P e r f o r m a n c e S e f 
Results : B 95th 'X 
Set terminal to PAD speeds at : 0 9600 
- En.lb a background ca 1 cu 1 H 1 ons -
(jJ De 1 a ys liJ Ut i1 i za t ions 
Figure 3.26 Performance settings window 
RESULTS: Select the performance result type (mean or 95th percentile). 
SET TERMINAL TO PAD SPEED: Sets the terminal to PAD speeds for all terminal centres. 
ENABLE BACKGROUND CALCULATIONS: Toggles the constant recalculation and 
display of network delays and utilizations after each user action. 
The following design options and constraints can be set via the window in figure 3.27 
D e s I g n 8 e t 
-Tr<lffic routing waiSJhts-
HOPS [100] 0 ~~~~~ 100 
DELAY [OJ 0 I I 100 
CAP [OJ 
0 ~·--------'' 100 
-Otsfgn constraints-
Average net delay : 10~ +/- 10 ms 
Link utilizations : 40 +/- 05 X 
Node utilizations : 30 +/- 05 X 
-Enable evaluation ft.t.dback-
(jJ Costs (jJ Delays lilTopology 1iJ Utilization 
Figure 3.27 Design settings window 
• NDW's traffic routing algorithm is based on calculating the shortest path using the 
weighted combination of: 
HOPS: The number of inter-nodal hops over a particular route. 
DELAY: The delay experienced over a route. 
CAP: The total link capacity over a route. 
• Design constraints. NDW uses the following constraints for its link and node alteration 
suggestions: 
A V NET DELAY: The average network delay (in ms) 
LINK UTIL: The link utilization limit(% of capacity) 








ENABLE BACKGROUND CALCULATIONS: Toggles the background re-evaluation of 
the network using a loaded rule-base. 
NDW' s topology tuning system can be configured using this command. The user is 
presented with the same options discussed in the Tune backbone command description. 
IMPORT MENU 
External filters can be developed to extract traffic data from network management log 
files to either build or update subscriber profile files. Filter programs must reside in a 
directory called "NDW _filters" within the NDW directory. All filters in this directory 
will be listed in the Import menu and executed when they are selected from this menu.The 
user interacts with the filter programs by way of a popup window 
All filter programs must confonn to certain standards when writing to the subscriber 
profile file (see the document "Writing NDW filters" for more information). 
The HNS Filter allows the collation and importation of traffic data logged by the 
HUGHES Network System. See the document "HNS filter" for more details. 
QUIT COMMAND 
Selecting the Quit command on the main console will shut-down NDW. The user is asked 
to confirm that this is required and that all altered network data has been saved. 
TOPOLOGY WINDOW MENUS 
• Node -The Add, Delete and Modify node commands within the topology window 
have the same functionality as their respective counterparts within the console window. 
• Backbone link- Again the Add, Delete and Modify backbone commands within the 
topology window have the same functionality as their respective counterparts within 
the console window. 
The user is prompted for a node- once selected from the popup choice, NDW displays all 
network components, including the subscribers and their access network, that fall within 
an x km radius of that node. This radius can be set using the zoom radius field within the 
NDW preferences window. 
The user can set the following display options for the topology window using the 
window in figure 3.28 
apology display option 
T~pe : C Geographical 
Sho"" 
Iii Node I abe 1 s 
Ia Node utilizations 
Ia Link ut i1 i zat ions 
Ia Node capacities 
Ia Link capacities 
Ia Subscriber access 
Ia Legend 
Figure 3.28 Topology display options window 
TYPE: The topology display mode (Logical or Geographic). 
NODE LABELS: Toggles the display of each node's label. 
NODE UTILIZATION: NDW will colour code each node according to its current 
utilization. 
A USERS GUIDE TO NETWORK DESIGNERS WORKSHOP 
LINK UTILIZATION: Backbone links are colour coded according to their current 
utilization. 
NODAL CAP ACmES: Nodes are coded according to their capacity. 
LINK CAP ACmEs: Links are coded according to their capacity. 
NODAL DELAYS :Nodes are colour coded according to their contribution to network 
delays. 
LINK DELAYS : Links are colour coded according to their contribution to network delays. 
SHOW LEGEND: NDW will display the colour coding legend. 
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LOGFilE ANALYSIS REPORTS 
The logfile analysis programs discussed in Chapter eight produce the following 
reports on network activity. 
MODULE TRAFFIC RATES 
The traffic rates for every nodal port can be determined using the module 
utilization reports. The port protocol is also identified (X.25 or BackBone). 
MODULE UTILIZATION REPORT 
REPORT ON DATA PACKETS SENT/RECEIVED 
Data from 30/ 7/90 
Node HLZ (5) 
Cluster 1 .1 
Module 1 
PORTS 
HOURS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
X.25 X.25 X.25 X.25 BB X.25 X.25 X.25 
0- 1 0 206 0 0 45 0 0 0 
1 - 2 0 204 0 0 45 0 0 0 
2- 3 0 207 0 0 45 0 0 0 
3- 4 0 204 0 0 45 0 0 0 
4- 5 0 207 0 0 44 0 0 0 
5- 6 0 204 0 0 45 0 0 0 
6- 7 0 206 0 0 250 0 0 0 
7- 8 411 581 528 329 2633 188 0 0 
8- 9 1943 1491 0 6198 9408 12 1308 1124 
9- 10 1841 2863 3316 4160 7535 25 0 150 
10- 11 1071 2099 2049 9319 6498 2 566 43 
11 - 12 465 4242 2201 33129 8628 878 0 180 
12- 13 1491 2847 989 32821 7763 2666 0 0 
13 - 14 914 3558 2576 45088 13629 5420 0 0 
14- 15 796 4414 2258 43245 13591 3880 0 1604 
15- 16 776 2325 3331 34655 8956 1877 0 2367 
16- 17 1358 2282 1326 23548 7478 6058 0 153 
17- 18 329 3181 1366 697 1759 191 0 0 
18- 19 54 797 14 429 102 0 0 0 
19- 20 0 206 0 0 71 0 0 0 
20- 21 0 204 0 0 46 0 0 0 
21 - 22 0 208 0 0 45 0 0 0 
22- 23 0 204 0 0 48 0 0 0 
23-24 0 207 0 0 48 0 0 0 
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CLUSTER TRAFFIC RATES 
The cluster utilization reports detail the nodal traffic levels for each PSCl. The 
utilization factor is based on the theoretical maximum processing rate published 
by Hughes [41]. 
CLUSTER UTILIZATION REPORT 
REPORT ON DATA PACKETS SENT/RECEIVED 
Data from: 30/7/90 
Node GFT (2) 
Cluster 1 .1 
MODULES 
HOURS LIM1 LIM2 LIM3 TOTAL UTIL 
0- 1 828 0 750 1578 0.22% 
1 - 2 1179 0 707 1886 0.26% 
2- 3 3830 0 736 4566 0.63% 
3- 4 763 0 788 1551 0.21% 
4- 5 782 0 800 1582 0.22% 
5- 6 872 0 802 1674 0.23% 
6- 7 1475 0 8445 9920 1.36% 
7- 8 4866 7622 30795 43283 5.95% 
8- 9 12311 29462 83846 125619 17.27% 
9- 10 17217 36009 112175 165401 22.74% 
10 - 11 21083 35989 98910 155982 21.45% 
11 - 12 21726 38590 108957 169273 23.28% 
12- 13 21220 23903 90266 135389 18.62% 
13 - 14 19057 23831 87535 130423 17.93% 
14- 15 19730 49691 111655 181076 24.90% 
15- 16 11281 34061 112408 157750 21.69% 
16- 17 8471 16013 79244 103728 14.26% 
17- 18 4322 8224 41963 54509 7.50% 
18- 19 4130 1875 21825 27830 3.83% 
19-20 4018 2767 2519 9304 1.28% 
20-21 2579 518 2536 5633 0.77% 
21 - 22 2993 1376 4774 9143 1.26% 
22-23 6179 2025 5203 13407 1.84% 
23-24 6111 1211 2450 9772 1.34% 
1 The Hughes architecture is detailed in figure 8.3 of Chapter eight. 
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HOURS 
0 - 1 
1 - 2 
2 - 3 
3 - 4 
4 - 5 
5 - 6 
6 - 7 
7 - 8 
8 - 9 
9 - 10 
10 - 11 
11 - 12 
12 - 13 
13 - 1-4 
14 - 15 
15 - 16 
16 - 17 
17 - 18 
18 - 19 
19 - 20 
20 - 21 
21 - 22 
22 - 23 
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PACKET SIZE SUMMARY 
The hourly packet size distributions for any backbone port can be determined 
using the packet size report detailed below. 
PACKET SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS (BBLINKS ONLY) 








































































































































































































23 - 24 39 
TarAL 118819 1336 7068 6171 4149 2538 2628 35852 36 24 203 67 1229 126 l8 
DEVICE UT/LIZA TION REPORTS 
The device utilization reports detail several operational statistics concerning the 
node's processor (PM) and line interface (LIM) modules namely: 
• CPU utilization- Each module monitors its current CPU utilization and stores 
the average, high and low 'water marks' over the last hour. 
• Congestions status- Modules periodically assess their congestion status; 
Nodes log the number of lOOms intervals the module was experiencing one of 
four states. (None = Uncongested, SL = Slight, Mod = Moderate, Crit = Critical.) 
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LOGFILE ANALYSIS REPORTS 
• Data buffer queues- Each module maintains a high and low water mark for 
their data buffer queues. These marks2 reflect the buffer usage during the current 
statistics period. 
MODULE UTILIZATION REPORT 
Data from 30/ 7/90 
Node EPS (1) 
Cluster 1.5 
Module type PSC Processing Module 
HOUR CPU UTIL(%) CONGESTION(x1 OOms) DATA Q UTIL(%) 
Ave High Low None Sl Mod Crit High Low 
0 20 34 0 35812 0 0 0 9.86 8.65 
1 15 18 0 36189 0 0 0 10.31 8.65 
2 8 17 0 35987 0 0 0 9.10 8.65 
3 2 3 0 35986 0 0 0 8.65 8.65 
4 2 3 0 36016 0 0 0 8.65 8.65 
5 2 3 0 35996 0 0 0 8.65 8.65 
6 14 33 0 35972 ·o 0 0 10.84 8.65 
7 12 46 0 35796 0 0 0 11.89 8.65 
8 34 60 0 35463 0 0 0 13.54 8.80 
9 47 79 22 34869 0 0 0 14.30 9.10 
10 42 66 0 35257 0 0 0 13.54 9.10 
11 46 69 0 35026 0 0 0 12.49 9.10 
12 41 70 0 35316 0 0 0 12.04 9.10 
13 34 62 0 35534 0 0 0 12.04 9.10 
14 38 73 0 35217 0 0 0 12.04 9.18 
15 46 74 0 35075 0 0 0 13.09 9.33 
16 56 76 29 34634 0 0 0 12.87 9.33 
17 30 52 0 35701 0 0 0 11.36 8.88 
18 13 31 0 36043 0 0 0 11.29 8.80 
19 2 6 0 36067 0 0 0 9.03 8.88 
20 6 45 0 36035 0 0 0 10.68 8.65 
21 5 23 0 35935 0 0 0 9.56 8.58 
22 13 28 0 35999 0 0 0 10.91 8.65 
23 22 26 0 36050 0 0 0 9.63 8.65 
BACKBONE TRAFFIC RATE 
The backbone traffic report (overleaf) details the hourly traffic rates over all 
currently defined backbone links. 
2 Percentage of total buffer space. 
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RNS INTEGRATED PACKET NETWORK 
BACKBONE LINK UTILIZATION REPORT 
REPORT ON DATA P.ACK!.TS SENT/RECEIVED 




EPS .15 .21<->WLG.ll.31 
EPS .15 .17<->NPL.11.27 
GFT.ll.31<->AKL.ll.31 
WLG.ll.32<->PMR.ll.31 
WLG.15 .21<->CRC.15 .11 










RLZ.lS .21<->PMR.lS .11 
PMA.ll.H<->LRT.ll.H 
NAP.11.15<->ROT.11.22 













































































































































































































3825 2995 569 1907 
36182 38480 48284 35414 
101193 135601 120415 97851 
10753 10975 6552 3647 
51368 72965 64304 44125 
47220 43575 43424 38400 
47515 67704 57713 51679 
45482 71550 62299 74911 
29588 37735 28675 41361 
10567 14733 20620 27241 
2587 4500 2702 2368 
30836 39390 34606 45346 
11637 16570 17300 12528 
24859 32654 35519 37157 
42002 57990 61777 4781J7 
20604 27416 29198 17486 
13629 13591 8956 7478 
5362 4103 4559 4371 
76 55 57 86 
582 744 873 1232 
18962 24588 18133 20450 

















































































































































NET-X DESIGN TRANSCRIPTS 
This appendix details the actions performed by the designer and the 
corresponding NDW responses that occured during the design of the networks 
detailed in Chapter ten. 
Owing to NDW's highly interactive nature and to ensure brevity only the main 
events of the design process have been recorded. 
The transcripts adopt the following notation: 
• N DW Menu Command (designer following a N DW suggestion). 
• NDW Menu Command (designer taking initiative). 
• NOW observation or suggestion made via the NOW system message window. 
• Feedback via the NDW monitor facility. 
ADS ACCESS DESIGN 
The transcript below details the design using Analogue Data Service (ADS) access 
links and Digital Data Service (DDS) backbone links resulting in the cost 
dispersion graph in figure 10.2. 
Designer Action NDW Feedback Comment 
load Scenario, The current network is loaded and its 
New Topology topology cleared. 
Attain node placement, Best location to place a node is NDW lists all placement options. Placing 
Add node in Epsom (Eps) Epsom costing $5652789 (with a node at Epsom will result in the least 
261 user ports) cost single node network. This is mainly 
due to the number of hosts that would 
have zero access costs as a result of 
placing a node there. 
Add a CP 9000 Node 
Attain node placement, Best location to place a node is Placing a node in Wellington will save 
Add node in Wellington (Wei) Wellington $ 1224096 
(111 user ports) Add a CP 9000 Node 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding: What is the best link to add, given the 
Add link: Eps to Wei 128K Eps to We/12BK DDS design constraints in Chapter 11. 
Attain node placement, Best location to place a node is Add a CP 9000 
Add node in Christchurch (Chc) Christchurch saving $572439 (51 
user ports) 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding/changing the 
Edit link: Eps to Well 48K following links: 
Add link : Eps to Chc 48K Eps to Well 4BK DDS link 
Wei to Chc 9K6 Eps to Chc 4BK DDS link 
We/ to Chc 4KB DDS link 
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Attain node placement, Best location to place a node is Add a CP 9000 
Add node in Hamilton (Ham) Hamilton saving $335534 
(58 user ports) 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following 
Add link : Eps to Ham 48K links: 
Well to Ham 9K6 Eps to Ham 4BK DDS link 
Well to Ham 9K6 DDS link 
Attain node placeme':lt, Best location to place node is Add a CP 9000 
Add node in Dunedin (Dud) Dunedin saving $232543 
(18 user ports) 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following link: 
Add link : Chc to Dud 48K Chc to Dud 48K DDS link 
Attain node placement, Best location to place a node is Add a CP 9000 
Add node in Palmerston North Palmerston North saving 
(Pmr) $165455 (21 user ports) 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following 
Add link: Eps to Pmr 19K2 links: 
Wei to Pmr 19K2 We/ to Pmr 19K2 DDS link 
Eps to Pmr 19K2 DDS link 
Attain node placement, Best location to place a node is Add a CP 9000 
Add node in Rotorua (Rot) Rotorua saving $182734 
(21 user ports) 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following link: 
Add link: Eps to Rot 19K2 Eps to Rot 19K2 DDS 
Add link: Rot to Pmr 9K6 Failure of the Eps to Rot link will Add Rot to Pmr to satisfy connectivity 
detach components constraint. 
Addition of the links resulted in 
redistribution of traffic flows resulting in: 
Edit link: Alter Pmr- Rot link to Pmr to Rot Link utilization now • an overutilized link 
Wei - Rot (still 9K6) 0% suggest deletion of link • an underutilized link 
NOW detected and suggested solutions 
Eps to Rot Link utilization now to these problems 
Edit link : Eps to Rot 48K 41% upgrade: Eps to Rot link to 48K DDS 
link utilization: Wei to Rot We/ to Rot link utilization now 13% 
Attain node placement, Best location to place node is Add a CP 9724 (this node is only serving 
Add node in Napier (Nap) Napier saving $75851 6 subscribers) 
(6 user ports) 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following link: 
Add link: Eps to Nap 9K6 Eps to Nap 9K6 DDS link 
Failure of the Eps to Nap link will 
Add link: Rot to Nap 9K6 detach components Add Rot to Nap to satisfy connectivity 
constraint. 
Rot to Nap Link utilization now 
Edit link: Rot to Nap 19K2 38% upgrade: 
Rot to Nap link to 19/d DDS 
Attain node placement, Best location to place a node is Add a CP 9724 (this node is only serving 
Add node in Tauranga (Tng) Tauranga saving $36971 6 subscribers) 
(6 user ports) 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following 
links: 
Eps to Tng 4K8 DDS link 
Ham to Tng 4K8 DDS link 
Designer finding best link to add 
Add link: Trg to Ham 9K6 
Cost link: Trg to Ham Link cost $ 19640 
Edit link: Alter Trg- Ham link to 
Rot- Trg (still 9K6) Link cost$ 16760 Not much difference in link costs, 
however Tng to Ham link results in a 
more reliable topology 
Attain node placement, Best location to place node is Add a CP 9724 (this node is only serving 
Add node in New Plymouth New Plymouth saving $24682 7 subscribers) 
(7 user ports) 
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Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following NOW suggests 2 possible links, 
Add link: Ham to Npl 9K6 links: however it also indicates that the Ham to 
Ham to Npl 4KB DOS link Npl is twice as preferable to the Eps to 
Eps to Npl 4KB DOS link Npl Link. 
Attain node placement, Best location to place node is Add a CP 9724 (this node is only serving 
Add node in Lower Hutt (Lht) Lower Hutt saving $24448 10 users) 
(1 0 user ports) 
Attain link pl~cement, Suggest adding the following 
links: 
Eps to Lht 9K6 DOS link 
Add link : Wei to Lht 9K6 We/ to Lht 4KB DOS link 
Attain node placement, Best location to place node is Add a CP 9000 (this node will become 
Add node in Grafton (Gft) Grafton saving $3746 one of the three nodes in this area) 
(55 user ports) 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding I changing the 
following links: 
We/ to Gft 191<2 DOS link 
Eps to Gft 191<2 DDS link 
Ham to Gft 191<2 ODS link 
Edit link: Alter Wei - Eps link to 
Wei- Gft (stiii48K) 
Add link: Eps to Gft 19K2 
Add link: Rot to Gft 19K2 Eps to Gft Link utilization now 
94% upgrade: 
Edit link: Eps - Gft 64K Eps to Gft link to 64K ODS 
Network Delay Designer asking the question "would it 
Average path length 1.03 be better if the Rotorua node was 
connected to the Epson node" ... 
Edit link: Alter Rot- Gft link to Rot Average path length 0.97 
- Eps (still 19K2) 
Attain node placement, Placing a node in Auckland will Placement of nodes no longer outweighs 
Add node in Auckland (Akl) service 55 subscribers the saving in access costs. This location 
was chosen because: 
• There are 55 user ports including 16 
hosts connected to the Auckland node 
• It would relieve some of the load from 
the Grafton node. 
• A third node in the Auckland region 
was needed for reliability. 
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Attain link placement, Suggest adding/ changing the 
following links: 
Gft to Akl 9K6 DDS link 
Eps to Akl 9K6 DDS link 
We/ to Akl 9K6 DDS link 
Add link : Eps to Akl 9K6 
Gft to Akl 9K6 Eps to Akl Link utilization now 
82% upgrade: 
Eps to Akl link to 4BK DDS 
Gft to Akl Link utilization now 
122% upgrade: 
Gft to Akllink to 4BK DDS 
We/ to Chc Link utilization now 
Edit link: Eps- Aki48K 57% upgrade: 
Akl- Gft48K We/ to Chc link to 191<2 DDS 
Wei - Chc 191<2 
Network Delay Average network delay 56ms Designer asking the question "would it Average path length 1.12 be better if the Wellington node was 
Edit link: Alter Wei- Akllink to connected to the Grafton node instead of 
Wei - Gft (stiii19K2) Average network delay 121 ms the Auckland Node" ... Average path length 1.09 
Edit link: Alter Wei - Gft link to 
Wei- Akl (stiii19K2) 
Attain node placement, Placing a node in lnvercargill will Add a CP 9724 (this node is only serving 
Add node in lnvercargill service 5 subscribers 5 subscribers) 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following 
Add link: lnv to Chc 191<2 links: 
lnv to Chc 191<2 DDS link 
Network throughput has dropped 
to 168Kb/s upgrade: 
Edit link : Wei to Chc 48K We/ to Chc link to 4BK DDS 
Attain node placement, Placing a node in Timaru will Add a CP 9724 (this node is only serving 
Add node in Timaru service 4 subscribers 4 subscribers) 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following 
Add link: Tim to Chc 9K6 links: 
Tim to Chc 9K6 DDS link 
Attain node placement, Placing a node in Tamaki will Add a CP 9724 (this node is only serving 
Add node in Tamaki service 6 subscribers 6 subscribers) 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following 
Add link: Akl to Tki 9K6 links: 
Akl to Tki 9K6 DDS link 
DDS ACCESS DESIGN 
The transcript below details the design using Digital Data Service (DDS) access 





NOW Feedback Comment 
The current network is loaded and its 
topology cleared. 
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Attain node placement, Best location to place a node is NOW lists all placement options. Placing 
Add node in Epsom Epsom a node at Epsom will result in the least 
cost network. This is mainly due to the 
number of hosts that would have zero 
access costs as a result of placing a node 
there. 
Attain node placement, Best location to place a node is Placing a node in Nelson will save 
Add node in Wellington Nelson $961670, however Wellington is a 
better choice (main centre) saving 
$940790 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding: What is the best link to add, given the 
Add link: Eps to Wei 128K Eps to Well 12BK DDS design constraints (see Chapter 11) 
Attain node placement, Best location to place a node is Placing a node in Timaru will save 
Add node in Christchurch Timaru $299435, however Christchurch is a 
better choice (main centre) saving 
$297635 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding/changing the 
Edit link: Eps to Wei 48K following links: 
Add link : Eps to Chc 48K Eps to Well 4BK DDS link 
Well to Chc 9K6 Eps to Chc 4BK DDS link 
Well to Chc 4KB DDS link 
Attain node placement, Best location to place a node is 
Add node in Dunedin Dunedin 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding: 
Add link: Chc to Dud 19K2 Chc to Dud 191<2 DDS 
Attain node placement, Best location to place a node is 
Add node in Hamilton Hamilton 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding/changing the 
Add link : Eps to Ham 48K following·links: 
Wei to Ham 9K6 Eps to Ham 4BK DDS 
We/ to Ham 9K6 DDS 
Attain node placement, Best location to place a node is Grafton suggested because of the 
Add node in Grafton Grafton multiple hosts at that site (their access 
costs becomes zero if a node is placed 
here) 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding/changing the Addition of the links resulted in 
Add link: Gft to Ham 19K2 following links: redistribution of traffic flows. As a 
Eps to Gft 19K2 Gft to Ham 191<2 DDS consequence the initial Eps to Gft link 
Eps to Gft 191<2 DDS size suggested by NOW became 
saturated. 
Using the rule base NOW detected this 
network average delay now 99.5 and suggested the link should be 
Edit link : Eps to Gft 48K ms upgrade: upgraded to accommodate the new 
Eps to Gft link to 4BK DDS flows. 
Attain node placement, Best location to place a node is 
Add node in Palmerston North Palmerston North 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding/changing the Addition of the links resulted in 
Add link: Eps to Pmr 9K6 following links: redistribution of traffic flows which 
Wei to Pmr 19K2 Eps to Pmr 9K6 DDS saturated an existing link 
We/ to Pmr 191<2 DDS NOW detected this problem and 
suggested upgrade options 
We/ to Ham link delay now 66 ms 
upgrade: 
Edit link : Wei to Ham 48K We/ to Ham link to 4BK DDS 
Node utilization now 35% NOW also drew attention to the 
upgrade Epsom node excessive load on the Epsom Node 
(35%). This was ignored at the present 
time. 
Attain node placement, Best location to place a node is 
Add node in Rotorua (Rot) Rotorua 
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Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following link: 
Add link: Gft to Rot 191<2 Gft to Rot 191<2 DDS 
Add link: Rot to Pmr 9K6 Failure of the Gft to Rot link will Add Rot to Pmr to satisfy connectivity 
detach components constraint. 
Addition of the links resulted in 
Eps to Gft link utilization now redistribution of traffic flows resulting in: 
44% upgrade: • an overutilized link 
Edit link : Eps to Gft 64K Eps to Gft link to 64K DDS NDW detected and suggested solutions 
to these problems 
Attain node placement, Best location to place a node is NDW indicated that placing a node in 
Add node in Napier (Nap) Napier either Napier or Gisbourne would save $ 
18995.00 
Napier was chosen because it 
corresponded to node location in the 
current NET-X topology. 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following link: The link suggestion is based on the traffic 
Add link: Rot to Nap 9K6 Eps to Nap 9K6 DDS requirement between the source and 
destination. 
Attain node placement, Placement of nodes no longer outweighs 
Add node in Auckland (Akl) the saving in access costs. This location 
was chosen because: 
• There are 16 hosts connected to the 
Auckland node 
• It would relieve some of the load from 
the Grafton node. 
• A third node in the Auckland region 
was needed for reliability. 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding/changing the Addition of the links resulted in 
Add link: Gft to Akl 9K6 following links: ' redistribution of traffic flows which 
Eps to Akl 9K6 Gft to Akl 9K6 DDS resulted in the following problems: 
Eps to Akl 9K6 DDS • over utilized links 
We/ to Akl 9K6 DDS • underutilized links 
Edit link : Alter Wei - Eps link to 
Wei- Akl (stiii48K) 
Link overutilized upgrade: 
Edit link: Gft to Aki48K Gft to Ak link to 4BK DDS 
We/ to Chch link is overutilized at Chch - Akl traffic routed through 
Edit link :Wei to Chc 48K 115% suggest upgrading to 4BK Wellington now. 
Av path length: 0.97 
Network delay Designer wondering if it would be better 
to connect the Rot node to the Akl node? 
Edit link: Alter Gft- Rot link to Av path length: 0.92 
Akl- Rot (stiii19K2) 
Attain node placement, Placing a node in lnvercargill will Add a CP 9724 (this node is only serving 
Add node in lnvercargill service 5 subscribers 5 subscribers) 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following 
Add link: Chc to lnv 191<2 links: 
lnv to Chc 19K2 DDS link 
Attain node placement, Placing a node in New Plymouth Add a CP 9724 (this node is only serving 
Add node in New Plymouth will service 7 subscribers 7 subscribers) 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following 
Add link: Ham to Npl 9K6 links: 
Ham to Np/4KB DDS link 
Attain node placement, Placing a node in Lower Hutt will Add a CP 9724 (this node is only serving 
Add node in Lower Hutt service 1 0 subscribers 1 0 subscribers) 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following 
Add link: Wei to Lht 9K6 links: 
We/ to Lht 4KB DDS link 
Attain node placement, Placing a node in Timaru will Add a CP 9724 (this node is only serving 
Add node in Timaru service 4 subscribers 4 subscribers) 
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Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following 
Add link: Chc to Tim 9K6 links: 
Chc to Tim 4KB DDS link 
Attain node placement, Placing a node in Tauranga will Add a CP 9724 (this node is only serving 
Add node in Tauranga service 6 subscribers 6 subscribers) 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following 
Add link : Ham to Tng 9K6 links: 
Ham to Tng 4KB DDS link 
Attain node placement, Placing a node in Tamaki will 
Add node in Tamaki service 6 subscribers 
Attain link placement, Suggest adding the following 
Add link: Akl to Tki 9K6 links: 
Akl to Tki 9K6 DDS link 
SUPERNET DESIGN 
In addition to the design of the NET-X network detailed in sections IV and V of 
this thesis, NDW has been employed for the redesign of a New Zealand 
government X.25 packet switching network 
Because of its confidential nature, the network will be referred to in this 
appendix under the assumed name "SUPERNET". 
SUPERNET's current topology consists of a highly meshed structure1 comprised 
of 48K backbone links. Surprisingly, this topology was the result of a three year 
old design and it has remained unchanged since then. Since the reorganisation of 
government departments, the network operators have now become accountable 
for the running costs of the network, thus spurring the need for the networks re-
evaluation. 
The parameters for the design were: 
• Maximum link utilization over the peak 5 minutes is 35%; 
• Each node is two-connected; 
• Maximum average network delay of 80ms; 
• Average packet size 55 bytes; 
• Maximum hop count resulting from a single link failure is four; 
• Nodal throughput 1500 PPS. 
SUPERNET was equipped with network monitoring facilities which enabled the 
collection of traffic data. 
NDW was able to highlight excessive link costs and suggest a more cost effective 
configuration that met the stated design requirements. 
The design results are detailed in Table VI.a. 
1 SUPERNET's existing structure is detailed in figures 6.6 and 6. 7 of Chapter six. 
SUPERNET DESIGN 
Attribute Initial design NOW design 
Topology 
Number of switches 16 16 
Number of links 28 22 
Performance 
Average network delay (ms) 59.84 54.60 
Average path length (hops) 1.32 1.07 
Throughput (Kb/s @ 80ms) 203.00 240.00 
Annual Cost 
Hardware $ 50433.00 $42466.00 
Backbone network $466560.00 $ 356400.00 
Access network $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL ANNUAL COST $ 516993.00 $ 398866.00 
Table VI. a SUPERHET design comparison 
The main design savings resulted from the elimination of six redundant 48K 
backbone links and the reconfiguration of several existing 48K links. 
The new structure represents a yearly cost saving of 23% or $118,127.00 over the 
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